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Abstract

Novel The Fellow
What is knowledge? Who should own it? Why is it used? Who can use it?
Is knowledge power, or is it an illusion? These are some of the questions
addressed in The Fellow.
At the time of Australian federation, the year 1901, while a nation
is being drawn into unity, one of its primary educational institutions is
being drawn into disunity when an outsider challenges the secure world
of The University of Melbourne.
Arriving in Melbourne after spending much of his life travelling
around Australia, an old Jack-of-all-trades bushman finds his way into
the inner sanctum of The University of Melbourne. Not only a man of
considerable and varied skill, he is also a man who is widely read and
self-educated. However, he applies his knowledge in practical ways,
based on what he has experienced in the “real world”.
Will the “real world” of this outsider severely affect the academic
world of the university?
Essay “Australian Historical Fiction: Reviewing the Perceived Past”
Since historical fiction can never provide an “authentic” representation
of previous eras, what is the role or significance of historical fiction? This
essay contends that, instead of an author writing about a previous
historical period, what they are providing is a contemporary
interpretation of events beyond the experience of that contemporary
society. Given an amount of time is needed to pass before a society can
assess its own history in a less emotional, more “enlightened” way, the
author of historical fiction can offer a metaphorical perspective on
historical issues and the way in which his or her society has “advanced”
in the interval since the setting of the novel. This idea is explored
through discussion of Thomas Keneally‟s novel The Chant of Jimmie
Blacksmith, Mudrooroo‟s novel The Promised Land, Patrick White‟s novel
Voss and The Fellow.
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Friday afternoon, 15th February, 1901.
Melbourne University.
“My dear fellow Australia has no history, no history whatsoever.
Granted this clutch of colonies has managed to establish a united
federation, but what can this new country mean without the weight of
history behind it?”
“Australia has no history at all? Not even in these past one hundred
odd years?”
“Not a jot! Not a whiff!”
So speaks a university professor to his colleague.
Striding out of Wilson Hall, the two men amble along the length of the
finely decorated Gothic building. The abundance of fine ornamentation
hangs about the arches like thick bunches of thoughts that hang onto
ideas borne of an education, one thought building onto the structure of
another. The tall leadlight windows reflect the late morning light. The
copper plated spires are only the starting point for an education; the
students that come to this university are expected to reach far higher
than the endpoint of the masonry in their ambition.
A little way off ducks and swans effortlessly float their way across the
university lake, the still water rippling with the soft wake they leave
behind. Beyond the lake and jutting out from behind a stately pine tree
stands the Georgian style elegance of the Botany school. The simplicity
of the botany school provides a sharp contrast to the Romanesque
arches and semi-Renaissance character of the Arts school standing next
to Wilson Hall. Beyond the grove of trees is the wide expanse of The Oval,
a large, green, flat saucer where Ormond College barely pokes out from
behind the leafy copse.
Around the grounds students are idling on the well trimmed green
lawn, students are reading, professors are idling on wooden and lace
iron park benches, professors are reading; and there are those that rush
to appointments they are seemingly late for. The character of the
university is upheld. Even the man driving the horse and buggy along
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Wilson Alley appears studious, the large pile of books on the seat beside
him helping his disposition.
As a professor he is a man of youth. Svelte and with a thick crop of
light brown hair, he is boyish enough to look like a student dressed up in
university robes for the day. Though reasonably fresh to the position he
walks with a slight stoop, ready to slip into an expression of grim
determination. His companion is a trim and fit figure of a man with slight
signs of a premature greyness, otherwise he does not appear much older
than the students. In the manner of many newly arrived students this
professor has the edge of constant enthusiasm for whatever there might
be around him. Both professors are in the early years of their careers,
barely scraping in at thirty. Cleanly shaven, young and full of
confidence, they are both the university's future.
“Ours is a federation achieved peacefully, Phillip. We didn‟t have to
resort to violence for unity, as so many other societies too freely indulge
in.”
“A worthy point, Robert, however it‟s history that binds a people. It is
history that throbs through the veins and allows a person to feel part of
something far greater than the self. Why, if a person does not know
history then that person will never understand the larger part of their
nature. Those that do not have the past cannot claim the future.”
“History can be respected, but these are the times to live in, these are
times to challenge; take our university for example. We‟re no longer a
„Pot-House‟ Caucus but are steadily growing in stature and importance,
a healthy sign of progress, I‟d imagine.”
“It hasn‟t escaped me that time passes, but history isn‟t just there, it‟s
forged. This country has not the means to claim anything of substance.
Oh, by the way…” the taller of the two professors halts at an acanthus
sculpted corner of the building. Something has suddenly come to mind
in the way that it must be discussed but is temporarily thrown out by a
distraction and will not quite fit back in.
A quartet of university students provides a momentary distraction.
Ambling in the opposite direction they are discussing the visit of
Edmond Barton to the Melbourne Town Hall the previous evening,
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detailing the talk he gave there. It was a political discussion that
provides a healthy debate among the pro and anti free trade proponents
in that group. Cutting a little nearer is a trio of their university
colleagues and peers. They are discussing last night‟s performance of
Puss in Boots at the Bijou Theatre, and how ravishing the actresses were.
This discourse is almost sucked up by the scent of moistly decaying cut
grass, and is the sort of debate that goes in another direction than that
suggested by gleaming spires.
“That reminds me, give your sister farewell for me. I sincerely hope
that she has a fine time while on her tour of England.”
“Be much appreciated. I‟m sure that she‟ll write often enough to all of
us.”
“I‟ll look forward to any letters that come, though I expect that she‟ll
be busy enough. I‟m almost envious of her, seeing so much of the old
country, and the continent. Yet we can claim something of the mother
country for the next few months, we do have the royal tour to look
forward to.”
“By the amount of talk there is about the town, it should be a fine
sight, one that Helen will miss. What she misses she‟ll more than gain
when in the old country, such as actually seeing an English king, the
first king in seventy years. And Helen will have the chance of seeing
much else besides.”
“Here‟s a stroke of luck,” Phillip declares in the tones of a
scholastically enthused professor, “Stallard, come here please. I believe
you wished to see me?” He calls to a passing student.
“Professor Luscombe,” a plump student who wears a pair of thick
glasses takes the opportunity to seek an audience, the undergraduate
addresses the slightly taller of the two, “Professor Wishart,” he
respectfully addresses the latter, “I did sir. I‟m having a problem with the
paper that‟s due.”
“Stallard, if you ever manage to finish an essay on time you‟ll amaze
both of us; we‟ll discuss the matter in my office.”
“Thank you, sir.” The student stands away with an eagerness reserved
only when the professor is present.
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“Give my regards to your wife too, Robert.”
“I will; give my regards to your mother, Phillip.”
“When I see her. Come along, Stallard.” As Luscombe spins around
he almost trips over a man who is down on his hands and knees. The
gardener is working the garden, “Oh, hello Shilton. Keeping off the beer I
hope?” He attempts to make the flippant remark a comical one, before
hastening away with his young charge. The attempt falls flat.
The gardener is a sturdy man, short of stature but broad of shoulders,
with a long, fine moustache and a dimpled jaw. The raw earth has
fashioned a pair of roughly callused hands, the dirt of which keeps his
fingernails black. It is a pristine garden that keeps dirty hands. On his
back the simple working clothes he wears are brought closer to his body
by the sweat of a warm day.
“What did he mean by that, Professor Wishart?” He protests in a
noticeably English accent. The inference makes the gardener almost as
flighty as the nearby wattlebird that is picking a quarrel with a
white-browed scrubwren.
“I‟m sure he doesn‟t mean anything by the remark. By the way, I
meant to see you about this earlier. The shrubs outside of my windows
need pruning. As the senior groundkeeper, arrange the job please.”
Robert tries to un-ruffle this ruffled gardener with a polite smile. Since
the caustic comment was made by one of his colleagues, he feels that he
should make atonement.
“The work will be seen to right away, Professor. Professor Luscombe
makes me sound like I‟m inked all the time. I‟m hardly that, sir. If I enjoy
drinking the occasional pot then so what? I mean who doesn‟t?”
“Naturally Shilton, I wouldn‟t take anything that‟s said to heart.”
“I‟m not some ignorant peasant; nor am I on the Pompey for anyone. I
could give to him the sort of lessons that would make any gardener
proud. I learned my trade in England from some of the best
groundkeepers, was never short of a job there, or here. I could give him a
few gardening lessons that he could never imagine.” Offended as the
gardener was by the remark he is not shattered, like the stained glass of
the wondrous window beside the two men his leaden disposition holds
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him intact.
“I‟m sure you could do just that, Shilton.”
“I hope you don‟t mind me saying sir, but I did hear part of that
conversation that you had with Professor Luscombe. It had me
thinking.”
“And which part of the conversation might that be?”
“That bit about this country having no history at all.”
“You have a different view?”
“Why, yes sir, that I do. There was this knight of the road that I met up
with the other night, an old timer who has scratched around a fair bit
and is full of amazing stories.”
“You met a man with an interesting life? There are many.” Wishart
thoughfully glances at the ancient stories depicted on the leadlight as a
reminder of that. From shades of blue to green the men and women of
Europe‟s tale-telling past spin remarkably.
“But this gentleman, sir, is educated. He has done a lot of reading,
just like you, Professor Wishart. This old timer has seen so much that it
would put the rest of us to shame as having seen nothing at all, and
that‟s no borak, sir.”
The young man is now struck with a thought or two. Gazing intently
in the wake of his colleague, the young professor‟s mind is pricked.
Though not smiling, he does wear the mantle of contemplation that is
not quite related to strictly university matters. Perhaps this is a tale
worth listening to.
“Tell me about this person, what is he like?”
“Why sir, he‟s a fine old chap. If it weren‟t for his rough ways he‟d be a
gentleman much like anyone else here.”
“Is this individual readily located?”
“Professor Wishart, I‟d be a lug-biter if he weren‟t.”
Shilton takes a sickle from the grass before ambling with Wishart to a
nearby wheelbarrow.
That afternoon.
Bourke Street, central Melbourne.
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“Pies, pies, come and buy a hot, fresh made pie here! How about you
madam, you look like you could do with a pie. We have squab, chicken,
sardine, fish, giblet, or how about a shepherd‟s pie? All fresh, all hot, all
lov-er-ly!”
The vendor is a young man is pushing about a hawker‟s cart from
Howlette‟s Bakery of City Road, South Melbourne. He does his utmost to
find a few prospective customers in the hefty gathering. What sells far
more readily than pies on this occasion are hand-held Union Jack flags,
Union Jack roses, patriotic postcards, badges and so forth. There is even
sheet music for the latest patriotic songs being sold to the public.
Trinkets of empire might change in style and content, but they are ready
sellers in whatever form they come. Not only does the personal ware of
patriotism match the mood of the moment, but the personal adornments
agree with the street decorations that are laid out. It seems that out of
every window hangs a Union Jack, or there are pictures of Queen
Victoria with framed black borders, alongside which are pictures of
England‟s newest monarch, King Edward the Seventh. Banners are
hung up all over the street, one reading in great, black letters,
“Spirit and Glory, Boys!
“You‟ll never be forgotten!
“Good luck to the boys of the Fifth Victorian Contingent!”
The sentiments everywhere flagged sway the crowd nearer to
unquestioning fervour pitch. The expectation among the street gathered
masses is almost physical.
However slow his business is the pie-seller does his best to move his
wares. The long-faced young man with a hawkish nose and roving eyes
thinks that these five women want to buy a pie to eat. The prospect of a
few sales gives the baker‟s assistant a renewed appetite for commerce.
“Ladies, care for a pie? Won‟t cost you a half-caser.” The lad tries to
entice by opening the lid of the box on wheels to show his range. The
vendor tries to eek out a cut of cash, but the only cut he receives from
three of the women is a slab of cold shoulder. The majority of this small
group of ladies would sooner look down their nose at the baker‟s boy.
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Nonetheless he is here to offer a warming smile.
“A shepherd‟s pie would be just right,” a welcoming response finally
comes from one of the group. Brushing a piece of bunting that has fallen
from the sign overhead - Blitz‟s Painless Dentistry - Just around the
corner from the GPO - she has a closer look at what is on sale. Of the
same age as her friends, she is a woman approaching the later part of
her fifties. Still retaining a portion of her earlier years, she is a lady who
has aged well.
“Flora Luscombe, one isn‟t here to buy from common hawkers. The
military parade is about to start.”
With considerable forcefulness another of the group makes her point.
She is a woman that holds herself rigidly upright.
“Why not have something to eat, Octavia? Who can tell when the
parade will come down the street?”
“Go away, young man!” There will be no discussion, with a flick of her
carved ivory fan she sends the youth on his way. The most severe
member of the quartet has decided what will happen. She is certain that
no one will dispute her.
Broad is Bourke Street that is narrowed by the mind, restricted by
attitudes that are enforced. All around Flora the jagged rows of rooftops
and windows, not one of which seems on par with its companion does
not so much embrace as enclose. Behind windows corrugated with
columns, arches and ornamental facades are people. The windows with
their mobs of faces are nothing compared to the face Octavia has given
her dear friend. The width of one of Melbourne‟s primary passages
almost entraps and crushes her, becoming as restricted the adjoining
alleys.
Towering above the many irregular concerns is the spire of the town
hall clock. Though a pencil that is finely carved it is a solid piece that
would not be easily toppled; still more solid is the time the town hall
keeps, it is violated for no one. Flora‟s watch is in keeping with the great
dial on the town hall.
“Drummer, over here! I want a pie!” Someone from the other side of
the crowded street calls out and the apprentice hastens over. Much as
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this prospective customer would like to state her views, the lad has gone.
“Now Octavia Griful-Apps, I would take exception to this, I would have
liked something to eat here and now.” Griful-Apps receives a tactfully
placed argument from Flora.
“By the sound of you I‟ve taken the food out of your mouth. Shall we
go to eat somewhere respectable? We can visit a proper restaurant after
the parade, isn‟t that so Julia, Hannah?”
“Oh, oh, yes, someplace like the Federal Coffee Palace. They have a
wonderful dining area,” Julia replies, preferring to stay at the back of the
small group of close friends.
“By all means, one should eat sitting down rather than standing up,
one isn‟t a horse,” instantly replies Hayne-Temme. She much prefers
standing at the very front, right beside Octavia, like a dependable pillar
of support.
The group falls into a sullen silence, in spite of the intense humming
noise of the masses. Among friends a difference of opinion is tolerable,
but Octavia will not hear the suggestion again. Flora tactfully stays
silent.
Before discussion can go any further, the sound of a brass band is
heard a little way off. A tune squeaks from afar. The song “Cheer! Boys,
Cheer!” is faintly heard before it is drowned out by a tremendous
clapping, cheering and shouting rouses the hectic masses.

Saturday morning, 16th February.
Kooyong Road, Armadale.
“Hurry, hurry, we don‟t have all morning!” a woman‟s voice urges from
the top of a staircase.
A long-case clock stands in the front parlour of the house. It dongs a
long, slow pace towards nine o‟clock. Just as the last chime rings out,
three people sweep down a carved oak staircase. At their descent a pile of
additional bags are placed among the several already lying on the
carpeted floor. Robert Wishart arranges the luggage, shifting them closer
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to the front door. Clearly tagged, the valises belong to Helen Wishart and
Agnes Mowling; one woman a sister, the other woman an aunt.
“Do we have everything?” The older, experienced and considerably
calmer woman asks as she wraps her fingers into gloves. Mowling is on
the short side, stocky, deliberate and well managed in her actions.
“I think so aunt,” replies Helen. She is a young woman of about
eighteen years of age, a warm smile, clean skinned and bustling with
youthful verve.
Several knocks are heard on the front door. Robert swings it open; the
cab driver has arrived with his carriage. A disappointingly little man with
a large, handlebar moustache stands on the threshold. He has drawn up
his horse and cart by the gate of the white-picket fence. The four-seated
station wagon complete with buckboard is ready for loading.
“Am I supposed to carry that lot?” The driver sniffs.
“We‟ll have none of your lip, young man! You‟re being paid to carry us
and our luggage to Flinders Street Station and you‟ll do just that!” The
driver is taken aback by the forcefulness of the older woman.
“Crikey, here‟s another woman with a voice. That‟s the third today!”
“And furthermore there‟ll be no detours to enhance the price. You‟ll
taxi us directly to the station. We know Melbourne thoroughly, so there‟ll
be no queer stuff here!” The aunt warns with enough gusto to almost
knock him out of his boots.
“You won‟t find a prawn between here and Flinders Street,” promises
the driver.
The man quickly goes about doing what he is paid to do. Robert is
cheered to see that the initial stage of the voyage is in order. His sister
too leaves it to her aunt to sort out such minor problems with a bold
hand. The load of portmanteaus will be treated with the care that they
deserve under the eye of a watchful, intrusively instructive aunt.
Helen has to have a look around the front parlour. The young woman
looks wistfully at the French mystery clock ticking on the hall table, the
print of The Raising of the Maypole by Sharpe, along with the many other
household bits and pieces close by.
“If you don‟t look after my home, brother dear, you‟ll be given absolute
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purgatory on our return.”
“I can only guarantee the foundations of the house, purgatory or not.
While we have a few moments I‟ve had an idea passing through my mind,
and since we‟ve been a close brother and sister I‟d like to ask for a piece
of advice from you.”
“Go on.”
“He made a remark about Australia having no history yesterday that
had me thinking.”
“Why should such a remark give you cause to think?”
“I‟ve been told of an old man that seems to have played his part in the
history of this nation. From the description provided he seems to have
lived as an old pioneer, in a manner of speaking. I‟ve half a mind to have
Phillip meet the old gentleman and hear for himself what makes and
shapes history.”
“Have you met this old gentleman?”
“No.”
“Then how can you be sure of such a claim?”
“If the claim is true, then wouldn‟t it be worth tracking the scent of it?
Phillip ought to appreciate that the world is not made up entirely of his
views, and those of the rather limited circle he keeps with.”
Robert‟s younger sister ponders for a moment. Positions involving old
friends demand a prelude.
“Personally speaking I can‟t see why not. We‟ve come from a liberal
family, we‟ve never believed in denying a person their say, even that of a
stranger. Where do you intend to meet this alleged pioneer?”
“I‟ve been told of a public tavern. That might cause a scandal,
especially if I‟m not taking Myrine.”
“You‟d hardly be the first husband to visit a public house on his own.
I think it would be a good idea if Phillip met someone who can show him
that this new country does have a past. As a person he has always
behaved in a beastly manner to those around him, especially those he
considers his social inferiors, which is all nonsense if you ask me. We
have no embedded aristocracy. Most no one in this country believes that
they should kowtow to another. I‟d say that your enterprise is worth the
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trouble. By all means assure Phillip that he has an ego and that he can
keep it in check at the same time.”
“I‟ve long wanted to bring Phillip down to earth. He could become the
most awful tyrant at university if he does not become far more receptive
in his views. Though I must admit, I can‟t tell if my ambition will
succeed.”
“Where nothing is begun nothing will be known.”
“All right, you two youngsters, come along. Do you want to leave,
Helen?”
The front door is shut and locked. Already their aunt has mounted the
carriage and has chosen the seat alongside the driver, just to make sure
their trip will not be going astray. To the crack of a whip the wagon is off.
A short time later.
Flinders Street Station, Melbourne.
“Let‟s go and have a look at what the Federal Attorney General looks
like,” one woman says to another as the two of them hasten through the
station arm in arm.
“Is that the Federal Attorney General?”
“I think so, that‟s the platform the express will arrive at.”
Flinders Street Station is bustling even for a late Saturday morning.
Be it soldiers, sailors, or civilians, each person has someplace to go. At
one platform something of a stir is taking place as the express train
arrives. The fuss centres on the emergence of the Federal Attorney
General. Ready to meet the federal appointee are several politicians,
members of the press gallery, and a police escort.
Above the noise, shouting the latest news that the buying public
ought to buy into, are the paperboys. The news of the day is the re-fitting
of the Ophir, the very yacht that will bring the royal visitors to Australia.
The women collecting for the Boer War Relief Fund rattle the tin under
the noses of anyone that passes.
The only place for Helen Wishart, her brother and their aunt to stand
is at train that will take the two ladies down to the harbour. Signs are
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posted up showing that this is the rail direct to the RMS Persic.
Helen gives her brother a peck on the cheek.
“Mother and father are in the United States, I‟m off to England with
aunt. You‟re left as the only member of the Wishart family in Melbourne.
Try not to bring disgrace to the family name,” she cheerfully teases her
sibling.
“I‟m sure our brothers and sisters in England will feel inscrutable
when they see that we‟re sending our convicts back,” he kisses her cheek
in return.
“All aboard! All aboard!” The cry bellows from the platform master as
he rings a large hand bell. “Last train for RMS Persic, all aboard!”
The last call sees the ship-bound passengers climb aboard the
carriages. There is enough time for brother, sister and aunt to give
another kiss to the one that must remain behind.
“Good luck with your venture, brother dear. From this point on you‟ll
have to keep your own counsel, so I advise that you keep it properly.”
“Robert will have plenty to think about and much to do; let‟s aboard,
Helen.”
Finding their way to a window seat, both Helen and her aunt stow the
last of the bags for the journey to the Melbourne docks. When the last of
the passengers is inside the platform master blows the whistle. In a blast
of steam the locomotive and its carriages roll out of the station. The train
steadily rolls out of view. When the steam engine is gone Wishart pulls
Shilton‟s note from his coat pocket to thoughtfully flick his chin with it.
That evening.
The Bush Inn, Malvern Road, Prahran.
“Have you read of the king‟s income before he came to the throne? The
light of the empire and here I am, with only a slush lamp to see by.” One
of two young men grumbles as he passes a newspaper to his companion.
“Yeah, reckon he won‟t be one to apply for an old age pension, and
that‟s the straight wire.”
“I‟d say they‟ve reached the limit anyway.”
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Two young men are making their way back home from work. Still
wearing rough, grease-stained clothes, they each carry a tucker bag and
share a newspaper between them as they pass outside the Bush Inn. The
two workmen are not interested in stopping at the pub, unlike Wishart.
After climbing down from the four-passenger trap and paying the driver,
this well-dressed member of the professional classes takes in a part of
Melbourne he is not personally familiar with. The carriage is driven to a
rank where several others are waiting in line.
Allowing the two workers to pass, the professor steps up to a window
and peers inside. The pub, with its name clearly inscribed over the front
door, is a simple building. It is a place with an unfinished brick lower
level, a dressed upper, a few plain windows and the entrance-door
placed on a corner angle. The sole ornaments of the building are the
pilasters and the scrolled name above the entrance.
A handful of young men, nighthawks out to find their best sport when
most of the city has turned in, find it mildly curious that so refined a
person should appear here. Following an indifferent glance they shrug
him off and return to their huddle. The gang recommences discretely
discussing some house or other among themselves. This stranger is not
a threat to their endeavours. Unsure as to what he should do next,
Wishart enters the inn through its front door.
The smell of stale beer and staler cigarette smoke clings to everything
and everybody. Once his nose has come to grips with the crashing smell
of the place, the eyes of the young professor take a swift orienteering
session. The central floor has numerous tables and chairs for its
patrons, with the counter set along the back. High backed benches are
arranged into cubicles. Adjoining the main floor is a games room for
billiards, cards, darts and assorted pub games.
Between the two rooms is a large poster advertising Black and White
Whiskey. Hanging up in the games room is a photograph of “Tut” Ryan,
the boxing champion of the state of Victoria. The champion is clad in
boxing clothes and striking the pose. On the shelves behind the bar, with
their rows of glasses and bottles of drink, is a black bordered picture of
Queen Victoria, several small Union Jacks, and a lithograph of the new
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king. Loyalty is set at a premium in this establishment. The Federation
Brewing Company and Montgomerie‟s Brewery have their adverting
liberally scattered around the pub.
The man behind is having a quite night so he busies himself with
reading through a Melbourne newspaper. He is not physically large, but
he has a presence and seems capable of taking care of a hotel even at the
worst of events. His moustache is curled at the tips, in the same way the
parting on his head forms two kiss curls on either side. Wishart takes to
seeing the barman, trying not to notice the long, white scar on the man‟s
forehead.
On Robert‟s arrival, the publican rises. He does not look bigger at full
stretch, but is no less daunting. A little hesitant, this professor wonders
how to address the man.
“Can I serve you?” It is the barman who is daunted.
“I‟m looking for someone.”
The barman‟s eyebrows immediately knit with suspicion. He seems to
be assessing the stranger to see how long the arm of the law can reach.
This gentleman is too well dressed compared to the others here. Sly grog
raids are well known to Melbourne‟s publicans.
“Business deals outside of normal hours are none of my concern,” the
barman gruffly says, wishing to avoid any problems. But there is
something that stands out to the cautious proprietor, the stranger lacks
the self-assurance and hardness of a plainclothes copper.
“I‟m not here for business. I‟m here for a personal matter, as I said, I‟m
looking for someone.” Wishart is swift to explain.
“Are you? Who might that be?”
The young lecturer takes the slip of paper given to him by Shilton.
“I think his name is Harcourt.”
“Never heard of him,” the barman attends to a man who tosses a few
pennies across the bar for a cold beer.
“I‟m told he is a bit of an itinerant, tells a lot of stories.”
“Oh, the bushy,” the man with the beer in his hand interjects as he
swills down a hefty swallow of the amber liquid. He is a bald, long-faced
man with sallow skin.
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“Ah, him,” the publican recalls.
“Is his name Harcourt?”
“Don‟t know what his moniker is mate, but I know who you‟re talking
about. He comes in here with a lot of incredible yarns, mostly about his
time outback. Reckon he‟s seen about all there is to see, even then hasn‟t
time to tell half of it.” The proprietor can rest a little when he realises this
is about as far as the stranger‟s inquiry is likely to go.
The news sounds promising; it is what Wishart wants to hear.
“He‟s that one we call bullocky‟s joy, as soon as he starts talking
everyone becomes stuck on what he says,” confirms the publican as he
serves another glass.
“Does he live far away?”
“No idea, he came out of nowhere a few months ago, nobody knows
him personally. He manages to draw a crush around him the moment he
starts yarning, but no one really knows who he is,” the man with the
drink explains.
“Will he be in tonight?”
Both men look at the station clock ticking on a wall, and the two
shake their heads at the same time, without prior consultation.
“Not tonight, if he isn‟t in by now then he won‟t be in at all.”
The young professor hoped for a better result.
“When will he come, do you know?”
“He breezes in and out; the old patch keeps his own pace. Who knows
when he‟ll return, might be next week, might be next month,” replies the
drinker.
“But if you want a good bet then come by tomorrow, he might be in
then.”
“Do you trade on Sundays?”
“Only meals, the bar isn‟t open,” the publican quickly asserts.
Sunday evening, 17th February.
The Bush Inn.
Wishart returns to the tavern. The pub has similar sorts of customers
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to his last visit. What is different about this evening is the crowd
gathered at one of the cubicles. Jammed in, around, over the top and
close by everyone wants to listen to what a particular individual has to
say.
“It‟s all good and well for the chanters to write about complaints over
hours and wages,” a young man waves a copy of the newspaper around,
“It‟s all good and well to chant on about the sweating of brush makers,
but we have to live these conditions. I reckon that we‟re the ones who‟ll
have to make a change, the bosses aren‟t going to do anything for us,
and we can‟t trust that lot of dead naps to do anything right by us!”
If the young man is declaring a state of revolution nobody is heeding
the call. The crowd is far too interested in the answer. Having made his
statement he too wants to hear what the reply will be.
“I‟ve seen enough Anniversary Days in my time to know that whether
you‟re an anti-squatter, or whether you‟re a cadet who is on the boards
for the very first time, the only way to go about anything is hard work.
I‟ve heard all about social change to better ways for years, mates….”
The man speaking is not visible. He is hidden behind a wall of people.
But his voice is clear, resonant and assured. It is almost as though his
voice were trained for the theatre or else for public speaking. Wishart is
intrigued with the sound of that voice. The young professor makes his
way to the counter where the same publican is waiting to serve.
“You‟re the young gentleman who was here last night asking about
that old man weren‟t you?” The publican politely asks.
“Correct, you haven‟t mentioned anything to him?”
“Not me sir, would be none of my affair. You‟re in luck, sir; the old
timer is in tonight.”
“Is that him?”
“The old cornstalker in person.”
“Tell us about The Stockade! Tell us about The Stockade!” At first one
person begins to call, and then the clamour goes all around the crowd,
they speak in unison over what it is that they want.
“What, again?”
“Yes! Yes!”
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“If that what pleases you then very well.”
The exhibition startles the youthful lecturer. Those present in that
corner of the hotel are unified; they want to hear one tale. The masses
have spoken and democracy has brought their heart‟s desire.
“I wish to go and have a few words with the gentleman.”
“You‟d have a hard time breaking through that lot, sir. You‟d be a
brave flashjack to take away their entertainment; he‟s what that lot are
here for. Take a meal, sir, spend a little time listening to the music, read,
play snooker if you wish,” a prospect the publican finds unlikely, “and
wait for the gentlemen to leave. You‟ll be able to speak to him, that Mister
Harcourt, soon enough,” the barman advises.
“How long will he be?”
“We close early on Sundays, we shut at seven.”
Wishart glances at the clock on the wall and then looks at the throng.
It is only two hours to wait. He sits down at the bar and opts to wait.
“Is there a menu? What is there to order?”
The young woman at the bar promptly provides a list.
“You can‟t knock down your check here tonight, sir. No alcoholic
drinks served with that, sir, you‟ll have to order something else with
that.”
“Fine, fine, I‟ll have some ginger beer instead.”
Robert finds a table within earshot of the crowd. The professor intends
to sit as near as possible to hear as much as he can. As predicted, those
gathered at the bar slowly take their leave of the focus of attention.
As he rises to his feet to stretch his legs, the young professor can
clearly see this man of considerable oratorical skills. Outwardly he does
not look like a bushman for he wears the sort of clothes that most any
city dweller would when about town. He does not even go about with a
bush hat. His groomed mass of silver hair is exposed, matching his
flowing white beard. He is not tall or short, on the average height and
physically capable of most any labour.
He senses that now is the time to move. Rising from his chair he offers
his hand to the old gentleman and feels a powerful grip closing on his
palm. A hand that is more accustomed to picking up books and lecture
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notes, like his, is no match for a hold that has undertaken demanding
work.
“Pardon me sir, let me introduce myself, my name is Robert Wishart.”
“Pleased, my name is Horace Harcourt, Horace Virgil Harcourt. How
might I help you?”
“I‟m a professor of history at the University of Melbourne. I was
wondering if we could have a bit of a talk.”
“What might a university bloke wish to talk to an old back-roadsman
about?”
“You might be able to help me with some research I‟m doing.”
“Then there‟s time enough to take up a squatter‟s run. We‟ll talk.”
Harcourt waves a hand in the direction of an empty cubicle. With no
compunction on him to sit and listen, the old timer is made mildly
curious just the same.
Monday morning, 18th February.
Centennial Avenue, Brunswick.
“Hector, put down the button hook, please, before you lose it.”
“But mummy!” protests the young boy, the little pair of hands has
wrapped around something of interest and do not want to let go.
For a moment life around the table of the drawing room of the Wishart
household becomes a little more energetic. The young mother cocks one
of her finely arched eyebrows. Myrine Wishart is in her late twenties, a
year or two younger than her husband. She is a woman that is ever on
the alert, she has an abundance of energy to go into action. Though the
young mother has an ever-present tender smile, Myrine can also present
a stern glower in an instant. Carrying an infant in one arm she sits down
alongside her guest. Patting the toddler‟s bottom, she rocks a tiny girl
back and forth until the second of the children is soundly asleep. Flora
gives assistance to the young mother by distracting the little boy.
“I‟d be happy to come to your diner this evening.” Flora says as she
sips at her tea.
“Would your friends wish to come along?”
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“No, I won‟t invite them. Let this be an intimate evening. Besides, it‟s
good to escape my friends once in a while.”
“I gather you aren‟t happy in their company?”
“I have known Octavia, Hannah and Julia for many years. Octavia
and I went to school together. We are also each widows, we have that
much in common. However, there are times when I do find their
company a little stifling.”
“Then I‟ll try to make the evening as entertaining as possible without
them. Robert would also like to invite Phillip along,” Myrine adds as she
puts her infant into a pram.
“We‟re having a dinner to conclude the send off the other day?”
“In a manner of speaking, yes.”
“Since my husband died several years ago I can consider myself a free
woman, entitled to do as I please. I think I can manage an evening out
without my companions for once.”
“You won‟t be scandalised, I‟m sure. I must also add that Robert met
an interesting acquaintance recently. From Robert‟s description he is a
man with many stories to tell.”
“A local resident, I take it?”
“Funnily enough he was born in Sydney, lived in Melbourne during its
first years before travelling the continent. It seems there is not one part
of Australia he has not seen. The stories he has to tell are, as I‟m
informed, remarkable.”
“Mummy, can we play football?”
“If you wish to play football then we will, darling.”
“A sporting mother supporting a sporting son.” Flora tickles the boy
under his chin.
That Evening.
“A most remarkable event. I‟ve never heard of the past spoken about
with such with such vibrancy.” Myrine is somewhat staid in her
exultation.
“The Stockade was more than offering of a shallow sinker, there was
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more to The Stockade than that. Don‟t let anyone tell you the Eureka
Stockade was merely a riot, it meant far, far more than that. The diggers
of The Stockade, and I was one from the very start of the trouble to the
very end, had meaning in everything they did. We weren‟t just rioters
who do nothing other than cause trouble and strife, we had a cause, and
we stuck to it.” Harcourt is at pains to tell all of those present.
The one person that does hang on every word that Harcourt is saying
is Flora. There is depth in her fascination, just as she takes great pains
to ensure that her interest in this new man is kept discrete. There is a
moment when everything in a person seems to collect into what is right.
It is a moment when a person can feel wholly and willingly captivated.
There is a moment when the phrase “love at first sight” is not being
wishful.
The others seated at the dining table respectfully listen. The Wishart
dinner is not of a slap-dash nature. The family want to make the evening
meal a matter of care as a show of consideration for their strange guest.
On the table is a crystal decanter with its silver label hanging from its
sterling chain, red wine is the drink on offer. Sterling silver cutlery is
there for use and the meal is ladled out from a polished, silver-plated
tureen. On the wall at the head of the table is a university diploma. At
the other end is a McCubbin oil painting, dust free and presented in a
good light.
“There are those that would disagree with you. Some would call it a
rather minor scrap, of little importance,” replies Robert, as he helps
himself to another serving of beef a la mode.
“They would be people that were not at the Stockade. Whatever some
might think today, The Stockade was an earnest event, done for the best
of intentions. There aren‟t many of us left from those times, but I can
proudly say that I am one of them. In fact there aren‟t many left from The
Great Before times either, as far as I know.”
“Despite your reflections, and experiences, there are those who would
say such an event was not even historical. Not important enough;
perhaps not grand enough.”
“History doesn‟t need have been a grand event to make a difference.
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Wars that last for years on end, revolutions, kings that come and go are
much the same. So-called history serves to teach that names in books
are different, but the acts remain the same. Eureka, now that was
different. I‟ve seen enough people in my travels inspired by the Eureka
rebellion. They too have actually tried to make a difference in their lives,
to try and improve their lot over the years. An old man like me is now
something of a living model, however long that may last.”
“I‟d say that you‟ll be around for a few years yet, to tell your
fascinating story,” Myrine encourages her guest, enlivening proceedings
from the occasional lapse into a lull. Flora remains silent, taking the
occasional glance at the weather-beaten, charismatic stranger.
“This is a wonderful meal. It‟s a shame that station rations are never
this good. I can tell you about the worst meal that I‟ve ever had.” The old
timer fills a fork.
“Where was that?”
“It was when I was working on the singing wire. Was near the end of
the laying of the overland telegraph and food was running a little low at
the time. The cook‟s assistant was poor to begin with, but by the end he
was even worse than when we started.”
“You laboured on the overland telegraph?” asks Myrine.
“I earned a good few deaners out there, and that helped; but the pride
in having done the job was worth as much as coinage landed in the
pocket.”
“How did you come across the job? It would have required certain
skilled people?” Robert is just as keen to find out a little more about the
man as is his wife.
Harcourt draws a breath that is almost as deep as his memory. The
old man grimaces for the sake of recollection, then lets out a sigh.
“I gained the job by sheer chance. I was working in Sydney at the time,
as a shop-front dresser I think it was, when I met an old mate of mine
from the digging days. Bit of a one to blue a cheque, but he was decent
just the same. He was headed up for work, asked me along, so I went.”
“It‟s a shame that Phillip couldn‟t come, it would have been a good
opportunity for him to hear these stories. He would have found the
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dinner an interesting one,” Robert says regretfully.
“Phillip has missed someone truly special. However I‟m eternally
grateful that I‟ve come.” Flora offers a fluttering of a warm smile to the
stranger. Robert is too busy mulling over the lost opportunity to pick up
the subtle hint. Myrine has greater deftness; she is instinctively quick to
understand what their guest is saying.
Luscombe finishes what she is eating. Though the food gives her
relish, she defers taking a second helping. Rather clumsily, she clatters
her spoon onto the dish; the flow of discussion is broken and attention is
drawn to her.
“Robert, I‟m most embarrassed for you,” Flora chastises her host with
a mild rebuke. This mock scolding that comes from nothing takes the
young professor unawares.
“Have I done something embarrassing?”
“What must your guest think of you? What sort of a father does not
look after his children? Young children at that, why, your babies must be
fretting.”
“I put them to bed. They were both sound asleep when I last looked
in.” Not understanding the tactics of his guest, Robert tries to put up a
genuine defence.
“Now darling, don‟t be impertinent, Flora‟s is a good suggestion. Go
and see how the children are,” Myrine encourages her husband.
“Yes, and we can leave Mister Harcourt in the graceful company of
your wife.” Flora leaves with him.
Ahead of any further ifs, buts, or any like signs of resistance, the
young professor is practically shanghaied into the unexpected turn of
events and almost bundled out of the room. As Robert begins to make
his way up the staircase, the older woman prefers to stay at the landing.
“I can‟t hear the children crying, they must still be sound asleep.”
“So I‟ve noticed.”
“We ought to look just the same.”
“We ought to talk first.”
“Talk about what?”
“We need to discuss a certain Mister Horace Harcourt.” Flora drops
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her voice as though someone has an ear up against the keyhole. From
the laughter in the dining room it is unlikely anyone can hear what she
is saying.
“You wish to talk of our guest? I had the impression that you‟re hardly
interested in him. You‟ve been very quiet this evening Flora, it‟s quite
unlike you not to participate. That you came at all is a surprise to me. I
thought you‟d have gone to the theatre with Missus Griful-Apps and the
others.”
“I‟ve already seen The Great Ruby, twice; believe me, seeing that
dreadful musical once was a sufferance. I didn‟t expect much of the
evening but now I‟m finding it extremely entertaining.”
“How so?”
“I want you to keep Mister Harcourt here.”
The professor is caught well short by the request.
“In our house? Are you planning to call the police? Is there something
suspicious about the man?”
“No, I mean keep him at the university.”
Flora‟s demand almost makes Robert‟s head spin.
“He hardly has the qualifications. He can hardly be employed like
that, unless he is hired for gardening duties, cleaning windows and the
like,” the suggestion is an entirely practical one, but nonetheless one
that does not sit justly with Flora.
“I wouldn‟t have so dignified a chap as him doing that.”
“Paid work is paid work. It‟s obvious that you have something else in
mind...?”
“From the evening spent thus far I can see that Horace is no fool. I
would seek a position that offered opportunities for his mind, rather
than his back. Yes; why not make him a Fellow?” Luscombe is as
forthright as she is amazing. Robert almost tumbles down the staircase
at the suggestion.
“Fellowships aren‟t given out just like that, as you ought to know,
having been involved with the university for many years. Granted,
lay-people can come and work at a professional level at the university,
but they have to have some accomplishments to their name. As much
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work as Mister Harcourt has done, for all that he has seen – it hardly
qualifies him for an academic position.” Wishart would put a snuffer to a
bright idea, but Flora has a seriousness that cannot be dismissed.
“Fellowships aren‟t granted to women either, but it doesn‟t mean that
women are fools. There are women that could stand alongside the best of
professors. The university was not built like Kamesburgh, all money and
edifice and little else; there‟s far more substance associated with the
university for the relatively little money it receives. The institution is
always grateful for any donations and contributions that come its way.
And I know for a fact that in these hard times the university is in the
financial doldrums. Furthermore, the university has continually been
receiving far less money than expected over the past few years, so it has
been stated. So I believe that the university cannot do without my late
husband‟s generous annuity. My late husband was a very effective
businessman, but he also thought in terms that went beyond matters of
cash flow. Since I have the final say in the way his finances are managed,
The Shop might just be obliged to cover a greater shortfall.”
“Then why mention this to me? Surely you should see those
administering the university?”
“If I need a friend of long standing, one I can trust to offer me prudent,
inside advice, then I would turn to you. Then there is also Phillip. I know
the character of my son. He has pretences, he is a snob. As much as I
love him as a son I can foresee certain problems, all coming from him,
along with his coterie of friends that value social conceit above anything
else.”
Robert considers the possibilities of such an improvised scheme.
Right about then a child‟s cry is heard from upstairs.

Monday morning, 19th February.
Café Continental, Albert Park beach.
For a weekday morning, not much is happening in the vicinity of the
beachside café. From the al-fresco seats beach-goers can be seen
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wandering along the beach, dipping their toes into Hobson‟s Bay. A few
adventurous spirits are not so much swimming as walking along
haunch-deep in water. Nobody is going to contravene the many signs
posted by the local authorities. It is forbidden to swim from this beach in
daylight hours.
“One feels so terribly sorry for you Flora, I‟m permeated with distress,”
Hayne-Temme drones.
“Are you? Why?”
“You missed an amazing performance last night.”
“I‟ve seen The Great Ruby with you already. Don‟t you recall?”
“There‟s always something refreshing each time one goes along to see
so fine a melodrama. We all could watch that programme many times
over.” Flora‟s friend does not wish to labour the point, but she goes
ahead and does so just the same.
“That is hardly the point, we are friends, and have been friends for
decades. As friends we ought remain tightly bound and close together. It
appears as though Flora has found something of greater interest. Did
you have a good time last night at Robert‟s house?” Griful-Apps
assertively prods.
“The evening was amusing.”
“So I‟ve been informed, thought I don‟t know if the information is
true,” by her intimation Hayne-Temme hints that it is entirely factual.
“What is?” each of her friends is brought along with great ease, except
for Flora.
“That young Robert has taken an interest in some itinerant.”
“A vagabond, no!” Bewsher gasps.
“Apparently he has. That young man ought to know better than
consort with those of such inferiority.”
Flora says nothing. She knows this group well.

That afternoon.
Office of the Assistant Vice-Chancellor.
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“Missus Luscombe made, what I was going to indelicately call, a
threat. However it‟s far more appropriate to call her choice of words the
discretionary use of her authority.” The Assistant Vice-Chancellor to the
University of Melbourne is being as tactful as he can.
“Was that Missus Luscombe, Phillip‟s mother, which made so plain a
point?” Robert credibly feigns that cannot believe what he is being told.
“I‟m relating to you what she told me.”
“There‟s no match for the determination of a mother. There‟s also no
substitute for a wealthy mother that is also a benefactor to the
university.”
The office of the Assistant Vice-Chancellor is comfortable without
being lavish, sparse without being Spartan. It is an office with a good
view of the rest of the campus grounds and the lake is not far from the
upper window. Outside the window a parade of university cadets are
going through their military drill. Even on a warm day the cadets are
required to wear their full uniform. Students that are not enlisted in the
battalions are lightened from the heat with their summer clothes.
The Assistant Vice-Chancellor, Alonzo Colvia, is the man the letters
on his desk are addressed to. He does not cut a pre-dispossessing figure:
clean shaven and somewhat thin around the temples of his head, his
broad cheeks and small nose lend him a studied particularity, the sort of
emphatic softness that will leave him determined to find the right answer
to your question, eventually. His moustache sometimes twitches from
side to side, as if words must be cleaned before presentation.
“This is unfortunate news.” Wishart tries to offer consolation.
“I‟m afraid that Phillip‟s mother is insistent. She just won‟t budge.
Missus Luscombe would like to have this man granted some sort of
position here.”
Colvia leans back in his oak swivel chair, folds his hands over his
chest and thinks hard for several moments. His thoughts are being
marched about like the military cadets outside, but with greater
purpose.
“It is her money; she can do what she likes with it.”
“You aren‟t accepting the rather forceful suggestion?”
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“I didn‟t say that,” the Assistant Vice-Chancellor judders forward for a
moment, “The university needs all of the wealthy benefactors it can find.
Not everyone was as open handed as Mister Samuel Wilson, even if the
old cadger wanted a knighthood out of it. He was most crestfallen when
his knighthood didn‟t arrive.” The Assistant Vice-Chancellor rocks in the
direction of Wilson Hall.
“Suffered for his art?”
“That‟s one way of putting it.”
“So, what is your considered opinion of Missus Luscombe‟s
proposition to us?”
“The least we can do is to meet this apparently exceptional
individual.”
“Meet him to discuss a Fellowship?”
Colvia shrugs at the impetuous suggestion.
“There is precedence to the granting of university Fellowships, but not
quite in this way. We‟ll have to have a look at him. Before I take any
further measures, particularly by involving the Assistant Chancellor, I‟ll
be having a chat with Dickson.”
“Why Dickson?”
“He is the university Accountant. Since this is sort of demand will
provoke two opposing views, one being that of the traditionalists, the
other of the utilitarians, I feel myself obligated to gain as much
intelligence as I can.” A loud knock is given on the door, which has
Colvia consulting the brass carriage clock ticking on his desk.
“That‟ll be Dickson, right on time. Come in!”
Stepping through the door is a flat-faced man with sleek, black hair
and a neatly trimmed, thin black moustache. The blue serge coat and
brown office trousers he wears are a fraction too large for him, and his
bow tie is just a little crooked. His flat face accentuates the way his eyes
flick about in every direction. He has the countenance of a man that
needs to look back across his shoulder.
“You wished to see me Mister Colvia? Oh, hello, Professor Wishart.”
“Dickson.”
“Close the door, will you please? I wish to discuss the university‟s
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finances.”
The accountant glances at the man standing next to him.
“Here, Mister Colvia?”
“Yes, here.”
“In present company, no disrespect meant, Professor Wishart.”
“None taken, Dickson.”
“I‟m just curious to know how the finances have stood over the past
few years. You can talk in front of Professor Wishart, he won‟t go to the
press with this,” the Assistant Vice-Chancellor dips the end of a pen in
the direction of the Accountant.
“I‟m aware of that sir. But, it‟s hardly the way. Procedures are here for
the following, not the abandoning.”
“Highly commendable, but this can be an exception. Tell us a little
about the state of the finances of our institution.”
The Accountant is a little lost for words as he gives himself a hard rub
of the back of his neck. He did not expect this sort of an interview when
he walked into this office.
“Since the cuts in funding of ninety-three, „four and „six, the
university has had a hard time restoring even a semblance of normality.
Jipping has had to be done to conceal how poorly this university has
fared, solely in order to maintain confidence in the institution,
understand.”
“Oh, I understand totally,” nods Wishart.
“The rumours of collapse were always rife. The murmurs that we had
to suppress, well, we‟re only just beginning to put all of that behind us. It
will be a while yet before the university will be back to receiving
pre-depression level funding.”
“Or slip into a worse one?”
“Perhaps, Professor Wishart. We could find ourselves wearing
Abraham‟s balm right enough. Money is not an easy commodity to
manage in tight times as these.”
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That evening.
Centennial Avenue.
“Policies and procedures do have meaning, but they can change
quickly enough when there is money involved. Though I must confess,
I‟m unhappy over any delay,” Flora Luscombe privately admits to
Myrine.
“At least some of those at the university will have a look at Mister
Harcourt, as you‟ve wished to have happen,” encourages Myrine as she
serves out the banquet of lamb with its rich covering of gravy. There are
mushy peas and tender potatoes served for the evening meal. On the
table sits a carafe of white wine to accompany dinner at the Wishart
household.
The table is not as elegantly set as the previous evening‟s
entertainment. The tablecloth is of simple cotton instead of damask with
a fancy patter, the china is everyday and straightforward and the cutlery
is silver plate rather than the hallmark of sterling silver. The inlaid long
case clock, with its silver washed dial, ornate spandrels, and phases of
the moon, continues ticking the same, steady beat this evening as it did
the night before.
“It isn‟t the university that will more closely investigate my request,
just the Assistant Vice-Chancellor. Where will that leave the process?
Who is he, after all?” Flora remains disgruntled, swirling the tip of her
fork in the gravy.
“He is the third in command at The Shop, that‟s further up than many
applications are likely to go,” Robert replies as he heaps a big spoon of
mushy peas onto his plate and begins tucking in.
“For goodness‟ sake, anyone would think that my recommendation
was dubious. I hardly think we need an inquiry to match the Hensley
Affair. I‟m sure that a man of his calibre is of highest moral fibre, if that
is what the university is afraid of.”
“We haven‟t known him for very long, Missus Luscombe,” Robert
replies.
“I am not found wanting for caution. Years spent studying people will
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deliver meaning. If the first investment of time means knowing what
people are like, then my time pays me well. To me this looks like a
display of petty officialdom.”
They lapse into a brief silence as the clock strikes a chime for half past
seven. Flora remains sulky, not wishing to believe anything but the
worst will be possible. The Wisharts can only offer an exchange of
glances. Neither really knows what to say when a thought suddenly
occurs to Myrine.
“You‟re not upset with the official practices over there, are you?”
“Only partially.” Flora coyly confesses.
“You do have some sway at the university, albeit not of an official sort.
Is there something else that gives you concern?”
“There is. I‟m afraid that Horace might up and leave, that‟s why I want
him to receive the offer of some sort of work as soon as possible. There I
go, sounding like some melodramatic opera singer or some schoolgirl
that reads too many penny dreadfuls.”
“What makes you believe Mister Harcourt is leaving anytime soon?”
asks Robert.
“Horace said he didn‟t have regular work. The sense of adventure that
has taken him around the country might just take him away. I dread the
prospect.”
“Don‟t be so concerned, I‟ll be seeing Mister Harcourt. I‟ll weigh up his
intentions while I‟m with him,” promises Robert.
“Do you know where he lives?”
“Yes, I‟m seeing him tomorrow, and, as it turns out, he doesn‟t live all
that far away.”
“If Mister Harcourt is willing, we‟ll arrange a more formal dinner at
one or other of the nearby hotels. I‟m sure that the Assistant ViceChancellor would like to meet him in neutral surrounds,” Myrine adds.

Wednesday morning, 20th February.
Glen Eira Road, Elsterwick.
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“How many will be at this hotel?” Harcourt queries as he thumbs his
way through an English translation of Galileo‟s works.
“We‟ll be numbering a dozen or so. Not a large number,” Robert replies
as he looks at the book the old timer is reading from the opposite way.
“No, not a large number, however…” Harcourt ponders the
imponderable, perhaps to make it possible, perhaps not.
There are bookcases of various types, shapes and sizes. There are
bookcases of walnut, mahogany, cedar, some bookcases have windows
with astragal glazed doors, and others have an open front. Dominating
the room are the books. The library of the house is full of books, from top
to bottom there are shelves and shelves, rows and rows of books, there
are even books piled on top of books. There are also a couple of revolving
bookcases set in the middle of the room. In one corner is a handsome
example of a floor globe with brass circumference and a turned
tripod-legged encasement. For reading pleasure there are a few chairs
placed beneath the windows, a chaise lounge beside doors which open
out onto the veranda. A writing table stands beside the red velvet
upholstered lounge.
“Do you have reservations about attending?”
“Hang on there, mate, I haven‟t decided.”
“Excuse me, I didn‟t mean to force the matter.”
“I don‟t like to sound cantankerous, but for an old Anglo-native like
me even a half a dozen people in the one room is a fair number.”
“So few?”
“I‟ve spent so much time alone, travelling on the wallaby, so I‟m not
accustomed to a lot of voices.”
A new leaf is turned. Wishart is fascinated by the fantastic collection
of books. There are books on every subject, from the ancient classics to
the modern novel, from agriculture to the meaning of the zodiac, and a
large number of dictionaries thrown into the toss too. Draw in as the
young professor is by the collection, he cannot help but stop and stare.
Skimming his eyes over the leather spines, the professor is restricted to
running a fingertip over the rhinoceros shaped spelter gilt inkwell.
“I also wanted to ask, if you don‟t mind, though it is none of my
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business….”
“Ask away.”
“Have you any intentions of staying in Melbourne?”
Harcourt sinks into the captain‟s chair and strokes his beard. The old
timer has to first absorb so big a question. There will be no blurting of an
answer on the spur of the moment.
“It‟s been many a year, most of my life in fact that I‟ve been out of the
Cabbage Garden; possibly for the worse, perhaps for the better.”
“Considering your adventures, I‟d say for the better.”
The young professor stops his wandering around the library for a
better look at the carefully organised pile that is a swagman‟s kit. There
are clothes, folding knives, canteens, spoons and the rest that a swaggie
needs when on the track, however there is much else of interest besides.
Catching the eye of the attentive young man are the many pieces of
paper neatly set down. These are certificates, most of which are
witnessed and notarised, stretching back over the better part of forty
years. The certificates are related to apprentice qualifications and so on.
They are papers that vouch for the work that Harcourt can do, for they
relate to a seemingly endless variety of jobs. Harcourt can perform
anything from electrical work to machine operation, shearing, working
on the docks in this city or that, carpentry, pearl fishing, tanning among
others. Here is one entire lifetime to date, quite literally spread out before
the young professor‟s gaze.
“An adventurous life, yes, but I‟m the last of six siblings now. Six of us
left Melbourne during the rush to go and live out on the diggings. My
parents are long since gone, as are my aunts and uncles. As far as I
know I‟m the last of my clan. It‟s terrible, the most terrible of all family
experiences, not being there when a member of the family dies.”
“Do you regret your amazing journey?”
“I can‟t say; I really can‟t.”
“Then what about nephews and nieces? Don‟t you have any around?”
“I think I do, but they‟re who knows where. They‟ve moved overseas,
or to other parts of the country. I lost contact with them years ago. When
I arrived in Melbourne last October I was like a leatherneck moving
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about the place trying to find them out. Never did hit a reward claim, so
I‟m on my lonesome. In fact I‟m something of a remittance man in this
house.”
“Oh?”
“This house belonged to my brother; he died just after New Year‟s. He
was ill for a long time before that, contracted some sort of take-all. In fact
my brother was the reason I returned to Melbourne, I came back to look
after him. This was his house which passed into my hands.”
“How did you find out about your brother?”
“I was working in Adelaide at the time, on the art gallery they‟re
building over there, when I read a notice in the paper. As a result I set
the swing-gate shut and made my way here, and have been here ever
since.”
“Your brother had a wide-ranging taste in books,” Wishart commends.
Temptation overcomes the fresh-faced professor. He just has to take a
book off the shelf and have a look at it. The Odyssey by Homer is the
volume he has chosen. Written in fine handwriting inside the cover is a
date, “Wednesday, March 16th 1853, Melbourne, Sugden‟s General
Store”.
“My brother never cared much for books.”
“He didn‟t?” Wishart can scarcely believe this revelation.
“No, he was an anti-transportation man when it came to books;
no-more thank you.”
“Then, where did all of these books come from?”
“They‟re mine,” Harcourt says with pride.
“All of these? How did you manage this while you were travelling
around Australia? Surely you couldn‟t just return whenever you
fancied?”
“Of course not, but I didn‟t just work for dry ration, oh no. Sometimes
the cockies I worked for, if they liked the job I did, would gave me a book
or two, I‟d buy books from drummers I‟d meet along the way, and I‟d
meet a few with their carts and wares. When I was in the cities or towns
I‟d buy books, as many as I could carry, then I‟d send them to my
brother. He would put them away for me for my eventual return. Over
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the years this currency lad managed to build up a fair collection.”
“Admirable.”
“I must have spent a fortune. There would be a fair few guineas‟ worth
of books here, but worth every single penny. Then there are books that I
would have loved to have kept, but had to give up. I could have added a
shelf or three for the books I wanted.”
“What did you do with them?”
“Whenever I met someone, a cocky, another swaggie, a drummer or
when passing through the towns, I wouldn‟t just stop to talk. If I could
meet someone to swap a book because they‟d finished, or didn‟t like
what they were reading, then I‟d swap it. I‟d always find myself another
volume to start; in that way I always had something new to read along
the way. And whenever I was in one place for long enough I would do as
much reading as possible, of anything of interest, and not so interesting.
I even read my way through a few books that I didn‟t much fancy. I‟ve
done well enough for an old passport holder.”
To Robert the details are as compelling as the library.
“Then you‟ll have to stay in Melbourne, you won‟t find any city in
Australia with more books than Melbourne.” It is a tall claim. The
youthful professor hopes the intrigue will see the old timer stay on for a
while.
“I have to admit that I haven‟t had time to fossick the bookstores,
always being too busy with other matters. Yet I‟ve also been thinking of
moving on just the same time. There isn‟t much to keep me in Cabbage
Patch central.”
“What will you do with the house, with the collection that you built?”
“I don‟t know, I‟ve asked myself as much over the past few weeks.”
Harcourt is troubled by a thought that has crossed his mind a fair few
times. Dipping into a very heavy silence, the swagman thinks of all the
possibilities over again. While he is mulling over what he should do,
Wishart has a close look at a couple of the more commercially accepted
items. The professor now studies the sort of wares that are almost
universally credited as having value, especially when compared to
books, thoughts and ideas.
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“Gold and an opal? How handsome they look – may I?”
“By all means.”
Wishart has in hand two specimens. The opal shines and glitters its
spellbinding range of colours. The specimen of gold is a natural nugget.
To the active imagination it is in the rough shape of a walnut kernel. At
an approximation of its weight the nugget would weigh in at about an
ounce or so.
“Where did you buy these?”
“I didn‟t buy them, mate, I found them.”
“You did?”
“That I did, with my own hands. In fact,” Harcourt rises from his chair
and picks out the nugget from Wishart‟s hand, “This is the very first
nugget that I found at the diggings.”
“Your primary piece?”
“Primary piece and first nugget. Back in „fifty-one when there was still
enough of shallow stuff on the ground, this is the very first that I came
across. I‟ve carried this gold with me everywhere. I went, kept it as my
personal talisman. Found the gold on the very same day as my birthday,
so I thought the sign was too good to pass up.”
“The sentiment has served you well.”
“I didn‟t tell anyone about my finds, perhaps it was the worse of me to
do so, not telling mother and father. Back in those days there was more
than enough gold to find, and we found our fair share during the fever.
There it is, the nugget went with me ever since.”
“Of the opal?”
“Ah, my harlequin, that is my very first opal. Picked it up at the opal
rushes out in Banana-land at the start of „seventy-three, now, where was
it…” Harcourt sifts his mind for finer details that elude him, “That‟s
right, was around Adavale I set down my swag. Did a bit of dry blowing
and came up with that, the very first and very finest opal I ever saw.”
“Didn‟t wish to sell it?”
“Made a handsome keepsake, so why not?”
The more the young professor listens, the increasingly interested he
becomes.
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“I‟ve found a long time ago that gold helps us to squander what is of
greatest value. I‟ve met many a mullocky mind that thought of gold being
all there is of any worth, and, if they didn‟t become rich and ruthless,
well, they didn‟t last for too long.”
Wishart returns the opal to its sole and rightful owner.
“It‟s an impressive array of papers, is it all your work?”
“Yeah, an odd story goes with that paperwork. When I first left the
diggings, more or less for good at the start of „sixty-one, I took up a job as
an assistant plasterer. I‟d learned a little of it from some men of the trade
at the diggings. It turned out that I did a better job than the bloke I was
working for and he didn‟t like it. When the job ended I went to look for
similar work, but I didn‟t have a certificate to prove that I had the
necessary skills. I went back to the bloke I was working for and would he
give me my certificate? No thank you, in spite of the good job that I did
for him. The old cadger bailed me up on the fine detail. After that I
decided that whenever and wherever I worked that I would have my piece
of paper, a certificate to prove what I did and when; just in case.”
The young professor can almost feel a far larger world than he has
known up to now spinning around in his head. At the centre of the
centrifugal force is this well-journeyed man. The young professor cannot
stay whirling in his mind. He must bring both of his feet to the ground.
“I would like to return to the matter at hand.” Wishart‟s feet land with
an obvious thud.
“As you wish.”
“What do you say to the invitation, would you consider coming along?
The Croxton Park Hotel is not far away, and you won‟t have to pay a
solitary ha‟penny for the dinner.”
There are no clocks in a room bereft of time. For the young professor
time seems to play the trick of stopping at this moment. Ahead of
hearing a possible “yes” is the impossibly long wait that could lead to a
“no”.
“There is something that is in the back-run of this brain of mine, it‟s
been there since I came for a visit to your home. There‟s something that
I‟ve wanted to ask you.”
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“And that is?”
“That was a wonderful meal put on.”
“It was nothing. My wife and I enjoy doing the work, brings us closer
together.”
“A modern man, I like that in a youngster, it shows the want to keep in
with better times. But that wasn‟t what I wanted to ask. I was just
wondering about that lady last night.”
The inquiry is not quite what Wishart had expected. Just the same,
the young professor is delighted at the impression one of his guests
made. The only sign of emotion Harcourt‟s visitor will betray is the
flickering of delight across his brow. Robert is not yet ready to wear a
bullock bell over this latest development.
“Flora?”
“Yes, that‟s her name, Flora.”
“Flora Emily Luscombe is her full name.”
“Know much about her? I‟m not a cormorant squatter mind you,
someone wanting to know about other people for ill-intent. What others
do and who they are is their business after all.” The old man finds
himself in a new situation, one that he does not know how to handle. He
lacks a certificate for this manner of effort that he is putting in. Robert,
aware of the old man‟s discomfort, does not press his too greatly.
“I know as much as could be known about her. Flora‟s son is a
colleague of mine; he too is a professor at the University of Melbourne. If
there‟s anything that you would care to know about her I‟ll tell you;
whatever answer is appropriate to give.”
Harcourt is disappointed. There was something that does not sit well
with the traveller.
“Naturally.”
“You‟re unhappy?”
“She has a son?”
“But she is a widow.”
The professor mentions this piece of information only casually, while
remaining alert to the reaction that it will bring. The result is immediate.
Harcourt picks up his head instantly.
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“She‟s a widow?”
“Her husband died some five years ago. Mrs Luscombe is, more or
less, all alone in the world; just like you.”
“Unfortunate, most unfortunate.”
“Would you care to meet her again?”
“Will she be there?”
“If you care to come along, a meeting can be arranged, though I‟m not
too sure how Flora will take to being asked. Putting a personal question
to a woman is difficult enough for any man. Who can tell what she might
say, after all?”
“This Flora might not come?” Harcourt asks a little nervously. Wishart
might have overplayed his position and could end up by losing the man‟s
interest.
“I think Flora more than likely will be there, she enjoys an evening out
and is a patron of the university. Is there anything that you wished to
talk with her about?”
Having encouraged the old man in just the right way, the professor
times the question for an unspoken affirmation. The query is asked with
cheek.
“I found her presence a pleasant one. I should be placed in a sheep
hospital if I didn‟t want to see her again. I only took a knap, but what I
saw I liked. I noticed that she didn‟t say too much and I like that sort of
company, the quiet sort, that is.”
“I‟m sure that Flora would be pleased to hear it. If you aren‟t sure then
I can vouch for the great interest she held in your many fascinating
tales.”

Later that morning.
At the university.
“You‟ve made the arrangements already?” Phillip is left bamboozled by
the speed at which events are happening.
“The Croxton Park Hotel is booked; it‟s now just a question of
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numbers. I‟ll have to return later this afternoon with the final details.”
Robert Wishart finds the speed exhilarating.
“I‟m not so sure. Who else is coming?”
“Colvia, Aumont, Wyvert-Stilling, they‟ll be along.”
“You‟ve spoken to James and Charles?”
“In the last half hour, both Aumont and Wyvert-Stilling found the idea
agreeable.”
Luscombe remains unsure. He is left wondering at the purpose of the
arrangements. For the moment he is lacking for a response. What both
professors are obliged to do, in the light drizzle, is to find shelter. The
vaulted cloisters of the quadrangle will do. As ardent as the pro- war
demonstration is at the open, grassy space, the students too have to run
for somewhere dry. Those dedicated to advancing war and its activities
are forced to take shelter. The platform and the banners are left where
they are to become soaked. A blast of wind knocks a banner into a clump
of trailing pratia.
“So much work in order to meet a stranger? How can a man of no
qualifications, a man that you met just a few days ago, mean anything?”
“Because a person has no official qualifications, it doesn‟t mean that
no ability exists.”
“You wouldn‟t be working here if not for official qualifications that you
would have dismissed.”
“I don‟t downgrade certificates, but there are times when we can go
beyond the documents of high office, drawing on life; from which all
other forms of abstractions emerge. A certificate only proves that you
can shape reality into theory, and vice-versa.”
“Quite frankly that‟s an aesstimatio nullius.”
“Then you won‟t be coming along?”
“I‟ll be there. I wish to see how poorly poor conversation carries among
the uneducated and the illiterate. If I have a laugh or two at your
expense, then I‟ll feel entirely justified.”
A sacred ibis, unconcerned about the continually falling drizzle, picks
its way across the grass. The lone bird stops to pick at this and that
before it gracefully strides away.
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That evening.
Croxton Park Hotel, Kemp Street, Northcote.
“We had a splendid time at the Melbourne Town Hall. The meeting of
the Queen‟s Memorial Fund committee is making outstanding progress.”
Bewsher engages her friend of long standing. She has to raise her voice
since Flora is not listening.
“You missed an enormous amount today. There will be a grand
memorial for our late queen.” Hayne-Temme feeds on pre-arranged
re-iteration. Griful-Apps channels her silence; discretely studying her
Flora as she does so.
The duo of Hayne-Temme and Bewsher do their best to stress the
significance of the loss to their friend. If they can break through to Flora
is questionable, for she is busily engaged in discussion with Harcourt.
The table of a dozen people are also engaged in their own conversations,
mostly about this new man in their company. However much they try,
the two ladies might as well be talking to one another.
“Flora, Flora, you did miss a wonderful meeting.” Griful-Apps is
obliged to use the voice of authority, but even she fails to knock down the
barrier Flora has erected around herself. She is intent on talking
exclusively with Harcourt.
“One has been told that the Queen‟s fund is running into trouble
through lack of contributions, is that true?” Hayne-Temme seems to
draw the required attention, only to find the glance deliberately turning
back to Harcourt. For the moment there is little chance of speaking to
Flora.
According to a small notice placed on the table, the man seated
further along is Professor James Aumont. He is a round-faced man with
a pair of eyebrows that arch above his slightly bulging eyes and a flat
tipped nose. Professor Charles Wyvert-Stilling is seated opposite him.
There is roast beef rich with gravy for this professor. He is a thin man
with sparse hair and deep wrinkles around his mouth. Long hands move
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the knife and fork with precise, deliberate movements carve into the
meat.
Floating down from somewhere upstairs is the sound of someone
playing a piano. In tune with the out-of tune-piano are several
merrymakers singing “The Golden Days of Good Queen Bess”. The
melody is not noticed by some, but remarked by others as it sounds with
an amateurish charm.
“So, Mister Harcourt, you‟re a well-travelled man; that much you‟ve
been saying.” Wyvert-Stilling remains aloof in his treatment of the
stranger.
“I‟ve seen something of the country. I wouldn‟t say that I‟ve been a
blue duck in any of that time.”
This professor visibly reserves his judgement on that statement.
“Then you must have a considered opinion on women‟s suffrage.
Having achieved the amount of perpetual motion that you have, you
must have gauged the emotions of our fellow citizens on such a dubious
issue.”
Harcourt breaks from his conversation with Flora to address the
professor. Both Wyvert-Stilling and Aumont want to hear what the man
has to say. The vision of him does not impress any of the professors.
Colvia indicates nothing either way.
“I believe that women should vote.”
“Do you now, Mister Harcourt? Considering the inferiority of the
female sex, the proclivity of women to make irrational emotional
decisions, do you not think that the female vote is entirely ill-advised?”
replies Aumont.
“I don‟t see that there is reason to hobble-chain a woman away from
the ballot box. I‟ve met many a hard working, brave and intelligent
woman on my way around the country. I‟ve seen women that can run a
station or a business just as well, if not better than a man. And since
women pay their taxes the same way as any man they should vote,
besides…”
“Besides what?”
“A woman can judge as truly as any man.”
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“Are you serious, sir?” Wyvert-Stilling is unstinting in his disbelief.
“Very serious; in my opinion, every woman in this room should be
eligible to vote if she so chooses.”
The two professors are not in accord with the rough stranger, yet they
refuse to simply ignore him. The duo appears to have decided to engage
in a degree of intellectual jousting.
“Mister Harcourt is quite the modern man. There are many men I‟ve
spoken to that would share his view.” Colvia does not fall in with
Harcourt, but when he sees a good case he will make an argument for it.
“It‟s unseemly for women to go and vote.” Hayne-Temme is indignant
at the suggestion.
“Such foolishness is not contemplated on the continent, much less in
England for that matter. To see women being given the vote here is
absurd!” Bewsher gushes.
“Then you believe that woman can be as reasoning as men when it
comes to politics? We can see how rarely women perform at university to
know that females are simple creatures. Granted, some liberties should
be allowed to a woman, but to vote on matters as crucial as government!
It could be ruinous if women decided what the composition of elected
representation should be.” Aumont picks up his glass of wine as if to
toast himself.
“Now I remember something that I read a while ago,” Harcourt
stretches the moment until it is within reach, “It went something like
this – „We argued originally that our guardians were to be freed from all
forms of manual labour. Their life‟s ambition was to foster the
development of perfect freedom for our state.‟ That is the quote as I best
member it. What freedom can there be for our state if women are not
granted the same rights to vote as a man? If women, who work as hard
as men, especially in the bush, then have no say in the drafting of laws
and providing social discussion – why, we‟d be doing little better than
cutting out the herd for no good reason and keeping the worst part.”
“Do you know Plato?” Aumont gasps with astonishment.
“I read Plato‟s Republic some time ago, when I was working on
constructing the rail at Ipswich; in „seventy-five it was. I can quote it in
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Greek too, if you wish.”
“In Greek too?”
“We had a strict priest at the school I went to as a lad, that priest
taught us well. He gave us lessons in Greek. My mother and father saw
to it that I had a thorough education and he was thorough, especially
with the rod. I haven‟t forgotten any of his lessons to this day.”
“Plato would not agree with your assessment of the value of women in
politics,” Wyvert-Stilling slices across the conversation.
“Today‟s world is what separates the modern from the ancient, isn‟t
that so?”
Colvia is listening to every word. The two professors are not willing to
conduct a philosophical debate or delve into the intellectual sphere.
Both men are keener on confirming opinions. To this end both
professors fall a little short of their target; they are compelled to retreat
for a moment. The painting of a ship at full sail hanging on the wall
shows a better wind.
“Mister Harcourt must consider that he is fortunate that he has
arrived in Melbourne. With a coming royal tour he could not have picked
a more joyous moment. Unless, of course, you consider this business too
slavish and too costly to carry out?” With her friends not being able to
make headway in the discussion between Harcourt and those around
him, Griful-Apps decides to break matters up. She finally succeeds in
gaining his attention, along with that of Flora, too.
“I‟d like to have a look at this royal tour, be an interesting experience,
one of the few that I‟ve not had before. I‟m not so elvan hard that I‟d deny
myself an interest in anything around me. Since I missed the last royal
visit I‟m sure that this one will serve as well.”
“There was a previous royal visit?” Bewsher is puzzled by the mention.
“It was back in „sixty-seven, don‟t you recall it?” Flora at last
addresses her friend.
“No, I don‟t.”
“I recall it thoroughly, I was a young woman back then. The details
stand out even after all of this time.”
“And why did you miss that visit? Herding sheep in the netherworld?
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Playing pan pipes and behaving like Apollo? You were slaving away in
some God-forsaken part of the countryside, no doubt.” Octavia attempts
to sound light hearted, but only just manages to stay out of the mean
and spiteful.
Flora does not appreciate the remark. If Griful-Apps had expected a
show of support from her friend, then she does not receive it. Her son, on
the other hand, finds the remark much to his liking. Colvia retains his
studied aloofness.
“Not slaving away, building friendships. At the time I was with the
pearling fleet in Western Australia. I seem to recall something that was
written by Seneca in his letters. He wrote; „I‟m overjoyed to find out, from
some people who have visited you, that you live on friendly terms with
your slaves. It is just what is expected of an enlightened and cultivated
person as you‟.” Harcourt provides a sizeable classical quote for
Griful-Apps to digest along with her duck.
“Slave? Are you saying that we‟re slaves? I never said anything of the
like,” she indignantly sniffs. Octavia glowers almost as hard as the steel
of the steel and bronze chandelier hanging in the middle of the room. The
four branches of the light do not form a four-leaf clover for her as they do
for others.
“You should cultivate a greater sense of decorum and be aware to
whom you are speaking. We are not in some pastoral setting speaking
with uneducated and uncouth people.” Hayne-Temme too will not let the
remark simply go past like that.
“Now Octavia, you‟re the one that raised the matter of slavery.” Flora
will not be found wanting when it comes to defending those that she
wishes defended.
“Flora, how could you say this?” An embarrassed Bewsher peeps out
from somewhere on the edge of her plate.
“I have to confess, Missus Griful-Apps did mention something about
slavery, as I‟m sure anyone here could vouch.” Wishart too will not sit
back and play the neutral when some form of action is demanded.
“True enough, I did mention slavery first,” Griful-Apps concedes, “One
can offer only select points in choice company,” but she is not by any
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means restricted in her opinions after having to confess.
For a moment the three companions, Flora, Luscombe, and Wishart,
are at a loss. The unexpected tactical manoeuvring from Griful-Apps has
raised some of the tension. There does remain an attitude that is
inflexible, sharp and hard about her, almost in the manner of her gold
brooch, shaped like a dagger encrusted with diamonds. Flora plays
teasingly with her gold, ruby studded bangle.
“Well, this is a fine meal, far from bush roasts and other impoverished
fare,” Phillip Luscombe chirps. This young professor too has already
considered his opinion.
“I haven‟t heard as much interesting conversation since … since the
Melbourne Exhibition some twenty years ago, which is saying something
for the passing of a whole two decades.” Flora fires the comment
indirectly at her trio of friends. If she should hear further interesting
conversation then she would be happier for it.
“I can‟t recall it, was too long ago,” Colvia admits.
“Memory of the past is fixed as firm in my mind as the Morris
wallpaper is to the walls. I recall watching the sailors marching, and the
fire bridges demonstration, and then there were the wonders of the
exhibition itself. It provided much relief after all that Zulu business back
then.”
Whilst Flora describes times of long ago, her friends remain blank.
Most of the other professors refer to matters related to the university.
The one person that is wholly absorbed in the memory of the woman is
Harcourt. He is involved in every word that Flora speaks.
“You‟ll have to tell me what I missed.”
“I‟d be pleased to let you know.”
“I can tell you some of the wonders that I‟ve seen, though they are of a
practical nature; if you don‟t mind hearing both the good and the bad.”
Flora blinks the blink of a far younger, awe-struck woman. Her
friends are privately condemning her subtle flirting. Nothing overt, but
Flora‟s careful behaviour is detected just the same. The three women
have started the mental process of what gossip will likely be spoken. Like
the huntsman spider hastening across a night filled window, the chatter
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will travel fast.
The waitress removes the empty plates and prepares the table for the
next meal. Though the professors are in their world, and Flora‟s friends
are preoccupied by theirs, Colvia pays his attention to where it matters
most. He can have a foot in two camps at once, but his eyes and ears are
focused on the new arrival.
“What could have been so bad? I‟m sure that you would only speak of
the good.” Flora encourages.
“I‟m referring to the dispersal that went on years ago.” Harcourt sadly
shakes his head. He does not wish to offend, but he will speak his mind
all the same.
“Dispersal of what?” Wyvert-Stilling butts in.
“It was kindly called dispersal, but the actual word is slaughter,
massive murder.”
The ladies are shocked by the word. They can scarcely believe that
someone has spoken such a word at a dining table; top-heavy it was with
meat, some of which was raw too. Now here is something else that is
scandalous to talk about. Griful-Apps whets the tongues of her friends
by her whispers so that they might know what to say.
“Who was murdered? One doesn‟t recall a massive murder as ever
having taken place, not in Victoria, anyway,” Aumont sceptically
responds.
“I‟m referring to the local tribes, the Aborigines.”
If the word “murder” brought a degree of disrepute to the evening,
then the mention of Aborigines brings the table almost to a standstill.
Wishart is compelled to open his ears. His colleagues are astonished.
Colvia has not changed colour.
“Slaughter, is that so?” Aumont is ready for a renewed jostle.
Flora just wants him to speak, since she would like to know.
“Happened a long time ago, but it doesn‟t change the character of the
deed, butchery is butchery in my eyes.”
“Speaking of massacres that no one has heard of?” Phillip mocks the
old man.
“Those massacres happened; they took place out on Waterloo Plains,
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Maiden Hills, and a score of other places in regional Cabbage Land. I
recall men boasting about how many women they shot, how many old
men they ran through, or how many children they killed, trampled by
horses, and so on. They made a great sport of killing as many natives as
they could. But then, if the natives aren‟t butchered then their land can‟t
be claimed, can it? Terra Nullius ahead of Terra Nullius.”
“Sir, you‟re out of order! None of these events took place!”
Wyvert-Stilling suffers an outbreak of outrage that stops Harcourt dead
in his tracks.
“What absolute nonsense! It‟s all imagination? Whoever heard of such
a preposterous event? Are you unhinged man?” Octavia joins the
protest. The matriarch is only too glad to have Harcourt shut up and to
have Flora‟s attentions diverted back to where they ought never have left.
“We‟re Christian Anglo-Colonials, not given to the barbarisms that
you‟ve described, even if such horrendous events ere even remotely
possible, well, then they‟re only a handful of wretched blacks!”
Hayne-Temme will not be left out.
“I just say that one is English, we English never commit a crime or do
wrong.” Bewsher completes the trio.
“Here, here!” Aumont and Wyvert-Stilling cheer the ladies.
“If there are no blacks it‟s because there never were blacks in the first
place. Those that are will die out eventually anyway,” Phillip adds.
Harcourt is virtually accused of being a liar and he does not like it. He
could tell these people some of the gory details, some of the explicit
examples of what went on that they would never have heard of. Though
the sense of outrage wells in Harcourt, however it will not burst through
his coat. This is not the place for descriptions of bloodshed, so he
tactfully remains silent. There is also a lady practically hanging off his
arm.
The table lapses into a gathering of moods. Outside of the hotel the
noise of shouting breaks the impasse. Several drunken men are making
their way back home and are making a great degree of obscene fuss
about the effort.
“Has one read that the play Barabbas is coming to The Princess? We‟ll
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have to go and see it.” Griful-Apps lifts the temper of the table, spinning
the conversation around with herself as true north.
The next course of the meal is brought out on a dumb waiter.

Thursday morning, 21st February.
Office of the Assistant Vice-Chancellor.
“What‟s your opinion of Mister Harcourt?” Colvia nonchalantly
inquires.
“He‟s a select individual, controversial, but that helps to stir the
imagination at times.” Robert Wishart‟s subdued enthusiasm is a subtle
nudge to the Assistant Vice-Chancellor.
“That may be the case. You know, Wishart, I‟ve travelled around to a
good degree myself. I‟ve been to New Zealand, all of the Australian
capitals; I‟ve been to England, Europe, the United States, South America
and South Africa. I‟ve seen remarkably different people and, living in a
city such as Melbourne, one tends to meet all sorts of dwellers, too. I can
qualify myself as not only being something of an experienced traveller,
but even saying that I must admit that I‟ve never met anyone like him.”
Colvia allows himself a little time for whimsy. It is for Robert to try to
find a conclusion here.
The Assistant Vice-Chancellor keeps the greater essence elusive. He is
as pensive as the marble bust of Sir Isaac Newton in the corner of his
office. The unflinching face toys with the young professor, but Wishart
will not say anything untoward. He has to wait patiently for the man with
the authority to speak his mind.
“His well-travelled ways might come in useful to the campus,” Wishart
eggs him on a little.
“Possibly, but as you know, worldly experience is not quite what is
required here.”
“The gentleman is thoroughly read, as you‟ve witnessed. He has a
wide amount of reading, of education; however, Mister Harcourt has
shown that he is both well read, and is well-able in interpreting the
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literature he does know.”
Colvia flips the lid of the cavalier‟s head inkwell on his desk. The
bronze bust of the smiling man has a hat that lifts, reveals the inkwell
inside, and then drops down. While the Assistant Vice-Chancellor dwells
on his response, he plays a little with the lid, raising it up and putting it
down. He needs to return a committed response and is trying to
determine how to do so.
“In your view Mister Harcourt is not well read?”
“I concede that he is, from the remarkable number of quotes from the
classics, as well as from other sources; he a workable ability. There is no
doubt that he can prove, to anyone that questions him, a worthy
knowledge of all manner of literature; yet hardly what we call academic.”
Wishart wonders in which direction this conversation is headed.
Colvia tends to make this small speech sound like a funeral oration,
written with a sterling silver pencil. Outside the window a blue wren
perches among the branches of a Norfolk pine. For a moment the bird
skips and changes branches and then flies away.
“If the old man lacks discipline, then he can be taught,” Wishart
encourages.
“Is it possible at his age?”
“Mister Harcourt is not that old, he also seems to have a capacity to
learn.”
“Do you know him well?”
“Not really, but it‟s clear that anyone as well studied as he and
possessed of a good memory, must be an able man. I feel there would be
no question of his abilities, if he is given the chance to prove them.”
The administrator remains in stasis. He has little reason to shift his
scepticism.
“He is an old man. Little can be expected of old people. When one
reaches a certain age, say thirty, thirty-five, then one can say that they
are in the prime of their lives, but after that stage the individual is on the
decline. Clearly old people can only reserve their time for the ultimate
demise, and so old a man is approaching that end. I have reservations
that he can learn anything new in his twilight years.” Colvia could
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dismiss the whole suggestion here and now. Such a task would be as
easy as wiping the nib of a pen on the nib cleaner beside the inkwell.
“I‟d still argue the point, if he requires academic discipline, then he
can learn as much. There are many professors on this campus that are
older than he and are not compromised in their positions, whatever work
they do.”
“Ah, but our old people have worked all of their lives at their desks, so
they are familiar with the contents. For him to arrive just like that, fresh
from his rustic lifestyle to a sophisticated university, could become a
costly move both for him, and for us. We can‟t have our reputation
compromised by poor quality work; much less those who cannot apply
the correct protocols in the proper manner.”
“How disappointed Missus Luscombe would feel if Mister Harcourt
were not given serious consideration.”
Colvia flinches. This is the reason why he has refrained from giving an
outright denial to Harcourt‟s involvement with the campus. The mention
of Flora‟s name performs a miracle insofar as attitudes go.
“I had noticed the considerable enthusiasm Missus Luscombe holds
for him.”
“Her enthusiasm could diminish for our institution if she felt that
certain matters were not attended regarding Mister Harcourt. I‟ll just
have to tell her, the next time I see Phillip‟s mother, how the affair is
proceeding.”
“I wouldn‟t go that far. I‟d suggest that further investigations be
carried out. Until then there are many possibilities still open to us.”
Colvia, the man dedicated to neutrality, wipes away a little of his neutral
sweat.
The concession is a minor one, but it is a concession nonetheless.

That afternoon.
The “Old Studios”, Melbourne Town Hall.
“Neither professor wants anything to do with him. Wyvert-Stilling and
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Aumont have no interest in the man,” Dickson reports to one of his
confidents.
“They don‟t?”
“They met him last evening. As liaison officers for their respective
faculties with the university administration, they wouldn‟t have this
man involved with the institution. They both agree that he‟s little better
than a flash screen; a gammoning cove on the make.”
“I know both professors well. They‟ve been at the University of
Melbourne for years. I know that their estimation of university business
can be valued.”
“That‟s why this meeting is absolutely vital, Mister Pympson. You‟re
an elected representative, one with many connections and influence in
Melbourne.”
“And around the country.”
“And around the country. If you could see to it that this Harcourt
bindle-stiff could be removed.”
“A wise course, Dickson. A scandal like this could do no end of harm
to the reputation, to the standing, of our university. If news such as this
were to reach the newspapers, why, the institution would become a
laughing stock.”
Pympson is a tall, robust man. Broad of shoulder and narrow of the
hip, he could be a station overseer or wharf-side tough. His hands, not
accustomed to this sort of work, though large and powerful, are soft and
clean skinned. While running a finger though his rich, black hair, the
politician turns away from Dickson to scan the room. There is much to
see here.
The Old Studios of the Melbourne town hall are busy. Since this is a
display and a sale of antiques and curios, there are antiques and curios
in every nook. There is not a glass display case or tall cabinet that does
not have something to examine in it. From ancient brass spyglasses to
silver thimbles to a suit of Samurai armour, the buyer can be placated.
The event has brought a crush as noses press against the glass,
inquiries are made for this artefact or that treasure, and purchases
made by the discerning customer, as well as those with no taste
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whatever.
“Luscombe come here for a moment,” the politician calls.
Phillip Luscombe is drawn away from a display of swords, knives, and
old flintlock pistols. There is many a gentleman here that would add
some antique firearm or rapier to their collection. And there are many
gentlemen with their fine-gloved fingers having a look at the keen edges,
or examining the wheel locks and flint mechanisms.
“Mr Pympson, Dickson.”
“Luscombe, what‟s this I hear? What‟s the matter with your colleague,
has he gone soft in the head? Are we going to have to send him to Yarra
Bend? What on earth does he mean by hobnobbing with a swagman?
Don‟t we have enough trouble with such scoundrels roaming the country
and causing chaos out there without inviting them into our highest
institutions?” Pympson tries to sound discrete, but being a public figure
he cannot help but give his hefty lungs a public airing.
“I wasn‟t to know what Robert‟s intentions were. I can hardly tell him
with whom he ought to associate, or whom he should know.”
“And you approve of Wishart‟s activities?”
“No, I most severely don‟t. My colleague and my good friend is
somewhat misguided. He is doing what he is doing not out of malice; he
is acting out of a sense of poorly considered charity.”
The politician is pleased with what he hears.
“I‟m assuaged by your discerning opinion.” Laying a huge hand on
Dickson‟s shoulder, almost like a policeman would do, he gives the
accountant a friendly shake. “When Dickson told me what happened, I
thought those at the university had become lunatics. What we need are
solid and reliable men, like Dickson here, at the institution. With more
men such as he then any prospective trouble could be avoided.”
Dickson, though shaken, virtually purrs at the praise.
“It‟s all good and fine to praise the praiseworthy, but there is still this
problem on our hands. I‟ve heard that the man is being taken seriously,
as even a possible candidate for The Shop.”
“Paid to work there?” The politician glowers at the idea.
“Paid to work there.” Dickson nods.
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“Who dares to show this much interest in a vagrant?”
“Those like Colvia, there are others, too.”
“This could cause trouble, we can‟t move against those in the
institution, that action would only raise questions.” Pympson rubs his
large mouth and then the back of his head. The man is not cheered on
hearing the name of Harcourt‟s public patron. He becomes cautious,
relegating his overly opinionated loudness to a condensed respect.
“We‟ve no genuine coin of the realm for this interloper. We have to
plant the sour, before he becomes a serious contender. He need not rise
above his squalid station.” Dickson hopes to encourage one line of
thought.
“I appreciate the fact that this nuisance must be removed, but it must
be done with discretion. The university wasn‟t established to pander to
every homeless drifter that comes along. Our institution is kept for the
benefit of the respectable classes.” Pympson places his hand to his vest
and plays with his gold fob watch chain.
“There‟s a mission. How to avoid offending public opinion? Then how
to prevent a major fuss?” Luscombe ponders.
“I‟ll take care of the public opinion; that is after all a special field of
mine. My advice to you two is to stop this problem from within, before it
goes too far out of hand. If this affair does grow out of control, far sterner
measures may become necessary.”
“This should be a straightforward job. Though Harcourt is the first
charlatan to try to infiltrate the university, we should have the ability to
dispense with him.” Dickson rubs his hands together. “The sooner this
ixnay is given a telling milvad the safer we‟ll all be.”
“You two begin organising yourselves, organise the opposition at the
university, too. Bring as much incessant pressure against this vagrant
as you can. I‟ll see who I can bring to the fore by way of friends of mine.”

That afternoon.
Independent Hall, Melbourne.
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The trio of ladies does not entirely despair at the arrival of their friend. In
unison they turn their heads towards the entrance of the hall, hopeful of
Flora‟s arrival. The women that arrive take pamphlets from ladies
distributing current information and flyers beside the door, or make a
contribution in the donation box to the Boer War benevolent fund. For
the moment the only women that arrive are all strangers. Griful-Apps
and her friends have already taken the best seating near the front of the
hall, closest to the stage and its speakers. Most of those on the stage are
women, but there are a couple of representatives of the unfair sex.
“This is the very first time Flora has not come to such an important
type of meeting.” Hayne-Temme is the proto-type of disapproval, her
friends being the finished product.
“Give her time; I‟m sure Flora will arrive,” Bewsher wishfully replies.
“How much more time does our dear friend need? The meeting is
about to commence and still no sign of her.” The imposition on their
collective expectations almost makes Griful-Apps twitch.
The sizeable, embroided silk banner hanging at the back of the stage
was worked with a considerable amount of loving pride. The Women‟s
Memorial to Queen Victoria Association is boldly sewn in royal blue letters
on a regal white background. Beside the long table for the speakers is a
board listing sums of money and contributions to the memorial to date.
On the other side of the table, and no less imposing because it is not
hanging up, is a black-bordered picture of the late queen. On either side
of the photograph of the late monarch a hand talented at the fine arts
has drawn a pair of mourning kangaroos. Elsewhere around the room
Union Jack flags are festooned at every angle. And if a woman were to
feel in need of still more patriotic fuel, she can buy a badge, or rosette,
books, or a cup or plate featuring the late ruler. A few hawkers of royal
memorabilia are making their way around the chamber.
“It‟s high time we women had the vote, it‟s about time we had a say in
what sort of people we want in office,” a young lady in the row behind
states to her friend.
“Oh, it had to come, we women will certainly have suffrage even before
England,” her equally young friend is just as happy to declare.
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The trio ignores what they hear.
“But where on earth could Flora be?” Hayne-Temme returns to a topic
of greater importance.
“If she was not coming to the meeting she might have had the decency
to notify us. Flora has left us practically in the lurch. Now what could be
more important than attending a meeting this special?” Bewsher sulks.
“I can‟t believe what one is hearing from one‟s friends,” Griful-Apps
says as she fidgets with her gold brooch set with a Napoleonic-era coin. “I
had thought that my companions would have been far more astute.”
“How so?” Hayne-Temme asks.
“We can‟t imagine where our dear friend is, we can imagine whom our
friend might have for company.”
“Flora might be with him!” Hayne-Temme, who has also clued in to the
suggestion, duly informs her friend.
“Must be with him, for what other reason isn‟t she here?” Griful-Apps
corrects.
“But this is an utter calumny! How can Flora consort with such a
rascal?” Hayne-Temme taps the back of the chair in front of her with her
fan.
“One can‟t be loosely speculative, how can one be sure Flora is with
that vagrant?” When she is given a suitably stern glare from Griful-Apps,
Bewsher promptly changes face, “I mean, how could Flora become so
unsteady of character?”
“Didn‟t one notice the disgraceful behaviour at last night‟s dinner?
The way Flora made an exhibition of herself. It was an embarrassment to
any respectable woman.” Griful-Apps further establishes the facts of her
opinion.
“Do you think that she‟s having … an affair?” Bewsher asks in a
whisper. There is a look of titillated mortification from her companions.
“One dreads the thought.” Hayne-Temme mooches.
“I don‟t believe she would go that far. But before she does, we have to
put an end to this nonsense. We‟re going to have to break up this sordid
relationship before we‟re all dragged down by it,” Griful-Apps
determines. Neither of her friends will disagree.
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One of the ladies on the stage stands to address the assembly. The
Queen‟s memorial meeting is set to start.

That evening.
Gilman’s Hotel, Spencer Street, Melbourne.
“We‟ll see if, at these elections, we can‟t have a change of government,”
one lumper says to the other, almost knocking Harcourt over as they exit
the door.
“Even if there is a change in government, little changes outside of
government.”
The two workers that exit Gilman‟s Hotel ahead of Harcourt have two
diverging opinions on offer, the hopeful and the hopeless. The branch
meeting of the Labour Party has broken up. If there is time to stop for a
drink at the pub, then the bar is the place to go. Harcourt has no
intention of stopping here for a drink.
Stepping out into the balmy night air, the cabs and their drivers are
waiting for whatever passengers might come through the doorway. Sober
or not, for a gathering like this a good amount of money is here for those
that do not wish to walk.
“Ride mister? Take you to wherever you‟re headed,” the driver of a two
seat convertible calls over to Harcourt.
“I can manage. I‟ve walked everywhere I wanted to, walking home is no
problem for me.” The old timer knocks back the offer and it is taken up
by a rather ample proportioned, sweaty Labour member.
In the middling distance is a huge, square bombast of an edifice.
Among the rows of slightly lesser, far narrower frontages it stands out in
the half-lit obscurity. The Railway Offices stand out like a megalith in the
dull starlight, an altar constructed by humans. And like an alter it is
dedicated to everything that is special, made to sacrifice everything that
is not.
Much closer is the whistle of a steam engine. A shower of sparks
screams along the double underline marks that glisten to their metallic
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lustre. A glowing red fire and smudge of ink swiftly gives way to a row of
semi-lit wagons as the midnight train makes its way to Spenser Street
station. It is both time to return and time to leave.
He shuffles past a range of election posters, bulletin sheets explaining
the White Labour policy, what it means to the average working man of
the new Commonwealth; notices that do not especially interest
Harcourt. He takes in a good breath of air and wears a look as pleased as
if he had eaten some Fry‟s cocoa and chocolate, always the “best brand”.
Briefly the old man finds he is at one with the open skies above; it‟s
almost like being back in the bush. A commotion someplace ahead
brings Harcourt back to earth. Someone in the half-light ahead is
singing a drunken refrain from the song “He‟d swore he‟d drink all
England dry”, adding a few intoxicated words of his own into the lyrics.
“Now who‟s that?”
The voice is familiar to Harcourt, but not well known. Taking a few
careful steps in the direction of the drone, the veteran of the diggings, by
chance, comes across Shilton. Barely able to stand on his feet, the
gardener sloshes about with a half-drained bottle in one hand. He would
drain the rest if he could only fit the nipple to his lips.
“Where are you off to, mate?” The old swaggie does not need to ask
what is wrong with him. Shilton, awoken to the presence of somebody
else giving him a hand, wobbles out into the light of the street lamp and
leans against it. Clutching the bottle, and the column, he studies the
face as closely as he can.
“Mr Harcourt, good evening sir,” he slurs as best he can.
“Good evening, where are you off to?”
The gardener looks around, as if searching for a lost key.
“Have you seen my house anywhere?”
“You won‟t find your humpy down there, mate.”
“Sir, my dear friend,” the man with the green thumbs attempts to
bear-hug Harcourt, more so to keep standing after letting go of the light,
“I can find anything anywhere. Barrel fever improves my vision.”
“Come on mate, I‟ll see you home.”
It is difficult to keep a drunken body going in the one direction since
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legs, arms, body and head tend to move in every direction. The old
bushman manages to place one of Shilton‟s arms over his shoulder,
walking to where the cabs are. Shilton stops on the spot and looks at his
extra pair of arms and legs.
“I‟m no walking distiller, good sir, but are you a reeling derrick?”
“I‟m nothing of the sort. I‟m an honest hatter that‟s roved a bit, come
on, here‟s a free cab that will save us the bother of rambling, for a price.”
“Though I‟m oiled up I can still grease a palm,” Shilton protests.
Becoming suddenly unruly, he thrashes about his arms.
“No doubt, mate.”
Harcourt eventually manages to drag the drunken gardener to a
waiting turn-out seat buggy.”
“My mate needs a ride home.”

A little while later.
Victoria Road, Northcote.
“That dinkum? Horse drawn trams? I can‟t picture it.” The driver is in
awe of the concept.
“First saw them in Adelaide at the end of „seventy-eight. Went there to
visit my sister and there they were, rumbling down the street. I did have
a ride on one of them. Almost felt like an offsider, the horses up front and
me in the cart.”
“Antique is how that sounds to me, it‟s as well we live in this modern
age. Even so, it‟s hard on me that I‟ve never seen one; it must have been
some ride.”
“Not as wooden as some of the buckjumpers I‟ve saddled.”
The young driver is absorbed by the conversation with Harcourt.
Breaking off from further discussion, the young man concentrates on
directing his horse along the bleakly lit streets. They are at the right
place, eventually arriving at a house in Victoria Road.
“We‟re here mate.”
Shilton attempts to break into another song. This time it is “In the
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Pleasant Month of May” that he draws a few lines from. But the singing is
only a half-hearted effort, the lyrics dribble to a halt and he lapses into
sleep.
“Ta, how much is it to shift a dead horse?”
The driver tells Harcourt the fare and it is appropriately discharged.
“Now, would you wait for me to come out?”
“You don‟t want to pay for the fare all up?”
“No fear, my mate here will be paying for the privilege.”
With a more silent if not more settled Shilton draped over his
shoulder, the old bushman almost drags the gardener through the front
gate to the front door. There is little to see of Shilton‟s home, but his
house is of a good size, it has a garden that looks as though it could use
some attention.
Searching for the house keys, Harcourt makes sure that it is only the
front door keys that are taken from his pocket. He avoids all contact with
wallet, money, and other personal effects. Fumbling a little, the
swagman at last manages to unlock the door and they both almost fall
inside.
“Now, is this house powered?”
Reaching around the doorframe, Harcourt‟s fingers eventually feel the
cold metal of a light switch. In the flick of a moment the lights come on
and what was once dark is no more.
At first there is little to see. They are in a corridor that runs the length
of the home. There is no upstairs; it is simple one-storey cottage that
Shilton calls his. Since there is no place except for the floor to put the
man down on, the old swagman closes the door behind him and
practically carries the overloaded man into the nearest room, the sitting
room.
“No beer is poison, beer is not poison!” Shilton blurts. It is his final
fling before resting.
The sitting room has a well-upholstered sofa for the gardener to flop
down into, and a lot else besides. Catching the first eyeful of what there
is around this room, Harcourt‟s overwhelming power of curiosity does
the rest.
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The room is filled from corner to corner; from the ornate, pressed tin
ceiling to the worn carpet on the floor, there are keepsakes to do with
beer. There are beer posters, signs, bottle tops, advertising of all sorts,
empty bottles, posters, sales books, labels, match strikers, water jugs,
stoneware bottles, and the range of breweries is just as impressive as the
colour of this display.
Some of the breweries and their crests on show include the
Anglo-Australian, Spring Creek, Maldon Brewery – illustrated with a
bull‟s head – Bridgewater, Mount Gambier Breweries – the label of which
is decorated with a fowled anchor – Bartley‟s Beer, Standard Brewery
with its English Royal Standard flying, Volum with its red and blue,
scroll decorated label, among others. It is as if anything and everything
that could be scrounged, borrowed or bought that relates to beer went
into this collection. The array of designs, the characters, slogans and
imperatives the companies have used are hoarded too.
A cut out from the newspaper lies on a pine sideboard. The cutting
from the 5th of January of this year extols the worthiness of Australian
beer in general and Victorian beer in particular, it being wholesome and
entirely unadulterated. Beside that newspaper extract is another article
detailing a poisoned beer scandal in England.
“Well, I‟ll be left dancing,” the old timer gasps. Even he has never seen
anything near as impressive as this.
Something else catches the explorer‟s attention.
Joining directly onto the sitting room is the dining area, an area that
has more floor space than the sitting room. Every part of this room is
also occupied. Instead of a room dedicated to beer it is a room devoted to
the sport of cycling.
Here can be found bric-a-brac and bits and bobs to do with bicycles
arranged carefully. The regalia of cycling include bike badges; names
such as Humber, Swift, Rover, Speedwell, Carbine, are represented in
this collection put together by Shilton. Not content with badges, the
gardener has been busy gathering other keepsakes. He has squirreled
away advertising, posters, racing schedules, signs. There are even
present three bicycles, in various stages of use. There are even lists of all
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of the bicycle clubs and bicycle merchants found in Melbourne.
Harcourt begins feeling guilty about poking through someone else‟s
domain. He looks back into the sitting room, listening to the snoring
Shilton, as if wondering whether he should vacate the premises.
His idea is foregone when he is again distracted by what appears to be
lots of boxes arranged on shelves in another adjoining room. Too many
shadows make guesswork impossible. As to what those boxes are all
about, the old timer feels compelled to go exploring.
The lights are switched on to a room filled with model buildings –
finished models placed into glass boxes and set on shelves. Each model
has a gleaming brass tag attached, explaining what building it is and
where it is found. Every one of the buildings is a hand made example of a
pub found somewhere around Melbourne. Present are Mac‟s with its
two-tiers of stone, tin roof, external veranda and upper-level
balustrades; The Mitre Tavern, intricately completed with its plane
façade, tall, narrow windows and steeply gabled roof; the Grand Hotel
Victoria, a miniature wedding cake of columns and arches; The Junction
Hotel, The Lemon Tree; even the simple Georgian-style edifice of The
Belvedere is made into a masterpiece through the talent of masterly
hands. And there are many other Melbourne hotels here in model form.
On a worktable in the middle of what otherwise would have been the
drawing room is a rough old table. On top of the table, botched with
many fine marks and blemishes, is a model that is underway. The White
Hart Hotel is under construction, to hand are the chisels, dowels, glue
and wood needed to finish. When the model is done the glass is ready to
display it.
Harcourt pushes back his hat and lets loose with a sweet whistle.
“Now here‟s a man of varied talents. And I think I‟ve seen enough, time
for me to head off home,” leaving Shilton to sleep off his evening‟s hard
work Harcourt leaves his drunken host‟s house as he found it.

Friday morning, 22nd February.
Boorondara Cemetery.
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“He was such a kind-hearted man,” one mourner mopes.
“He was remarkably generous with his time.” A second mourner
enters his eulogy...
“Everyone that ever knew him will miss him.” The third unveils an
opinion from behind her veil.
“He was a cheat that didn‟t go soon enough. As a seller of second hand
books he was more a taker than a giver.” A stranger to everyone startles
the assembly.
That is not the sort of contentious comment that is heard at a
cemetery. The young woman that made the provocative remark will not
step back after having made it. The ladies standing around the freshly
dug grave are clad in black; this young stranger is happily attired, as if
ready to go to a soiree or out with friends. The ire the young woman
draws does not concern her. She happily trips around the grave with as
much gay abandon as pleases her.
Flaunting convention does not bring the ire of the gravediggers. They
stand aside and look on, breaking open a packet of standard cigarettes
to smoke a puff. They are not here to provide an opinion, only to fill in the
grave once the ceremonies are over. A gravedigger does the same job
regardless of what is said about the deceased. On this occasion it is a
Mister R.B. Scott.
“Miss, would you please move away from here.” The priest directs the
young lady away before someone else does so, but with less restraint.
“As you wish,” she shrugs, tosses back her long locks and disdainfully
strolls out of the graveyard. When she is gone those in attendance return
to their conversations. Disturbed by the outburst, they wonder what all
that was about.
Among the crowd are family and friends, and a sprinkling of
university staff.
“There goes a young woman with brave opinions.” Robert Wishart is
as nonplussed as the rest of the gathering. The exhibition does not
perturb Harcourt.
“When a person is alive they want friends, but when a person is dead
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none of that matters. Anyway, if everyone spoke the truth about the dead
at funerals there would be no more funerals, since all anyone would be
doing is backbiting,” the old timer wryly answers.
“What will be said at your interment?”
“Whatever anyone wants to say; after I‟m gone it won‟t be any of my
business. I won‟t be joining the Bush Brotherhood for the good of my
supposed soul, alive or dead.”
“But you‟d be willing to lose your certificate of freedom, using the
colloquial, to a woman?”
“She is a woman of quality, of that I‟ve no doubt. I reckon she would
have been as spirited as that young woman at the same age.”
Wishart intentionally moves his head a little, cocking it in one
direction. It is a signal that is understood by Harcourt, they step just a
little to one side from the rest.
“I‟d like to tell you that, as word has it, you‟re not appreciated by some
members of the university.” Harcourt does not shiver.
“In any accommodation paddock fuss and kicking is bound to occur.”
“You don‟t feel put out?”
“I‟m not put out at all. No one has given me the freeman‟s key to
anything, so I don‟t have to bow and scrape to anyone. Let them say what
they want to, when a person is found wearing a lie they will look the
worse for it.”
“In other places, yes, but when it comes to institutions, those that lie
are the protected and those that are honest are punished. An institution
will wear anything to try and save face. I can say that you should be
aware that there are those you can‟t trust. However, at the same time
there are people that can be relied on.”
Harcourt still does not become flustered.
“I recall something I read from Cicero while at the Lithgow ironworks
in early „seventy-eight, from his On Duties.”
“You can?”
The procession of doleful relatives leaving the graves of their loved
ones is slow. They move at the rate that Harcourt takes in his
recollection.
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“Cicero wrote; „if any person wishes to thieve or injure someone for our
personal advantage then we are going to destroy what is clearly nature‟s
gift more than anything else in life; that is the human essence between
people‟.”
“I do recall those lines.”
“I‟ve come across people from the diggings to the pearl luggers that
would do their worst, only to find the worst being done to them, in their
turn.”
“Would you wish to leave yourself unguarded?”
“I‟m forewarned and forearmed. When it comes to character I do know
the difference between mullock and pannam.”
“Just take a pair of light boots wherever you tread these days.”
The discussion among the gathering becomes mute as a solemn
disposition replaces everything else. The funeral carriage of polished
black panels and lustrous clean windows enters the graveyard. The
horses wear the darkest of black livery with hooves muffed by rags for
the occasion.
“I found him a decent man. He sold me some reasonably priced books
while I was an undergraduate, what seems like an age ago,” Wishart
says.
“Then you‟ll have nothing bad to say about him.”

At the same time.
The office of Phillip Luscombe, the University.
“I thought that you ladies would have gone to Government House.”
Phillip had not expected present company, but now that Griful-Apps and
friends are here, he welcomes them warmly.
“Should we have gone to Government House? Is there something
important happening there?” Bewsher asks around.
“A meeting is being held to display street ephemera. There are many
more important matters to attend to than street decorations. We can
leave assorted pedestrian matters to the plebeians, those that will stand
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around and look at the royal procession. For the moment we have
significant affairs to sort out.” Griful-Apps is peeved that Bewsher has
fallen behind in what she ought to know.
“You‟ll have nothing to do with the street decorations?” Luscombe
asks.
“Oh no, we‟ll concern ourselves with attending the Royal Visitors
themselves, we‟ll be seeing them in person.” Hayne-Temme thrills at the
prospect ahead of them.
This professor‟s office is like the office of most university professors.
Set out on display is a collection of books. There are piles of other
reading material related to the subject in which he lectures and studies,
European and English literature. Along with the books related to his
field there are academic journals and extracts that give debate on some
of latest developments. On the oak office desk rest several assignments
that he is currently examining.
“We‟re here to discuss your mother.” Griful-Apps comes right to the
point.
The mention of his mother changes Luscombe to a serious mood.
“Yes, mother. She has become somewhat estranged over the past few
days.” The map the professor could draw is as clear as the map opposite
Luscombe‟s desk. The chart of old England illustrates the surveying of
England during the time of William the Conquer.
“Do you know what the problem with your mother is? Have you an
idea why she is behaving so strangely?” Hayne-Temme tactfully inquires.
“I suspect, but I can‟t embark on suspicions.”
“Why child, can‟t you see the problem? Your mother has become a
little too closely associated with this gypsy. Can‟t one see that there is an
unhealthy and totally unbecoming relationship between Flora and an
itinerant?” Octavia appears as stern as the gaze of the bronze of
Wellington.
“My mother has a friendship with that Harcourt fellow?” The map
Luscombe studied was too far off track.
“Haven‟t you noticed?” asks Bewsher.
“Mother hasn‟t said anything. She wouldn‟t do anything so unseemly,
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surely?”
“Flora is doing just that and, alas, we‟re the ones that must state as
much.” It is almost as if Griful-Apps has picked the pen off its inkstand,
dipped the nib into the ink and splashed a stain for the impression she
leaves.
“I‟m such a fool. I can now see why mother is behaving as she has.”
“It was most, most unforgivable of Robert to meet this detestable
vagabond. If that young man had just minded his own business, this
affair would have arisen in the first place,” Bewsher trumpets.
“Julia, this affair is hardly Robert‟s fault, he is just a little young and
inexperienced in such dangerous circumstances. Next time he shall
know better. One finds it entirely incredible that such an itinerant would
be so bold as to try and mix with his betters. Is he not aware that
respectable society does not mix with tradesmen and their kin?” Octavia
asserts.
“Do you believe he‟ll take advantage of mother?”
“It‟s obvious the man‟s intentions are entirely criminal. It‟s in the
nature of the lower classes to breed the worst type of scoundrel,” adds
Hannah.
Luscombe remains reflective. “This must be stopped,” he concludes.
Griful-Apps and her friends find their time here is not wasted.
“One is gladdened to see that you‟ve taken heed, young man. This
undignified exhibition must be stopped before the whole wretched
business engulfs us with ignominy,” Hayne-Temme whinnies.
“Flora must be restored to the people she belongs to, knows, and can
trust. If he were shoved to one side, manhandled back to where he
belongs, then one is sure it would come as the most apt response,” Julia
suggests.
“With the law the way it is, Julia, he‟d just as likely successfully sue
us, the decent members of the community, with assault.” Octavia curbs
her enthusiastic friend.
“Have you any idea what ought to be done, Mrs Griful-Apps?”
“Not for the moment, we came to see if we can reach a consensus on
what we must do. Of greatest importance is the fact that we are together
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in this encounter.”
“There was never any question.” Luscombe freely elects himself as a
partner.
“Wonderful, we‟ll keep in regular contact, at least until this sorry sad
saga is finished.”
The lady rises and the body of ladies in waiting rise with her.
Luscombe is quick to open the door for his guests.
“We can only hope for a swift resolution,” Luscombe says as the ladies
file out of his office. Griful-Apps lingers, allowing her friends to leave
ahead of her.
“Young man, you have a grave responsibility to the university and to
your mother. None of us need be held in lesser regard, however foolish
the action, especially your mother. We are respectable people and will
remain thus.”
Octavia is the very last to leave, but she wishes it that way. She
watches while her friends glide away towards the top of the staircase.
They are chatting to one another, oblivious to anything else that is
happening close by. Brushing past a larger than life size imitation of
Michelangelo‟s David, the ladies begin slowly make their way down the
steps. Deep in discussion, they talk about events that relate to the royal
tour. Taking her time, Griful-Apps does not wish to catch up with her
friends yet. Shuffling to where the statue stands, then taking a quick
look around, she makes sure that no one is looking on. A free hand rubs
fondly on the naked man‟s penis, drawing it away before anyone spies
her.
“Are you coming, Octavia?” Hannah asks as the ladies reach the first
landing.
Griful-Apps daintily slips on her gloves.
“Coming, coming.”

Early that afternoon.
The Ladies Tennis Club, Royal Park, Parkville.
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“Good stroke! She‟s playing well,” cheers a spectator to the tennis
match.
“We have a fine player for the up coming tournament,” clamours
another.
A handful of ladies are sitting by the windows overlooking the grounds
of the Royal Park Tennis Club, a club festooned with Union Jack flags.
Out on the grass several matches are in progress. Ladies in long, flowing
skirts and cotton shirts stroke the ball with all the ease and grace they
can muster.
“How can milk be allowed to become so terribly expensive?”
“It‟s only gone up a penny a quart.”
Yet another group of half a dozen women are in conversation about
other matters. In between the two groups are Flora and Myrine. By the
young mother‟s side is a tennis kit – tennis rackets, balls, a towel and the
other bits and pieces that a tennis player needs for a match.
“What do you admit, Flora?” Myrine asks, picking away at a slice of
Black Forest cake.
“I admit that I haven‟t felt as full of zest since joining the Victorian
Women‟s Suffrage Society in „eighty-four,” the older lady enthuses.
“Have you told Horace how you feel?”
“How could I be so brazen? It would be too unseemly.”
“A man can be told anything by a woman and if he is a man then she
need not fear. Are you apprehensive when you‟re with him?”
“No, no, I feel ebullient in his company.”
“What could be the reason for your concern?”
“What if he doesn‟t stay? What if he opts to leave?” Flora dreads the
possibility.
“Then you‟ll have to live with such an event; if it happens.”
The older woman is dejected merely by the notion.
“I know I don‟t owe Horace anything, nor he me. However much a
person is thought of, they‟re never owned. That which is in the mind is
the property of the spirit, after all.”
Myrine stirs her cup, allowing the metal spoon to tingle and jingle
against the china.
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“Fret of this magnitude is unnecessary. I‟m sure that Horace will not
be going anywhere soon.”
“I‟m also wondering…”
“Wondering?”
“I‟m pondering whether I should feel this way about another man so
soon after the death of my husband. Is it right that I become so fond of
another man?” Her question is guilt edged.
“If you‟re asking whether you should fall in love again, then I don‟t see
why not. It‟s been five years since your husband died and, as I believe, as
far as any woman should be concerned, that‟s long enough to remain
single.” Flora‟s mixture of moods draws a measure of empathy, a
measure of firmness, from her youthful companion.
Myrine‟s directness is a touch cold, but it has the effect that cold does,
it is felt all the way down to the bone. As far as the young woman is
concerned, her elder need not be dressed like the portrait of the late
Queen.
“What will others say?”
“What can others say?”
“I‟m afraid that Octavia, Julia and Hannah didn‟t take to him at their
first meeting. They were more than eager to pick out as many faults as
they could about Horace. There was absolutely no interest in him
whatsoever.”
“I can imagine. Your friends are extraordinarily petty.”
“The ladies kept referring to Horace as the vagabond, the vagrant, a
loafer, idler, and such. I‟m certain he is none of these, he‟s one of the
finest men that I‟ve met in many years.”
“How can those women describe anyone else in such a fashion? They
can‟t simply disparage others, whatever their airs and graces.”
“They are society ladies.”
“Every one of them has a stain in their past; each one of them has
inherited a ticket-of-leave in the baggage of their grandfathers.”
For the first time Flora cheers up considerably. The older woman has
uncovered the comical, something entirely to her liking in this situation.
“They are grand-children of the legitimate.”
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“It seems ironic to me that your friends, being the progeny of bond
labour, should go deriding the past of other people, particularly that of
strangers. I find also find it ironic that, of your coterie, you‟re the only
one whose ancestors came as free settlers.”
“I can say that Horace too came from free immigrants. More to his
credit than anyone else, he has remained entirely free all of his life.”
“If your present situation was happening to me, then I‟d ask to see the
certificates of freedom belonging to your friends, I‟d then ask if they‟re
intending making any down-payments on them.”
Flora breaks into a laugh. The older lady is glad for a dose of relief.
Myrine remains self-assured and earnest. The young mother had not
spoken for the sake of entertainment.
“You‟re suffering from too many concerns. My advice may find you
with three fewer friends, but the one that you will have will make up for
it. My tennis party has arrived. Don‟t worry Flora, I‟ll keep at Robert. I‟ll
ensure that he does his best to keep Horace at the university, if not then
I‟ll turn into a real Harpy.”

Saturday morning, 23rd February.
Auburn Road.
“Your son paid a visit last evening and he was most aggrieved,
ma‟am,” Flora is informed by her maid, Violet.
“Did he? What did he wish?”
“He wanted to speak to you.”
“What did he wish to talk of specifically?”
“He didn‟t say, he did inquire as to your whereabouts, ma‟am.”
“That is entirely for me to know. A mother is not beholding to her son,
by contrast a son is always beholding to his mother.”
“I can say that Professor Luscombe was going out himself.”
Violet puts a finishing touch to this part of their conversation with the
finishing touch to Flora‟s wardrobe. Checking her look in a cheval
mirror, the maid takes care to what might look out of place. Dressed for
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an occasion, the mistress is intent on stepping out of her house
favourably. Having had many years of social experience behind her,
Flora has the skills to appear just right.
“Then he needn‟t ask where I went, after all, he never told me what he
was doing.”
“Those aren‟t appropriate family matters for a maid to discuss,
ma‟am.”
With the last details of her clothing done Flora goes to the window,
where a large ready-to-wear straw hat is resting on an easy chair.
“Nonsense Violet, you‟ll always be a part of my family, maid or not.”
From her bedroom Flora emerges onto the upstairs veranda to gather
in the morning sky. The heavens above are cloudless. There is nothing
other than sunshine in all four quarters. Violet dutifully follows her
mistress as if there are further instructions coming her way.
Over the road an old married couple, crusty, stiff and upright, are
having an argument with a delivery boy over some groceries. The
castle-like construction of their home finished off at the top by a pair of
turrets and a Union Jack flag. The gum trees growing alongside the
home stand taller.
“Another argument, they‟re such quarrelsome people. Squabbles are
so petty and tedious.” Flora is pleased that she is not arguing with
anyone. The older lady has a spring in her step and does not wish to feel
unhappy.
“Their upstairs maid says so, ma‟am.”
“Then she should know.”
Flora‟s home is far removed from the antique style of edifice
represented over the way. A brick house three stories high, with an attic,
is the home of Missus Luscombe. Raised mouldings on the veranda,
beams and balcony railings of cast iron lace make for an ornate
decoration. Flora‟s front yard has an Australian banner of greenness. On
one side of the front yard grows a saw banksia in which several crimson
rosellas cackle and fuss. On the other side is a Norfolk Island pine, on
which a lone magpie is quietly at watch.
“I dare say Phillip will meet up with me, eventually, if it‟s important
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enough.”
“Will you be seeing your son today, ma‟am?”
“No, not today.”
“Then shall I tell him that you‟ll be at the Royal Botanical Gardens
today, ma‟am?”
“That won‟t be necessary.”
“If he asks me, ma‟am?”
“Then tell Phillip that I‟ve gone out, but you don‟t exactly know
where.”
Violet pulls back from that.
“That‟s a fib, ma‟am, I can‟t do that.”
“Do you know exactly where I‟ll be in the gardens?”
“No, ma‟am.”
“Then you won‟t know just where exactly I‟ll be. If he can‟t attend the
university picnic, then it‟s too bad.”
“Yes ma‟am. It was good of Professor Wishart to invite you along. Will
the professor‟s gentleman friend be there also?”
Flora is revealingly coy.
“How could you ask such a question, Violet?”
“I can see that you‟re happier than normal, ma‟am, happier than
you‟ve been for while.”
“Yes, he will be.”
“That‟s why you‟re ever so pleased, ma‟am. You‟re luckier than me
ma‟am; if I had any luck I‟d be winning the Robur Tea sweep.”
“Isn‟t there a young man you‟re seeing?”
“That I am, ma‟am.”
“He isn‟t what you expect?”
“Oh no, ma‟am, he‟s one of the sweetest men I‟ve ever met.”
“Then aren‟t you lucky?”
“I‟d sooner win the Robur draw.”
“How have you done with the draw?”
“Not even a two bob win, ma‟am.”
“Life is pleasant only when it‟s brought to you, isn‟t it Violet?”
Flora wonders if her maid is being entirely innocent, or entirely
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practical, but in either circumstance the older woman cannot help but
embrace the young one. The older woman needs but to look down at the
street below to study at how the ceaseless flow of the city moves about.

Later that morning.
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne.
It is not the balminess of a warm day, or the smell of damp grass after
an early morning shower, that helps raise the spirits. The young children
are the ones for physical delight as they run around playing the game We
Are the Romans. Wishart tries not to wait around, but for the moment he
does not quite know what to do.
“It‟s wonderful to see so many professors and their families out to
celebrate the Murchison Award winner,” Flora quietly purrs. It is the
presence of Harcourt that lifts the spirits of the older woman on the site
of Central Lawn.
“We thought that today would be right for such a celebration. Though
I don‟t know what Aumont is doing here. He was supposed to attend a
meeting of his department to discuss some questions of plagiarism.”
Wishart subtly turns in the direction where his colleague is crouched
beside one of the picnic blankets. The hamper provides a sizeable
spread. Devonshire junket, syllabub, Queen Mab‟s pudding and
Isinglass blancmange are among an assortment of cold preparations.
Aumont is not alone; Wyvert-Stilling is alongside him. The two
professors are talking with the children of their fellow academics. They
are passing the morning jovially enough, while keeping an eye on Flora
and her companion.
“How do you find the university?”
“It‟s as political a place as any I‟ve seen. I‟m not lost there.”
“You‟ve made a positive start?”
“I can come to take an interest in the place.”
A military band stops resting in the background to strike up a martial
tune as the two professors finish their discussion. They make their way
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to where Wishart, Harcourt and Luscombe are talking.
“Here comes trouble.” Harcourt becomes wary.

“They’re probably just extending friendship.” Robert chooses to conjecture for
the better.
“Hello Robert, how is the day?” Aumont begins, affably enough.
“I‟d be far happier if Myrine and the youngsters where here too.
They‟re off to visit my mother-in-law.”
“And you sir, have you heard of this observation, and what do you
think of the man that said it? „That withholding information does not
always mean concealment; yet it does when you keep people unawares
for your own gain. To keep them oblivious about some matter that could
prove useful for them to know‟.” Wyvert-Stilling initiates the assault, one
started with gusto. He relishes a confrontation that he feels he can
succeed in. “I can even quote it for you in its language of origin.”
Aumont does not have to speak. Both professors feel that they have
outdone the old bushman, for Harcourt seems flat-footed at the
challenge. Flora is almost as black as the swans that are waddling
nearby.
“Now, Herbert, this is hardly the occasion.” Wishart attempts to
prevent further difficulties arising.
“No, Robert, let this novice answer for himself. A person with a tongue
will eventually use it, for good or bad. Besides, this is a university picnic
and he‟s not one of us.” Aumont comes to the defence of his colleague.
This will be an organised, two-pronged sortie.
Before the professors fall out among themselves, Harcourt clears his
throat.
“There‟s no need to quote Latin to me.”
“Why not sir?” Wyvert-Stilling hits the first signs of trouble.
“As well as I know Latin, I‟m not so sure that everyone else does. It‟s ill
mannered to speak in a foreign tongue for the purpose of keeping others
unaware. I think that‟s one application of the quote, it‟s the sort of jasker
to put on any thought. Of the source, I find Cicero‟s writing stimulating.
I can read his works many times over and feel I‟ve enjoyed something
new.”
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“Where did you learn Latin?” The attack lapses, and as a result
Aumont seeks a little time to come up with another strategy.
“The same person that taught me Greek as a young „un also taught me
Latin, which I‟ve tried to practice ever since. You know it‟s amazing the
number of gentlemen at the diggings that came to try their luck,
gentlemen that had a good education, real toffs. I spent some of my time
practicing Latin with them. Decent sorts too, they behaved in a civilised
manner. Then, moving around from place to place, I‟d always come
across some educated person I could talk with. Say, here‟s a slice of
writing that you might want to start boiling down, we can afterwards
strike up a friendly chat over that. I remember reading it when I was
doing some cradle rocking at Lambing Flats. The phrase went, „People
who lay out sums of money in order to secure office fall into the habit of
desiring, not unexpectedly, for some reward. Even the poor but just man
will want a return, so it can hardly be expected that a dishonest
trickster, who has suddenly stepped forward, should not want a profit
too.‟ A handsome insight into the way politics moves along; any sort of
politics. Now, what do you think of the person that said it?” Harcourt
astutely shifts the conversation onto his terms. The bushman tries not to
give either professor room to think.
“I‟ve never heard of such nonsense,” Wyvert-Stilling blurts.
“No?”
“This quote no doubt comes from some socialist tract, some unionist
pamphlet. Dubious assertions designed to undermine our democratic
system by sewing the public with doubts and suspicions,”
Wyvert-Stilling snaps back. Aumont is horrified at the reply. Wishart
and Flora are both left amused by what is an ill-considered response.
Harcourt did not expect this carelessness from his colleague.
“I know this writing,” Aumont concedes, lowering his head with
mortification.
“You do?”
“Aristotle wasn‟t wrong then and isn‟t now.”
“Aristotle?” Wyvert-Stilling realises how presumptuous he sounded.
The professor as the man begins to shrink appreciably.
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“Haven‟t you read Aristotle‟s book The Politics?” Harcourt asks.
“Naturally I have!”
“Then you‟d care to explain what that passage is about?” Now that
Harcourt has both professors under sustained attack, especially
Wyvert-Stilling, the wily bushman attempts to finish the job.
“It‟s all to do with politics, the ways of the power of government; that
much has long been known. Aren‟t you aware of what the philosopher
meant?” Trying to redeem some of his lost face, Wyvert-Stilling attempts
to reclaim his status. Harcourt simply tugs at his beard.
“Yes, you‟re about right; don‟t need a fat cake to shed light on that.
However, I‟d expand it to include anyone that takes any sort of office. In
my experience I‟ve found that it isn‟t just money that people take reward
from when assuming the authority of office, any type of authority. Some
people also feel rewarded by making others feel like they‟re worth
nothing.”
“That‟s a rather meaningless proposition. There will always be people
that are inferior.” Wyvert-Stilling is unable to make any further progress
with this argument.
“Just because a person has authority it doesn‟t mean they are
superior, a bullock in a harness is much the same as a bullock without a
harness. You should re-read that passage if you‟ve forgotten it, the one
that Aristotle wrote when expounding his views, that…”
“Yes, yes, all right, oh, there is Raymond, I have to go and pay my
respects to him and his newborn.”
Wyvert-Stilling, the professor that led the attack, is equally as quick
at leading the retreat. The flight of the attackers is a quick one. They
might also wish a handful of fern seeds in their pocket for the added
advantage of becoming invisible. There are plenty of ferns in Fern Gully
for that. The three are afflicted. Harcourt remains indifferent. Wishart is
left uncomfortable by the behaviour of his colleagues. Flora is filled with
admiration.
“I‟m dreadfully sorry about that. I had no idea why they behaved
thus,” Robert says.
“Don‟t think about it, I‟ll look after myself in the best way possible; as
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I‟ve always done. A barrow lad as you are, a bloke new to his job,
shouldn‟t worry about me. I can turn a lesson into an attack as much as
an instruction.”
“Oh my, I‟ve just remembered!” Flora almost puts herself physically
into the middle of their conversation. She does not wish to remain
alongside the man she would rather be talking to. “You probably haven‟t
seen the Duke of Clarence tree, have you Horace?”
“I‟ve seen every sort of tree there is from one side of this continent to
the other, but I‟ve never seen a Duke of Clarence tree. What is it? Is it a
tree that looks like the duke?” Since this is what the lady wanted to hear,
the man obliges.
“The tree is over at the Princes‟ Lawn.”
“Let‟s go take a tour.”
Flora and Horace take their leave of the picnic party. Meandering in
the direction of the lake, they are intent on taking the long way around to
see the tree. The departure of the older couple has not gone unnoticed.
“Robert, would you come here please?” Colvia asks after the departure
of Harcourt and Flora. Wishart makes his way to where the Assistant
Vice-Chancellor is waiting, Adelaide sandwich in hand and his
theoretically neutral disposition in the other.
“You‟ve studied at, and you‟ve recently started work for, the
university, but you don‟t yet know all of the doors of The Shop. Let me
give you a couple of words of warning before you go on any further.”
Robert grows suspicious. Looking around him, he tries to lay eyes on
a pair of colleagues but sees them nowhere.
“Have Professors Wyvert-Stilling and Aumont complained already?”
“Have they reason to complain?”
“They might have, if not now, then in the future.”
“Then let them complain in the future and I‟ll worry about it then. The
word of warning I would give should be directed more towards your
friend.”
Wishart watches as the pair of them disappear in the distance.
“Are there problems for Mister Harcourt?”
“I‟m not one to show bias, but neither do I believe in unsavoury
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behaviour making its presence felt; who knows where that will end. Word
around the blanket has it that he‟s soon to have a rival for the hand of
yon fair, though old, dame.”
“Is that so? A rival you say?”
“Yes, and there is something else.”
The first snippet of news was sensational. The next draws the young
professor in.
“And the second warning is?”
“Someone wants to know whether Mister Harcourt has the necessary
mental capacities to work for us.”
“He is intelligent, well read, can debate, if somewhat informally. Isn‟t
that intelligence enough?”
“I‟m talking about an examination of temperament.”
The young professor is short on belief over what he is hearing. If he is
not absolutely sure that here stands the Assistant Vice- Chancellor, then
Robert would call the two nearby policemen to arrest the impostor. The
music has come to an end for the moment. The military band takes a
break from the playing of martial tunes. It allows someone at the
bandstand to begin making speeches promoting the Boer War,
demanding that this new country do its fair share.
“Is this part of a farce?”
“I don‟t believe in such a step, neither do those higher up. The
suggestion was put somewhat sternly, none of us can refuse, especially
your friend.”

Sunday afternoon, 24th February.
Victoria Road.
“Would I work for the university as a professor?” Shilton spins the
wheel of a bicycle around at about the same rate as the wheel of fortune.
“Since you‟re working there, the change would be a small one,”
Harcourt replies.
“Going from small change to a substantial salary packet? I‟d still be a
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weed-snatcher even if I reached the top posts.”
The idea of working for The University of Melbourne in an exulted
position had not previously occurred to Shilton, in spite of toiling
beneath its tall spires and fine turrets for many years. While he
envisages himself donning a mortarboard and long gown of fustian, the
sure hands of the gardener consummately go on with the task. The man
sits at a bench in his bicycle workshop and tends to the Raleigh bicycle
as if it were a violin.
Arranged in order beside him are the bicycle parts and the tools
necessary for the job. On the floor next to his feet are tyres and inner
tubes. The smell of bicycle rubber can send the imagination moving with
speed.
As Shilton mends the Raleigh, the old timer lingers in the workshop.
The chance of seeing more in the light of day is too good for Harcourt to
pass up. He takes the liberty of a tour of discovery. Whatever is related to
bicycles and living in Melbourne will, most likely, be found here.
Apart from the advertisements selling bicycles and their products
there is also, cut out of the daily papers, assorted articles related to the
recent Austral bicycle race scandal. The leaking of information has set
an inquiry in motion and the reporters are on the trail of a local sporting
controversy.
“I think that I‟d consider, but that I‟d happier be a gardener.”
The old bushman shifts from looking at the newspaper article to
inspecting the row of trophies inside a cabinet. About a dozen or so
awards have been won by Mister Denby Richard Shilton over the past
twelve years. The contrasting shapes and styles form a dazzling
collection of sporting silverware. Among the trophies are ceramic
statuettes of cyclists in various poses. The figurines echo the pictures,
prints and watercolours hanging on the walls of men and women and
their bicycles, either Sunday riding, racing, standing beside them, being
chased by dogs, dodging trams, being lost, being found and like
predicaments.
“You wouldn‟t?”
“Don‟t sound so disappointed; I don‟t think I would.”
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“I‟m not disappointed, aren‟t you curious to know what being a
professor at a big university would be like? Wouldn‟t you want to know if
academic work would be better than working hungry quartz?”
“I‟m happy where I am at the moment – besides, I‟m unlike you, mate.
I‟m not bookish. I don‟t have the book-brain. I wouldn‟t go very far
among those high academics. Mind you, if they ever look up cycling, I‟d
give them a bloody good race.” The gardener waves the end of the
crescent spanner at Harcourt before loosening one of the pedals.
“In a cycle race I know where I‟d put my money. Beer and bicycles, I
can‟t say that I‟ve heard of this combination being successful. I‟ve seen a
few blokes trying to ride while blind and come off the worse. They came
off the saddle quicker than a cabbage tree hat in a blow.”
“I keep the bull separate from the rush, I don‟t mix drink with cycling.
Besides, drinking is more my hobby, along with that lot.” The pedal is
waved this time at the direction of the room filled with models.
“Then why drink?”
“I took to the bottle when my wife left me for some Sydney fatman
fifteen years ago. After she left,” the gardener rises from his seat, “I took
to drinking a bit. I woke up when I found myself in the gutter. After going
through the stander-up gag I thought that was enough for me. I decided
to take up another hobby. Since I always had a fancy for cycling, I took
up the sport some fourteen years ago. I thought this hobby was better for
me than feeling like a sorry fool. There is no fool as complete as a
self-centred fool, but at least I found out that a person can undo their
stupidity. From that point on it‟s only time to time that I take to the
pogy.”
Cycling is a fetish for the gardener, not a bad one, as it appears.
Standing before him are two examples of the old time bicycles, the
velocipede, and a penny-farthing placed carefully in one corner. They are
bone-jarring bicycles that ride out of the past into the present.
“Yours is an unhappy tale.”
“Bet you must have heard a few of them.”
“A bangtail muster full.”
“And I don‟t want to hear any of them; with due respect. Are you
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thinking of working in the cap and gown at The Shop?” Shilton begins
using a buffer on one of the bicycle parts to set it back in order.
“It has been suggested.”
“By one of the professors?”
“By someone I‟m fond of, and by only one of the professors. Young
Robert seems like a bit of a Jimmy Woodser over me making my way to
the university. It looks as if none of the other long-cloak mob wants my
presence. Just yesterday a couple of the university mob tried to make me
look like an idiot, really tried to chiak me by trying to make me appear
too ignorant to know.”
“How odd, the university lot are normally friendly. It isn‟t every day
that a professor comes across a self-educated person like you. Might
need some time for them to come to know you; otherwise, there could be
someone stirring up a few problems.”
“That‟s all I need, some adscotchalater on the lurk.”
“Perhaps you should take the matter up with the university.”
“Is there reason?”
“What would you be doing out bush if you where there?”
“Looking for paid work; touring the exhibition if I was at Warranbool.
I‟ve seen a few of those – interesting the new contraptions that come out
bush, Mind you, nothing like the show of the latest gadgets in the city.
Cities have an amalgamated claim on invention.”
“That so?”
“I‟ve seen all sorts of new machines and such out bush that left me
wondering. I‟ve taken a tour of the shops; been to McEwen in Elizabeth
Street, Edwards over in Collins Street, McPherson in Collins to see the
latest machinery with my own eyes. Wasn‟t I left absolutely cock-eyed!”
“Then stop in the city. Don‟t worry about what others might say, not
that you ever have, it seems. Given time you‟ll find more friends here
than foes.”
Shilton slots a wheel into a wheel arch and begins fixing it into place.

That afternoon.
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The Melbourne General Cemetery, Carlton.
“We can definitely arrange for your mother to meet another man,”
Bewsher promises the young professor.
“A prospective suitor?” Phillip asks.
“A possible husband.”
Griful-Apps carries her business-like, august attitude in letting the
professor know what the intention of the group is. The other ladies and
handful of men at the cemetery picnic attend to their afternoon
wandering among the marble tombstones, examining form and style in
graveyard sculpture. Time to read of a person‟s life inscribed on the
headstone.
Griful-Apps, Hayne-Temme, and Bewsher wish to have a confidential
word with Phillip. The situation is scandalous enough without provoking
further discussion from well-meaning persons at this juncture. The
mutton and potato pies, beef rib bones, ox-liver pate, baked loins of pork
and other delights, such as the McWilliams wine, the lemonade and
ginger beer, will wait for later.
“What are his prospects?” Luscombe eagerly asks.
“He is the friend of a friend of mine.” Hayne-Temme, alert to the
possibilities of taking some credit for the situation, brings herself to
prominence.
“Hannah has played a significant part in rescuing your mother. It‟s all
good and fine for the newspapers to discuss free railway passes for
Federal candidates, but one needn‟t give this tramp a free ride into
society,” Julia adds.
“Ladies, back to the topic at hand. We have a very anxious young man
to assist. He is a young man who is far more concerned than we are. Let‟s
consider his frame of mind before ours.” Octavia directs the flow.
“It must be said that your mother could do with being far less gullible
these days. She has far too much of an inclination towards dotage. Flora
must reassert her discipline,” Bewsher hastily blurts out. Octavia does
not care for what she hears. The matriarch becomes proportionally
unhappy as a result, and Hayne-Temme follows suit. “Sorry,” Julia says
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airily.
“Shame on you, Julia, Flora is no fool. She‟s being taken advantage of
by a noxious, if charming, freeloader,” Hannah gracefully scolds.
Bewsher wilts with the sameness of week old lilies.
“You were saying that there is a single man that would dearly like to
meet mater?” The young professor is not distracted. The prospect of how
to handle his mother now holds great promise.
“He is a good and trustful man, and, he has a title,” Griful-Apps
informs Luscombe. Hers is one revelation the professor finds pleasing.
“When will they be able to meet? It must be as soon as possible. I went
to visit mother the other evening and she had gone out. I‟m most fearful
for her, for who knows what this cad might have in mind.” Luscombe,
having already approved, wants details.
Overhead a pair of magpies is chasing a big, gleaming black raven.
Screaming and squabbling, the three birds make a clamour as they wing
and wheel their way through the sky. The picnickers have something
natural to amuse them.
“When will my mother‟s suitor be meeting her?” Luscombe presses.
“The gentleman is indisposed at the moment, but rest assured, I‟ll
arrange a time and a place for a meeting. The encounter will come at the
earliest available opportunity. In the meantime, we‟ll also have to come
up with an idea of having this vagrant undergo a medical examination.”
“See a doctor?” Phillip queries.
“A doctor of temperament, it‟s your duty to make sure that this man
goes along,” Hayne-Temme instructs the young professor.
“We‟ll see to it personally that he fails the test.” Bewsher hints at a
prescribed future. Luscombe is a resurrected man.
“At last we‟ll be able to forget this dreadful interlude. Let‟s take some
victuals, ladies.”
The prospect of grabbing something off their cold collation invigorates
the party. A pair of magpies perched on a white tombstone wait for the
chance to join the feast.
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Monday morning, 25th February.
Ormond College, the university.
“I‟ve never known anyone to make a contribution on this scale.”
Harcourt states. Through the windows of the college a glimpse of the
array of donations is visible.
“No?” Robert Wishart asks.
“Not in my lifetime, never seen it happen, except the odd pennies or
bits of jetsam given over to a white elephant. Most people keep their gear
like they would a blotch on their skin.”
“Then this is a chance to see something entirely new, an education of
sorts.”
“Wouldn‟t be a burster off a horse.”
“From what I‟ve seen of this private collection, it‟s veritably bursting.”
The tall spires and roomy, Gothic edifice of Ormond College glisten
after a morning shower. Above the main entrance hang banners crowing
about the up coming week-long event. There is an exhibition of the items
being granted to the university. From the cases and cabinets just visible
through the doorway, a considerable quantity of private and personal
collectibles are on display. But before the exhibition can happen an
official opening has to take place.
Ahead of the ceremony beginning, quite a large body of professors,
doctors and dons are standing at the front door waiting to enter. Despite
the humid heat, the members of the university staff sweat out this part
of the morning for the best of intentions.
While the young professor is a part of this world, he is apart from the
staff. Standing on the fringe, as if excluded from the high-level
discussions among the inner-sanctum, both he and Harcourt will not be
let any closer to the front door.
“I hope you don‟t mind some discomfort?” Robert asks.
“There isn‟t a Booligal that bettered me, I‟m unsure if I‟ll enjoy this?”
“I believe that you will, though I don‟t think you‟ll enjoy the company
of either of them.” Sauntering abreast of each other are Dickson and
Aumont.
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“I recall that professor from the dinner and the picnic,” Harcourt
sourly observes; “Both of them in fact. I don‟t need stirrups for my
memory; I‟m well-polished when it comes to faces.”
“Keep your responses simple, if you have any to give.”
“I will. I recall that I didn‟t care too much for the other one, that
bonneter either.”
The bonneter and Aumont practically crash into Wishart and
Harcourt. The two professors greet one another respectfully. Both of the
men show wholesale disregard for the old timer. Harcourt takes their
attitude as a matter of course. His back is broad enough to carry their
opinions.
“Are you here too?” As if by some pre-arranged signal, Dickson is the
first to strike up a conversation with Harcourt.
The veteran digger is on the alert.
“I‟ve come by personal invitation, thank you.”
“Personal invitation, you say? Quite likely gained by a clift.” Dickson
offers a smarmy reply.
“I used a safe hand, like yours.” Harcourt intellectually pushes the
man back.
The implication of the remark compels the accountant to remain
calm. Dickson will not become flustered. Aumont is waiting to trigger
what is on his mind. At the moment the older professor is suffering a
flash-in-the-pan block. He lacks a remark that he can make appear
spontaneous and sharp at the same time. It is a dire situation when an
intellectual attack is in progress.
“It‟s good to know that we‟re here under honest, and honourable,
pretences.” Wishart tries his hand at a socially polite remedy to the
conflicting views.
“A sincere abiding for some.” Harcourt cannot help himself as he
makes yet another carefully cloaked slur at Dickson; he dislikes the
Accountant intensely. The old bushman cannot see himself in company
of the man for a moment longer than he feels is needed.
Dickson is left flat-footed. The man does not know what to say either
in his defence, or generally speaking, for that matter. He looks to
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Aumont for assistance but the professor is still trying to martial his
forces.
“I‟m certain that a venerable roamer like you has given the broomstick
to many,” Dickson responds at last, if meekly.
“If I had any broomsticks to give; I don‟t touch them personally.”
“Roam, Romans, Rome, that reminds me, since we‟re on the subject of
Rome,” finally, with his mind working at the rate of a locomotive pulling
a two to one gradient, Aumont finds a connection.
“Yes, about Rome.” Dickson assists Aumont in their purpose.
“I was going ask you Robert, there‟s a lecture that I intend to give on
Rome‟s History by Dio, I‟m seeking your advice.”
“If you think I can help…” Wishart is cautiously flattered by the way
his older colleague seeks to consult him.
“Naturally I‟d like to hear what your friend thinks, also. Being a
learned man, a towering mind among sheep, he too can express his
views, if he has any.”
Harcourt is not facing the unexpected. A handful of the other
professors, having noted the incident, are studying developments. Even
the most serious of minds occasionally indulge in sport and intrigue.
Those professors sense that sport is in the offing. Robert offers patience.
“If you believe that what you wish to say is important enough, then I‟m
willing to hear you out.” Harcourt takes a tilt and it is a successful one,
Aumont is thrown into a small degree of disarray.
“Yes, I‟m sure. Robert, I was reading through Dio this morning and I
considered the quote, „While the campaigns were in progress, Augustus
carried out a census, during which he drew up a schedule of the whole of
his own property like any private citizen, and he also compelled a roster
for the senate.‟ Do you recall this?” Aumont, unwilling to find himself
bereft of a classical text, did his research before the approach.
Wishart nods. “That I do, in what way did you think to use it?”
“I was thinking of using this quote to illustrate the method of
government during the Roman Empire. The glories of empire are based
entirely on honesty, with scrupulous attention to integrity. My dear
fellow, the Roman Empire did not last as long as it did based on
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falsehoods; neither will the English. But perhaps your friend here would
care to add a valuable observation or two?” Aumont has come to the
provocation that he had wanted to make. It is up to Harcourt to speak
his mind on the piece. Almost with Janus as his emissary, the
Accountant is on the threshold, pleased that the assault is being given at
full flush.
“Even I recall reading Cassius Dio‟s The Years of the Emperor
Augustus,” Harcourt answers. This assault is of little concern to him. “It
was while I was a carpenter in Fremantle back in „sixty-four. I worked for
a stint at the new courthouse while there.”
“So you‟ve been to court?” Dickson smartly tries to lash out, but
issues more of an annoying prick.
“I‟ve been to court, yes, but in a way that I can be proud of. If you want
to use that quote to dwell on the Roman Empire, then fine, but since Dio
lived many years after Augustus, he was writing to point out the lack of
virtues he saw among the Romans of his time. You could expand that
view to the lack of openness of the leaders of today. It is possible to turn
this bit of Dio into an extended modern claim.”
The professor looks a little groggy. He did not anticipate a lively,
methodological debate in return. The rope across the exhibition door
comes down and the professors are able to progress to the ceremonial
hand-over. A few of the learned staff that listened in up to now cannot
bear leaving just yet. They are drawn by the rough sort of knowledge that
is illustrated by the stranger.
“How could that possibly be so?”
“Look at the Benny Blight that Melbourne had, it was due to a lack of
civic duty, a poverty of moral spirit. If you can‟t draw Dio into the way we
live at the moment, what do you expect your students to learn? I can tell
you times when…”
“Robert, Herbert; are you coming in?” most of the professors have
gone inside, with one remaining behind to come to the rescue of their
colleagues.
“We‟d better enter before they start without us.” The attack is not
going to plan; Dickson has drawn the conclusion that the siege must be
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broken up. The two are not the last to enter, but they are the most eager
to leave.
That afternoon.
The Oval, the university.
“Good catch, sir!” an onlooker to the university cricket match calls
from the boundary.
“By Jove, outstanding play!” a fellow student adds.
“We‟re sure to trump Hawksburn now!” A young woman exhorts.
The passions of cricket run deeply. The handful of students watching
the cricket match being played on The Oval cheer the home team.
Whenever there is a glorious stroke played it is appreciated. The match
is moving at a leisurely pace, yet there is enough happening to entertain.
Wishart too glances in the direction of play. The young professor turns
his head whenever a bout of excitement breaks out among the onlookers.
Shilton is the man with a prime seat. Working on the weeds and grass
on the perimeter of the oval, he can view the game as much as he likes
while being paid. Harcourt is more amused than interested in the way
the students enthuse over sport.
“I‟m sad for the way that you‟re being treated, mate, but as I said,
show some patience.” Shilton advises Harcourt as he continues pulling
weeds.
“I‟ve never minded the taste of old cartwheels, but this business is
hard on the gut.”
“You would have known harder sorts than here at university. No one
on this campus can become as full as me, but some of that lot are as full.
When the professors see you round often enough they‟ll soon come not to
notice you. Take me, for example; I‟ve been outwitting daisies about
these parts for so long that I‟m just a shrub or a duck in the pond, to
most.”
“You‟re Jack Shepherd around the grounds?”
“These days, yes. Wasn‟t like that at the start. When I first came here
with all of my problems, my Missus absenting herself, my paralytic ways,
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I was a bit of sport for the staff and the students. Those days of
unkindness have passed, is that not so, Professor?”
Robert finds some of the unofficial English difficult to navigate. He
does manage the general gist of the conversation.
“I‟d have Mister Shilton swear in front of a magistrate. I must confess,
much to my chagrin, to having mocked our dedicated gardener on
occasions. By the way he has shown us what devotion is, he has since
put many of us to shame.”
“You were a bad „un for having my ear sir. But you turned out a
gallant all the same. I never paid any mind to your antics anyway, sir. If
I had a keg for every bit of nonsense that came my way over the years, I‟d
not only be able to open my own hotel, but I‟d keep the whole of
Melbourne afloat for half a year; so you weren‟t the only one, professor.”
“Thank you, Mister Shilton. Our gardener does offer sage advice.
Don‟t show too much consternation over what happened this morning
and you‟ll be fine. Sometimes the silly pranks of university become a
custom among us professors, too. I do commend that you show
restraint, Mister Harcourt. It could have been too easy for you to lose
your temper and, in a fit of pique, say or do something regrettable.”
The ball is hit for a four. It skims along the grass, coming to a rest
almost at Shilton‟s hands. The gardener picks the hard ball up and, with
a good heave, tosses it to a nearby fielder.
“I read a book once when in Fremantle. Right after I worked as a
carpenter I did some mason jobs, that moment it just came to mind. And
whenever I was in a like mind I recall what this bloke wrote. It went
something like, „the prince should, as I have already indicated, avoid at
all costs doing anything that will make him loathed and despised.‟
Whenever I‟m in company with people I‟ve found that literary advice can
be some of the best kind. It wasn‟t meant just for princes, words like
that, but for everyday folk like me.”
“Remarkable, who was the author? I might well read his book myself.”
“Machiavelli his name was, wonderful book too, The Prince.”
“There you go, sound advice and common sense. You‟ll not have
grounds to leave us just yet, young fella-me-lad.”
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Harcourt is consoled by the sound Harcourt‟s big boots make.
Perhaps it is the kookaburras that perch overhead and begin laughing
their heads off that shows they know something others do not. The trio
breaks off from watching the cricket and conversing, as a horse and
delivery cart slowly makes its way around the edge of the oval. On the
back of the cart is a colourful array of banners, flags, bunting and such
like imperial accoutrements. There is little else than the shades of the
Union Jack.
“What‟s all that for? The cricket lads if they win the pennant?” Shilton
asks as he begins wiping his hands on an old rag.
“For the coming royal tour, be ready for some additional decorations
that will be going up,” Wishart replies.
“Here‟s something coming up, but I wouldn‟t exactly call it a
decoration; nearer to a burr-cutter too lazy to do his job.”
Headed their way is Dickson. His presence is one that none of the
threesome want, but it is evident his presence is one that they will
inevitably end up being stuck with. As he marches towards them, a
crack of leather on willow should warn the onlookers; “six” is called and
“look out!” along with it. Whether there it is good luck or bad is a matter
of taste, but the ball only just misses Dickson‟s head. A six that almost
knocks the Accountant for six, flies past an ear and onto the grass with a
skull-breaking thud. Shaken, but otherwise unharmed, he straightens
his coat and walks on, leaving the cricket players tidying up.
“I can‟t stand that man.” Shilton regrets the approach of a bad omen.
“I don‟t trust him, he‟s a crook,” Harcourt adds.
“How is this latest acquisition of our wonderful institution doing? Is
he going around and assaulting the students this time? I wouldn‟t take it
as amiss if this friend of yours was rolling the lear all around the
grounds.” Having taken exception to Harcourt, Dickson is not about to
make an exception of the man; despite this morning‟s events.
“Mister Dickson, I‟ve no idea what you‟re talking about,” Wishart
replies.
“Treating Professor Aumont in an odious manner! Catching him
unawares and then feigning a victory in an academic debate, it‟s a
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disgrace! Not worth a fleet note in anyone‟s pocket, and yet he pockets us
as if he‟s someone special…” Dickson raves on a little, but Harcourt is
not moved by this direct approach.
“I think I see a bush that needs trimming over there.” Shilton moves
from Dickson‟s presence as quickly as he can.
“Mister Harcourt, you‟ll have to pay a call to Trinity College, a dapper
place,” Wishart likewise takes his leave of the Accountant. Harcourt is
not about to be left behind.
The best that Dickson can manage is to duck another cricket ball.

Monday afternoon, 25th February.
Auburn Road.
“That was wonderful story, Horace.” Flora praises Harcourt for
sharing yet another of his tales.
“Every word true, it was no tall tale. It was from the start of „sixty-eight
until April „seventy that I was working at he wool mill at Geelong. One of
the longer jobs I‟ve had. The mill became a far better place once that
foreman was given his donkey and sent on his way.” Harcourt soaks in a
breadth of satisfaction.
“What a way to remove a man from his rightful employment. There are
those that would remove a person whether employed or not.” The
admission is spoken with an absent-minded spite. Harcourt is well
aware of the meaning of it, but will not trouble to go any further.
“Rightful employment, you say? If he wasn‟t good enough for the job
then he shouldn‟t stay. And if he didn‟t go, then he had to be removed.
Wasn‟t a bother to us how he went, just as long as he did. Have to say
though, it was one of the more interesting ways to make a man draw his
kellick that I‟d ever seen.”
“I hope you don‟t use such methods with those you aren‟t in accord
with while in Melbourne, or at university; the city will never be the same
again.”
Harcourt is having a fine time in present company; he is also enjoying
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the rest of the room. Flora, seated at the writing table of the library, has
given permission for Harcourt to examine the private collection of books
for as long as he pleases. It pleases the old timer to stand on his feet and
have a read through the titles available. The collection is larger than
Harcourt‟s so his fascination can draw no limits. He liberally picks books
off to look beyond their covers.
On a shelf is a bust of Lord Byron, his look of wild abandon
immortalised in a block of marble. Hanging on a wall is a hand-coloured
engraving of Robbie Burns. Beside Burns, perhaps as a contrast in
styles, is a picture of Geoffrey Chaucer; at least what an artist had
fancifully thought the famous poet looked like.
“You‟ve a celestial collection of books,” Harcourt declares, almost
intellectually dissolving into the array of available reading.
“Yes, it belonged to my late husband; he was one for reading.”
“And you don‟t?”
“On occasions I pick out a book to pass my spare hours.”
“With a book in hand there is no spare time, that‟s a fact I‟ve found
when moving about the country.”
Flora abruptly becomes a little restless. Harcourt‟s comment
displeases, yet she would rather not show it. Luscombe rises from the
table and runs her fingers over a pair of silver candlesticks. Standing at
the window to the library, she gazes onto a claustrophobic clump of a
Sydney Golden wattle planted outside the window.
“Do you have a desire for moving on?”
“I‟ve thought it‟s about time to up the swag, but the living outback is
hard and becoming harder. The ration track is a poor place to walk
now-days. It‟s hardly worth my while going about.”
The older woman retains her dignity. Hers is an intense feeling of joy
and relief that overcomes her stateliness. Harcourt finds his way to an
ornate, brass table lamp to give it a slight rub. She is able to stand just a
fraction taller for what she hears.
“You‟re remaining in Melbourne?”
“I think so, for the time being.”
“What will you do for an income?”
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“I won‟t be asking for charity, or loans. I don‟t need to walk a
razorback for money. I‟ve done a hell of a lot of work over the years and
have put enough money aside. I don‟t have to labour away for now, if
work crops up then I‟ll turn my hand to it. For now I can rest a little and
see the city. Being away from Melbourne for most of my life means I‟ve
missed a lot. I recall when the land the university is standing on was just
a big paddock.”
“You do?”
“I remember laying my footprints across the old fields with mother,
father and we kids where the university stands, we were on the way to
the diggings back then. The Woilorling mob used to wander there too. We
used to wonder how people could live like that, in skins, carrying clubs,
hunting off the land, no houses, no farming, but now…”
“You‟ve changed your view?”
“I used to wonder how people could live the way the blacks do, now
having lived something like the blacks I wonder how whites live the way
they do.”
Flora warms to the irony. The forthright manner of the bushman
touches her.
“A remark like that would have met an incredible amount of
indignation from my dearest friends.”
“I find those coppertail friends of yours a waste of time and trouble. No
offence intended, Flora, they‟re your friends, but bad friends they make.”
“No offence taken, none ever will be.”
Violet trundles into the room pushing a dumb waiter. Rattling on the
top tray is the morning tea, cups, teapot, sugar bowl, milk jug and fresh
cream buns. As the maid enters she looks around the chamber
hesitantly. There is something that unsettles the arrival.
“Ma‟am.”
“Violet?”
“Ma‟am, should you be here? I‟ve never served tea in the library.”
“Today there‟s a change; tomorrow there might be more changes.”
“That‟s the spirit, some day I might let you in on a secret” Harcourt
finds the gesture much to his liking. Violet can do little other but roll into
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the room and begin setting up the service.

Tuesday evening, 26th February.
Hawthorn Town Hall, Burwood Road.
“Ladies and gentlemen, I‟m deeply honoured to introduce to this
esteemed and privileged company, Sir Eustace Alexander
Soummerhayze: the man who wins the heart of only the fairest of
maidens.” For people in need of a miracle cure, the miracle has now
occurred. Pympson adds the final adornment of a hand airily waving;
such a flourish does look good politically.
“Sir Eustace,” Hayne-Temme scrapes.
“Oh, oh, Sir Eustace.” Bewsher bows practically to his waist.
“Sir Eustace.” Griful-Apps respectfully lowers her head, unwilling to
go down any further.
One by one the group shakes the hand of the man newly arrived.
Pympson, Aumont and Phillip Luscombe give the man a firm handshake,
stiffly dipping a little in the presence of the gentleman. Octavia offers her
hand correctly. Hayne-Temme offers the tips of her fingers, maintaining
a dutiful distance. Bewsher offers a warming, physical rub of the palms.
If the ladies had sighed a little stronger they could have rustled the royal
visit bunting on the walls. They are in the presence of nobility, albeit of
the lowest rank, yet nobility just the same.
Soummerhayze remains detached. There is nothing in the council
chamber that brings life to the man. The Union Jack rosettes, the
pamphlets being distributed, the notices and posters put up for the
anti-tariff meeting, appear to drift past him unnoticed.
“I‟m pleased to meet you all. I‟ll be deuced if I can recall names or
faces, but if you give me a little time, then I‟m sure that I‟ll be sterling to
that.” At last he wakes up, if somewhat gingerly.
Sir Eustace presents little out of the ordinary. He could pass as any
man; from street sweeper to warehouse clerk, this new arrival could
blend into those roles with ease. In terms of time scales he fits in with
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requirements, a little older than Flora and her friends. However he is a
non-descript type of a man, dapper, clean-shaven, with portions of
greyness clouding great sideburns.
The opening statement made by Soummerhayze was seriously
spoken. Those he is in company with have to laugh just the same.
“This is a splendid chap.” Pympson pats Sir Eustace on the shoulder
instead of shaking him.
“One has met the prize catch of Melbourne, why, any single woman
would be a fool to ignore the attentions of such a man.” Griful-Apps is
already impressed.
“I dare say there are some people that will beat a hasty retreat now
that their betters have arrived.” Hayne-Temme flicks the tip of her fan, as
though moving on a fly or two.
“It‟s undignified for the newspapers to write about the cost of the
Royal Visit being twenty thousand pounds, while refusing to mention the
value of said visit. But if one mentioned that twenty thousand was paid
for this royal visitor then one would concede that every ha-penny was
well spent,” Bewsher playfully flutters.
“It‟s quite likely the task will take greater effort that we believe.
Vagrants, once they have the scent of money in their nostrils, will not let
up. This newly arrived rascal has the taste of advantage and will not
easily be shaken,” Pympson counsels. The politician almost poses the
act against the urgency.
In a corner of the hall a group of young anti-tariff men are filling in
time ahead of the general meeting, pitting a piano against a gramophone.
The sounds are distinct and different enough for the group to discuss
which of the two makes the better tune. The debate is a lively one.
Phillip is not as impressed of the newcomer as the others.
Disappointed though he is by the possible suitor, he gives nothing but
respect. It is as though the professor has taken a hefty dose of Doctor
Boxwell‟s Silent Pills, advertised as managing to stave off whatever it is
that ails.
“The present problem is to induce a meeting between your mother and
Sir Eustace. The liaison mustn‟t be hastened; it must appear to have
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occurred naturally,” Pympson says.
“Avoiding contrivance is an imperative. However sorely afflicted Flora
is, she is not addle-brained. Flora will detect that something is afoot,”
Hayne-Temme warns.
“One wants their meeting to have as much happiness as that between
Romeo and Juliet,” Octavia chirps. Sir Eustace is told what is expected
of him, but his gaze wanders the room.
“Can a meeting be arranged, young Phillip.” Pympson phrases his
question into a demand.
“I‟m afraid it will be difficult. Mother has been going out regularly of
late. Dearest mater hasn‟t been home much at all.”
The explanation leaves the group speechless. Perhaps a serving of
brain and tongue pudding will help in stimulating their minds. Sir
Eustace has nothing to say to begin with. Meanwhile, outside the town
hall, an unknown group is shouting obscenities, demanding that
something be done from the lazy politicians inside about Richmond
abattoir. They are the ones, as the men and women outside loudly
declare, that live in the area. No one inside is concerned with the
clamour beyond the doors.
“This is terrible news. The longer your mother stays in the company of
his kind, the more influential he will become,” Pympson says.
“We have to take immediate steps to rectify the situation. One has
read of one old lady being robbed of two thousand three hundred pounds
in Toorak. It‟s just a question of time before Flora becomes a victim of the
scallywag.” Hannah frets over the possible.
“What shall we do first? Remove that vagabond or introduce Sir
Eustace?” Griful-Apps ponders over the conundrum.
“Either way we must have Sir Eustace and Flora alone for a time.
Their natural good breeding and social respectability will invariably bind
them together. But we must determine Flora‟s whereabouts first,”
Pympson suggests.
“Mother, I‟m sure, will swiftly see the difference in quality between the
two men.” Luscombe provides his part to the discussion. Sir Eustace,
the central figure who has played no part in the discourse, reads a
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pro-tariff pamphlet handed out to him.

Wednesday morning, 27th February.
Kelburne Edge, 142 Flinders Street, Melbourne.
“How can a man travel on these contraptions without tumbling over?”
One young woman asks as she lays a hand on the handlebars of a
motorbike.
There is a sizeable crowd gathered in the showroom. Men and women
take a keen interest to see what a motorcycle looks like, passing
whatever judgement they can on an intricate and radical machine. There
are those that are sceptical, there are those that are full of praise, and
there are those that just cannot say what to make of the motorbike.
Outside the one, large shop-front window the row of buildings of
Flinders Street opposite press against the glass like the background of a
sideshow attraction. The doors that moult into the windows of the
upstairs floors perfect the art of the two dimensional. Greys and browns
seem to rub against one another in the character of rapidly polluting
brickwork. The public move along the footpaths like the characters of a
sideshow game that need to be knocked over in order to win a tastelessly
tacky prize.
Wandering around the wooden shop floor of Kelburne Edge is the
proprietor, along with the salesmen actively persuading the general
public. There will be a public demonstration of the advantages of, and
safety of, motorcycle riding later that morning. The proprietor is ever
hopeful of even greater enthusiasm.
With the public are Harcourt and Flora Luscombe. They too are
touring the one shop in Melbourne that has the latest mode of transport.
“Perhaps Myrine will convince Robert to buy one of these unsteady
motor-cycles.” Flora ambles around one of the contraptions. She is not
bold enough to handle the metalwork.
Harcourt will not show restraint; sticking his fingers wherever there is
enough room. If a bit of machinery can be jiggled he will have jiggled it.
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“Would Myrine want her husband to ride one of these?”
“I believe she‟d rather want one of these for herself. I can just picture
her on one, firing along the roads, even overtaking those horseless
carriages I‟ve seen.”
Flora dares to touch the handles of the motorcycles. Encouraged, she
wraps her palms around the controls a little more firmly. Being in
possession is largely a feeling, at this moment hers is pure feeling.
“The visit was worth the efffort?”
“You can take me wherever you wish, for I‟d know that I‟ll be better off
for the experience. I‟d never have dreamt of coming to such a place as
this. Never in my entire life would I have come here.”
“Here‟s a show of how life brings change with it.”
“I‟m willing to change with life. Would you could talk me into buying
one of these.”
“Would you ride a motorcycle?”
“One of these wouldn‟t be in my house just for the fun of it.”
“I don‟t know; I‟ve enough money. I‟d buy one for you, no worries. A
modern way of life, coupled with a dose of pace, could almost become a
pledge.”
Emerging from the cram is a young man. Tidy and well presented, he
looks a man that is ready to talk business.
“May I interest the gentleman and the lady in purchasing what will
become the latest craze in the city? You‟ll be the talk of the street with
one of these.” He pats the saddle with pride.

Thursday morning, 28th February.
The System Garden, the university.
“You ought to be congratulated.”
“Should I be, Mister Colvia?” Harcourt replies.
“It‟s quite normal for those that come off the street, as it were, and into
a university – for reasons other than business – to find this sort of
institution daunting. You are one of those countering this. You‟re almost
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a common face around The Shop.”
The Assistant Vice-Chancellor is happy to offer this much of an
opinion to Harcourt. If there is reason to disbelieve what was said, then
there is a witness. Shilton is close to hand, peering through an open
nursery window. The magpies perched on the wall are silent; they appear
fascinated by human affairs.
“I find much of interest here, Mister Colvia. Having had a lot of
informal education, it‟s an eye-opener seeing how a university works.”
“I‟m sure that the other professors really don‟t mind your presence
either, regardless of the way some behave.”
“If I can become something more than an animated stick on campus
then I‟d be only too willing to give what help I can.”
Though friendly and warm, the Assistant Vice-Chancellor does not
lapse in his concentration. He assesses each word, the nuance of each
motion that is spoken. Harcourt is aware that this is not idle
conversation. The well-journeyed man does not mind being evaluated.
The university based civility is something Harcourt is not accustomed to.
The gardener emerges with pitchfork in hand.
“Shilton. Am I disturbing you?”
“No interruption, Mister Colvia. It‟s strange to find you in the system
garden. You aren‟t usually down this way, sir.”
The Assistant Vice-Chancellor rocks on the balls of his feet and flexes
his back a little. Overhead the heavens are becoming cloudier, but there
is enough blue sky and sunshine to stay outdoors for the moment.
“It‟s negligent of me not to tour the entire campus as often as I ought.
I really should come this way more often, I enjoy seeing what progress is
being made, and how we are advancing the cause of science. I can see
that the garden is coming along splendidly. That‟s enough for now, good
day.”
Colvia makes his way out of the garden, heading in the direction of the
university‟s administration buildings. Harcourt is left rooted to the spot.
Shilton shuffles around the side to the greenhouse, wheeling out a
barrow full of compost when he returns.
“You‟ve made an impression on him.”
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“Think so?”
“Yes, he‟s a man worth impressing, that is, for someone in your
position. Don‟t you think so?”
Harcourt remains reserved.
“Colvia didn‟t reveal too much. He‟s the sort that will put a shepherd
on his thoughts so that no one can mine them. Anyway, when someone
says something good then it isn‟t always for the good.”
Returning to the task at hand, Shilton tosses a shovel and rake onto
the wheelbarrow. Picking up the hefty load, the gardener makes his way
with slow, measured steps out of the gate.
“Here, want a hand with that?”
“Now why would you want to give me a hand?” The man with the green
thumb puts down the barrow before exiting onto the university grounds
proper.
“Thought I‟d offer; it‟d be a humble bloke indeed that wouldn‟t climb a
six rail fence to help out a mate.”
Shilton waves his hand in refusal.
“Mate, if you‟re going to become a still more common sight around
campus, you should change in a couple of ways. Don‟t look as if you‟re
one of the tradesmen, and don‟t look so willing to help out one of the
tradesmen, not if you don‟t want to end up being treated, and talked
about as a menial.”
Harcourt has never heard advice of this kind in his life. The old
fossicker is suspended in a rolling sea of doubt. Harcourt‟s natural
impulse of lending a hand is stifled, an impulse that he is forced to
reconsider. Shilton has no doubts. Returning to the handlebars, he lifts
the barrow out of the system garden into Tin Alley. Harcourt walks
alongside the gardener even if he is not permitted to handle the tools of
the trade.
“How is Missus Luscombe these days? Might I ask?”
“You can ask.”
“Then how is she?”
“Fine, the more time I spend down country with her, the more of an
upstanding woman she becomes.”
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“More than likely Missus Luscombe feels much the same about you.”
Whether that is the situation or not, whether that should be the
situation or not, Harcourt remains close-lipped.
Their journey is interrupted by the demonstration of significant size
taking place on the wide expanse of ground between Union House and
The Oval. Unwilling to strain himself, Shilton stops for a brief break.
Harcourt stops with him. The demonstration that is occurring is
committed to carrying on with the Boer War, and the ultimate defeat of
England‟s enemies.

Friday afternoon, 1st March.
Melbourne Town Hall, Melbourne.
Sir Eustace is absorbed by the concept. He is perched on every word in
much the same way that he is sits on the edge of his seat. A tonic is
advertised beside the notice boards of this town hall, a town hall howl for
the advertisers. For a shilling a bottle the price of health is cheap, Kola
Nut Tonic will perform wonders to those that sup on its spirit.
Soummerhayze has only to listen to those around him to draw in the
high spirits.
“You must talk to Flora using only the most cultured of tones; she
does not care for boorish, banal behaviour, Sir Eustace. If one can speak
for some length about the art of Botticelli then you‟ll be in her good
graces, for she absolutely adores the work of that particular master. One
must study his paintings with care, and then tell her what they are
about. This will impress her no end,” Hayne-Temme advises.
“And Flora also enjoys poetry. She reads as many books of poetry as
she possibly can. The poet you ought to study is Keats. Draw on any
lines from Keats. Try to use the line „Show him a mouse‟s tail, and he will
guess‟, that is a line that Flora delights in,” Griful-Apps freely provides
her counsel as well.
“But it‟s evident that Flora must be spoken to, when she is spoken to
she will show due respect to the man in command,” Julia gently
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proposes a last piece of advice.
Today‟s meeting has elbows accidentally pushing over whatever seats
might remain. The public assembly focuses on the coming Royal Tour,
the arrangements and details that must be arranged for it. The
demonstration of support for the ceremony is considerable. From the
lady of the house to young men and women, the assembly is not short of
civilians. The military is also represented. Men of the marine artillery
compliment and the naval reserve are on display. Resplendent in their
cloth helmets, dress tunics, swords, braid and medal ribbons, the
officers make for a colourful presence.
“Has one undertaken any manner of cultural expeditions in one‟s
time?” Hayne-Temme delicately inquires, for she is certain a man with a
title has seen many cultural aspects of life in Europe.
“I did pass through Florence, I think,” Soummerhayze vaguely recalls.
“Did you stop there?” Griful-Apps seizes on the admission.
“I don‟t recall doing so. I was on the train. We had to stop at the train
station for an hour or two; because the locomotive was being changed.”
“That‟s good enough. I‟m sure that telling Flora that you‟ve been to
Florence will impress her immensely. That is a fact that will only elevate
you in her opinions.”
“Have you any other information, anything else of importance that
can be used on Flora?” Hayne-Temme encourages Sir Eustace. He puts a
dreadful amount of thought into the question.
“I can‟t really think. I can‟t think of anything else.” Soummerhayze
has an abundance of help to hand.
“You‟ve lived in England?” Hayne-Temme tries to prick the knight.
“Most of my life, is that important?”
“Have you visited Stratford-upon-Avon?”
Soummerhayze has to again consider his life and what he has done
with it. This time he has to use his fingertips to massage his chin.
“No, but I know of someone that did, my dear old friend Sir Jonathon
Idriss. He spent a good two weeks there on a tour.” Right there the
conversation seems to peter out. There is little that this group can use.
“You‟ve spoken to Sir Jonathon about his exploration?” Griful-Apps
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takes the initiative.
“Indubitably.”
“In detail?”
“We spent a good few hours over the following months talking about
what he found, a delightful chap. Has a fine pack of hounds, he said that
sort of country is just the place to run a fox hunt.” Sir Eustace glows
with affection for these fond recollections.
“One is sure that you can also use this as part of your powers of
charm.” Hayne-Temme is quick to grasp on the possibilities.
“Does this woman enjoy the hunt?”
“No, not in the least, worst luck.”
“A terrible shame.”
“However Flora does enjoy Shakespeare far more than even we do. If
one mentions something about the bard, then you will appear a greater
source of wonder.”
“Oh, I see. I‟ll try to remember that.”
“One must try and use as many of these clever tricks and subterfuges
as possible, for one‟s first meeting with Flora is in a very short while. You
must have as many advantages as possible up your sleeve, otherwise all
will be lost,” Hayne-Temme stresses.
“I‟ll do my utmost.”
Julia does not say anything. She merely nods in agreement and plays
with the emerald and diamond gold ring on her finger. Subdued, she is
the sole member of the three women that lacks the heart of her friends.
The bell is rung for the meeting to begin. And since these four ladies
and the good sir knight have front row seats, they need only turn their
attention to the stage. On the chalkboard is being written in clear,
elegant writing, the decision about the Queen‟s memorial that has been
taken in Britain.

Saturday morning, 2nd March.
The Federal Coffee Palace, Collins Street, Melbourne.
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“Isn‟t he the most superb example of a man?” Hayne-Temme gushes
with enough enthusiasm to rival the Yarra River when it breaks its
banks.
“What is his name?” Flora is not swept away.
“Sir Eustace Alexander Soummerhayze.”
“Sir Eustace?”
“A man with a title, a man that can give you everything one might
wish. Flora, he‟s the most eligible catch in the whole of Melbourne, at
present. Don‟t lose the opportunity, go and become available to him.”
About the room of the coffee palace, heavy with the scent of ground
coffee beans, the serving of coffee, tea, cakes and whatever else is
ordered goes on. The waiters swiftly scuttle about the room with their
orders. For the staff behind the counter the chore of grinding coffee
beans never ends. Pouring the beans into the large, brass funnel of the
grinder, the great wheel is held by a ready hand to turn it. The view Flora
is encouraged to flatter herself with, is that of the good knight.
Flora is not as assured as her three friends. While Hayne-Temme
whispers instructions into her friend‟s ear, Julia is providing a useful
distraction too. A little way across the royal blue Brussels carpet, Sir
Eustace is seated at one of the tables. The man with the title is deep in
conversation with Julia. From where she sits, Flora will take a good look
at him, regardless of the determined guidance and supervision of her
friends.
“I don‟t see anything special in him whatsoever.”
Luscombe‟s harsh appraisal is unemotional. It is not as if the anterns
need to glow with additional light, she can see the man clearly enough.
Flora remains detached and indifferent at the vision of him.
“Flora, how can you say anything that is so horrid? How can one be so
unkind? This gentleman has gone out of his way for you.” Hayne-Temme
seems personally affronted.
Out of regard for her friends, just because they are friends, Flora
takes another look at him. The man wearing the navy blue vicuna, serge
suit is tailored with finesse, but the sight of him continues to leave her
cold.
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“He came out of his way for me? I‟ve never met Sir Eustace in my life.
Why should he do anything of the kind?”
From the position of three ladies, beneath a Cerebos Salt placard
fastened beside the front floor, only two can see with exactness why he is
special. For the moment the two remain alone in their exchange of
glances. The coloured lithograph of the Watteau school of art, with its
rustic scenes of frolicking women and men of the nobility, betrays the
moment to the initiated.
“Sir Eustace has heard that one is in need of company. Having heard
about your predicament, he personally decided to come to your rescue.”
Hayne-Temme almost urges her friend onwards. If she were to urge with
a little more force Flora would be physically pushed in the direction of Sir
Eustace.
“Who told him that I‟m in a predicament?”
Flora need not ask when she knows the answer already. Regardless of
what her friends might not say, they have already spoken in abundance.
Her companions of long-standing are about as black and white as the
plaid, serge skirts they are wearing. Flora, in her walking costume,
remains at rest.
“That is hardly of importance, all of our mutual friends know that you
are feeling somewhat lonely. Your loneliness is perfectly understandable
to me. Sir Eustace being a man in the same position, a widower for these
past ten years, it‟s only too evident that you‟re both a true match.”
Griful-Apps attempts to clamp down on any dissent. Since Flora is
outnumbered, Octavia has already calculated that her friend will follow
the set course.
“I‟m not out of sorts. I don‟t need the company of a complete stranger
consuming my precious time.”
“For one that has spent enough precious time with a poltroon of a
stranger, an improvement would be time well-spent,” Hayne-Temme
swiftly replies.
“I beg your pardon Hannah?” Quick to note the rude insinuation and
quicker to take offence, Flora outstrips the severity offered by
Griful-Apps.
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“What Hannah means is that one is being granted the opportunity of
becoming a lady.” Griful-Apps opts for the art of diplomacy, smoothing
unexpected misunderstandings.
“I‟m not a lady already?”
“Well, since you‟ve…” Hayne-Temme stumbles.
“Since one has not had male companionship.” Griful-Apps prevents
Hayne-Temme from bringing further sorrow to the situation, “One hasn‟t
been acting the lady that one otherwise could be. With that man beside
you, Flora, with some good work and subtle persuasion on your part,
well, we could end up calling you Dame Flora Soummerhayze.”
Griful-Apps does so with gusto.
“Or, one can become Dame Flora Luscombe-Soummerhayze; yours
will be the longest surname of us all,” a pleasing sound to Hayne-Temme
that nonetheless requires effort to roll off the tongue.
“Whatever made you believe that I want anything of the sort?”
The twosome did expect resistance. However the two remain
persistent, they are not about to let their friend escape. Assisting the two
women in their cause is Flora who, for reasons best known to her, has
not up and left. Perhaps it is the comedy in this type of situation that
spices up her day.
“Why Flora, this is exactly what any respectable woman would want.
And if a lady is able to become a countess, or duchess, or anything of
that manner, then her natural dream has come true. There are sound
dreams, and there are unsound dreams, it is the most unsound of
dreams that at times offer the greatest of temptations,” Hayne-Temme
lectures.
Flora is far from seeing a dream. Over there is a man that fails to bring
as much as a feeble pulse. As far as Luscombe is concerned, soap
advertised on the building outside could be used to wash away some
moribund irritations.
“Our late Queen‟s life insurance was valued at a quarter of a million
pounds, but such an amount is trifling compared to the mistakes one
can suffer in life. The least that you can do is to meet the man.”
Griful-Apps will resume command if Flora allows.
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“Very well, I‟ll go and meet him,” there is no indication of a change in
emphasis or interest, but Flora could do with a little humour at
someone‟s expense.
The three cross the coffee shop to join Sir Eustace and Julia at the
table. Two of the ladies are gleeful in having made their friend bend to
their wishes at last. Julia pays silent, careful attention.

Sunday afternoon, 3rd March.
Auburn Road.
“My meddling friends can‟t stop from being overbearing busybodies,”
Flora bitterly grumbles.
“Now, mother, that isn‟t the situation and you know it.” Phillip is
quick to the defence of Flora‟s friends.
“You‟re standing up for what they did? What they‟re trying to do?”
“Missus Griful-Apps is only doing what is best.”
“Do you earnestly believe that this is considered for the best,
especially in regard to what I think and feel?”
“Yes I do, mother.”
Standing among the rows of greens of the household vegetable patch,
Flora tends to her son with a dour look. Whatever the outward show of
emotion from his mother, Phillip remains unmoved.
Growing firm are carrots, lettuce, tomatoes, broad beans, pumpkins
and the like. Spread out across a quite large patch of earth, the
arrangement is geometrically exact, and the garden is kept neat. There is
no part of the vegetable patch that cannot be accessed, making every
area free and open for tending. Flora stands in the middle of her garden,
inspecting what sort of a crop is coming up. By contrast Phillip hangs
about on the fringes. Dirt would be too much for his fine Norfolk suit to
suffer.
“Has it not occurred to you that I can live my life the way I please?”
“I wouldn‟t say otherwise, mother.”
“That I can choose to see, or else to ignore, whomsoever I wish?”
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“Naturally you can.”
“Then why are you affording my friends a defence? What they are
trying to do is not only unsavoury, but it is entirely reprehensible.”
“Mother, look at the way you‟re behaving, rather than blame true and
trusted friends.”
“Pray tell, how am I behaving?”
“Associating with such a vagabond as that man has become a
scandal. The amount of time you‟re spending with such a creature is not
only uncalled for but it‟s causing a stir throughout the circles we move
in.”
A noisy friarbird wings its way down from among the limbs of a river
red gum and perches on the fence. The pugnacious bird is content to sit
on the fence and watch these curious proceedings. Violet, who has no
interest in family events involving her mistress, is busy beating the dust
out of long hall runner. Of only a small stature, she is required to put her
whole body behind each stroke. It is as though each stroke forces her
back apace, so that after two strokes back it is a step forward.
Flora, whatever strokes might come, will not step forward or back.
“I find Horace is not some third person pronoun but a good and
decent man. He has more to offer me than anyone I‟ve met in many
years! I‟d suggest that you listen to what he has to say, you may well
learn something.”
“Learning from a vagrant? There‟s an unheard of suggestion!”
Flora does just enough to stop her teeth from grinding. Had Phillip not
been her son then he would have been tossed off the property there and
then. The mother shows not only a disproportionate degree of decorum,
but self-restraint with a naughty child.
“My friend is a hard working man. Horace has begged from no one,
has asked no favours, demanded nothing from anybody. Everything
Horace can claim to own is his.”
“He has nothing to his name, mother. As for all of his stories, I doubt
if any of them are true. I would even wager that he has spent more time
eluding the law then he has foraging for meaningful work. This vagabond
has achieved little except not falling into starvation, attained no office,
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he has no significant property. He pales to insignificance when
compared to those of our class, mother. It‟s undignified that you
encourage such a man into believing that he can hope to rise above his
station.” Phillip is not afraid of giving a lecture to anyone.
“Horace is unscrupulously honest and selfless, traits you could well
use at this moment.”
“How can this tramp have you believing such nonsense, mother? You
should know better than that.”
“As I‟ve said before, I‟ll be the final judge of what I do in my life.”
Phillip maintains his disbelief absolutely. He will not sway from his
haughtiness no matter the show of condescension.
“Then, mother, I can only hope that your final judgement is a wise
one. You‟ll find that this scandal will deliver the most unbecoming of
overtones. Here is a worthy and fine gentleman virtually on your
doorstep, you ought to take an interest in a man of social standing,” and
with that piece of proselytising done, the young professor turns on his
heel and takes his leave.

Monday morning, 4th March.
Administrative block, the university.
The conference table is in the other room. A gathering of professors and
dons are in discussion among themselves ahead of the meeting of the
university council. The discussion points are pinned up outside the
chamber. For added surety, handouts are available for those present
listing the discussion schedule the council will consider.
“Do the powers that be actually believe in the value of such an
examination? This is hardly science, it‟s a matter of pure conjecture,
total speculation, rather than fact.” Robert Wishart whispers.
“I, and those on high, agree,” Colvia confirms.
“Those in authority still wish to go on with this foolish enterprise?”
“They do.”
“I‟ve heard nothing about this endeavour from them. Not that I‟d be
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embraced in their confidence, but a few whispers would have been heard
down the line.”
“Done and with discretion, that‟s what those up top want, discretion
when it comes to such a matter as an investigation of the mind.”
As the Assistant Vice-Chancellor, Colvia is merely passing on the
information he knows. As an assistant vice-chancellor he is bound to
carry out the wishes of his superiors, unable to directly influence an
administrative issue when it is decided on. Wishart is nonetheless
mortified on hearing what he does.
“Discrete because they are embarrassed?” The young professor holds
a list of topics for debate. To add to what he would wish to mention,
Robert has brought along a handful of papers of his own. Yet despite the
correct and official nature of the oncoming council debate, he finds the
unofficial version of events offers greater compulsion.
“I‟d have to admit as much.”
“Then why carry out an absurdity? This will only be a poor reflection
on university authorities if anyone should find out. Sending a man to a
phrenologist is as nonsensical as it sounds.”
For Robert the phrenological matter can be easily dealt with, a simple
“no” would suffice to stop the event taking place. The professor knows he
will not hear it. The subject of conversation around the hall would be far
easier to shift along. The intended visit to the university by the Royal
couple does demand a lavish amount of time and detail for discussion.
“I really shouldn‟t be telling you this at this moment, after the
diagnosis would have been preferable. Mister Harcourt will have to go
along just the same. If he does not, then some of your fellow professors
will put the argument, granted a highly contentious argument, that the
old fellow has something to hide. Rather than leave any doubts or
obfuscation, all measures will be adopted by us.”
“Might I guess at who is behind this petitioning?”
“Unhappily I can‟t mention any names, it wouldn‟t matter very much
if I told you anyway. The decision is taken and must be carried out for
peace of mind. What I can say is that coteries of people, both on and off
the campus, are expressing an ardent desire to have this done.”
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Three professors are discussing the advantages, and the
disadvantages of the re-introduction of the penny post in Victoria. As far
as Wishart is concerned he would sooner spend the penny to post away
this penny‟s worth of a notion. However, no matter what Robert might
wish, Colvia is not about to counter the directive. The Assistant
Vice-Chancellor remains as sure and as settled as the large bronze of a
Japanese deity sitting on a pedestal under one of the windows – a gift
from one of the universities in Japan by way of cultural exchange,
donated some ten years previously according to the plaque.
“When will Mister Harcourt be told?” Wishart succumbs to the
inevitable.
“He‟s on campus?”
“I last saw him at the library.”
“Then I‟ll go there directly. I don‟t need to attend the meeting so I‟ll
have a chance to tell him what the new requirement is. How do you
believe Mister Harcourt will take the request? Not personally, I hope.”
“I dare say the old fellow will take the askance with good humour, he‟ll
think the entire episode a farce.”

Later that morning.
Auburn Road.
“It‟s impossible to hold decent conversation whilst such an oaf is in
proximity!” Hayne-Temme speaks as softly as possible.
“One does feel decidedly uncomfortable with him here. To find
ourselves confronted with the sight of him the moment that we arrive,
and then to have him listening to us, it‟s unseemly!” Griful-Apps admits.
“And he might speak to us, too, Octavia.”
“That goes without saying.”
Griful-Apps and Hayne-Temme keep their anger at a near inaudible
whisper. While they are in Flora‟s home they do not need to find
themselves being overheard by their hostess or her staff. For the time
being the two woman are alone in the back room, cups of tea at the ready
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and able to freely express their opinions, albeit it with a dulled roar. Half
of the windows along the back porch are up, giving a clear view onto the
green of the garden beyond. Half of the windows are down, allowing only
for the obscure picture that mottled glass gives.
Through one of the side windows, the man living next door can be
seen. Inspecting his telescope, he is setting about the task of cleaning
and attending to its maintenance. As a young man his curiosity about
the heavens gives him boundless enthusiasm.
“But honestly Octavia, to have that disgusting tramp in her house at
all, it‟s wholly incomprehensible. Why Flora has not given that man his
due refutation is beyond reason.”
“This is the response after one has gone to the trouble of arranging a
meeting with Sir Eustace. One is mortified to think what he might think
of us, putting a knight to so much trouble for little result.”
“Inscrutable that she should meet so noble a man, among the most
dashing in Melbourne, and then do nothing about it. He should be the
man of this house, not that straggler. One almost feels sick just thinking
about the interloper being in our presence.”
“There‟s little one can do, this is Flora‟s house. One has to permit this
shibboleth some participation with our conversation. But then, one
might not have to….” Griful-Apps is gripped by an idea.
“What‟s the matter, Octavia?” Hayne-Temme leans across the table in
concern.
“We can find a way of excluding this odious creature from our
discourse and from our company….”
“What is it?” Hayne-Temme grows a little excited.
Octavia‟s companion would have this seemingly fantastic idea put on
display – an idea as worthy of illuminating as the pictures in pearl and
lacquer of the finely made black lacquer Japanese screen folded against
the wall.
“He won‟t be so readily graced with our fine conversation if he does not
understand what we are saying.”
“What do you mean?”
“If we display the superiority of our education to his by speaking
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French, then we‟ll exclude the vagabond entirely, don‟t you think?”
The simplicity of the idea brings a shine. Hayne-Temme is so delighted
that she almost drops the fine china cup. Octavia is cheered by the
reaction.
“This idea is so clever. Why it wasn‟t thought of before?”
“I‟m sorry that I didn‟t think of it sooner. We‟ll find out ahead of the
phrenologist how much of a simpleton this vagrant is.”
If the two deliberately timed the moment, they could not have made it
better. Violet enters the room ahead of Harcourt. The maid stops at the
door and indicates the table and chairs where Griful-Apps and
Hayne-Temme are seated with their cups of tea.
“Ma‟am will be with you shortly, sir, if you‟d care to wait.”
“Even if I were a broker I wouldn‟t take money to leave. Between you
and Flora I don‟t know who makes this home livelier,” Harcourt teases
the young maid, and Violet offers a delicate giggle.
“Oh sir, you are a one!” A little lighter of foot, the maid leaves the back
room to attend to the mistress of the house. Serious and leaden of face,
the two ladies have witnessed the episode and are not approving of it.
They scowl at this lack of propriety: that anyone should talk to domestic
service with such familiarity. Just to add to their annoyance, Harcourt
takes a seat at the table with a noisy sigh.
“G‟day there ladies, have a fine day? I suppose when you‟re in a
catching pen then any day must be made a good one.”
Harcourt begins blithely enough, and for his cordiality he receives a
pair of unfriendly noses. The two women share a conspiratorial glance.
They know exactly what it is that they must do and they are intent on
doing it.
“Etiez-vous temoin de cette conduite atroce?” Hayne-Temme begins,
speaking in only the most impeccable French.
“Un exemple effroyable de l‟ignorance. Parler aux domestiques comme
s‟ils etaient des egales!”
Harcourt cocks an ear. Here is something that he did not anticipate.
The ladies are speaking in a way that he seems not to understand.
Caught unawares, the old timer is quiet and attentive, behaving as one
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would when they can latch onto a phrase that they can understand.
“Un ne doit-il pas entre choque, un? La grace des facons sociales
seulement eues les moyens a ceux de l‟accomplissement civil eleve.”
“Votre pertinence est la plupart des correct, Octavia. Si quelques
brutes souhaitent s‟abaisser au statut des menials puis il s‟avere
seulement que leurs vrais postent dans la vie.”
“En consequence ces sortes impenetrables seront traitees d‟une facon
convenable.”
“Peut-etre de telles epaves horribles pourraient meme trouver le
travail durable, de quelque maniere que modeste.”
The two ladies share a dignified, lady-like laugh. They have both
silenced Harcourt and are ecstatic about the fact.
“Mon cher Octavia, mieux distribue avec tout a fait.”
“Avec tellement la discussion portant aujourd‟hui sur ce probleme de
personnel, qui est manque de bon personnel, j‟aurais pense que le
personnel de confiance doit entre maintenu,” Harcourt interjects at this
junction. The affable old timer cannot stay out of the conversation, for it
would be impolite.
It is the two ladies that are taken by surprise this time.
“Do, do, do you know French?” Hayne-Temme eventually stammers.
“Yes, been a long time since I learnt it, but I haven‟t forgotten.”
“French? How?” Griful-Apps looses some of her grand edifice to a
ground-shaking embarrassment.
“I admit that I‟m a little rough, I learnt it on the goldfields when I took
shares with some Frenchmen at the diggings. They learnt a bit about
gold digging, and I took lessons in French. Tried to read and talk French
wherever I could. I also learned Italian, some Chinese, some Japanese,
Malay, a good amount of German, a little Arabic and some Persian. I only
have some passable phrases with Persian. Would you care to try me in
any of those languages? I could do with the practice.”
“You know all those languages?” Hayne-Temme is incredulous.
“I have a knack with other tongues, it seems, I pick up language fairly
easily, don‟t know if it‟s a gift, or just a nuisance. I didn‟t have to attend
a half-time school either, but I picked these other tongues up in my
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travels, meeting people, talking and so on. Could do with more practice,
but I would be a broomie if I could sweep up some foreign lingo, to know
another language is to live another life, after all.”
The two women are struck to silence, and it is an unwholesome
silence that they are contracted into. They do not know where to look,
and will not look at the man across the table from them.
“Would you care to speak in any of these other languages?” Harcourt
innocently asks. The old timer receives only silence.
Violet enters the room with Flora, saving the two women from further
harm.
“Sorry I had to leave you, that butcher‟s delivery boy can be most
absent-minded at times. Is there something the matter?”
The mistress of the house is promptly concerned by the behaviour of
her two friends. As they were struck to silence with Harcourt, they are
now lost for words with the mistress of the house. They even lack a few
French words to offer their hostess.

Tuesday morning, 5th March.
Cromwell Buildings, Bourke Street, Melbourne.
“I‟d though I‟d never live to see the day when I‟d be standing in a place
like this,” Wishart admits to Colvia.
“I don‟t know, stretching our legs off campus is always good for the
constitution, wouldn‟t you agree?”
“In such a place? It‟s just simple quackery. How anyone can take this
nonsense seriously is beyond me.”
“You‟ll have to put up with this, there‟s little other choice.”
Wishart and Colvia keep their discussion private. The room of the
phrenologist whose business is at the Cromwell Buildings is crowded
this morning with interested onlookers. Apart from the Assistant ViceChancellor and the young professor, also present are Wyvert-Stilling,
Griful-Apps, Hayne-Temme, Flora Luscombe, Phillip Luscombe, and
Dickson.
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The office is not as roomy and expansive as imagination had
conceived, but it is large enough to allow each person space. If the visitor
to this office is not interested in a conversation with the young man
behind the desk, then there is much else to keep busy with. On the small
coffee table are magazines of various sorts, old copies of The London
Illustrated, old Pears annuals. If the curious want to look out of the
window then they can ply their way past the palm tree to the street
below. As it is always busy outside the Melbourne GPO; something of
interest will be going on down there as the large, finely carved Viennese
wall clock keeps time, five minutes slow.
“It‟s a commendable choice that was made, Mister Colvia, selecting
the office of Professor Abbott. He is one of the most reputable men in
Melbourne,” Hayne-Temme says, alleviating the time-tying beat of the
clock.
“Was it?”
“If it was good enough for our late Queen Victoria to send her children
to a phrenologist, then it is more than sufficient for any of us to visit
such people. After all, who would dispute any decision of our late
Queen?” Hayne-Temme speaks from beside a print of King Arthur and
Merlin arriving at the gates of Camelot.
“We can only hope for a just result,” Phillip adds.
He talks cryptically, in a way that only he and a few others would
know about. Robert Wishart and Flora can only guess at Phillip‟s
meaning. For some unknown reason Phillip feels it necessary to stand
between his mother and everyone else in the room, as if she needed a
high degree of protection from an approaching event. Though Flora is
unable to go anywhere, she does not mind. With nowhere to go, being
cooped up is inevitable. There is even a degree of tranquillity felt by his
mother, different from that coming from her friends. Both parties are
confident about something, though neither knows what the other party
is so confident about.
At the same time.
The Office of “Professor” Abbott.
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“Yes, yes, I can read something,” the Professor gasps.
“I can‟t read anything, what are you on about?” Harcourt is alarmed;
in an office bereft of books the old timer wonders what there is to read.
“Please, sir, lie still or I can‟t carry on with my work. I must not have
any interruption to your flow of thoughts, or mine. The slightest skewing
of the results could have dreadful implications for someone.”
“Bally well feels as though my wits are being smoked in a barrel,” the
old timer grimaces. Harcourt lies back on the well-sprung leather couch
and lets the lanky, under-fleshed man do his work. Though the man is
not Professor Abbott but a mere associate in phrenology, it is a job can
be done as effectively by him as by anyone else.
On the wall is a chart of the human head drawn into section. Each
zone is provided with the instruction of what superficial interpretation
brings. From amativeness to locality it can be found using only the one
method, and that is by running the fingers over the top of the head.
Harcourt has to remain as solid as the phrenology busts on the
professor‟s oak desk, though it is difficult for the old timer.
Concentrating instead on the rows of books lining the shelf, the folders
on the desk, the oak sliding cabinet, anything to take his mind off this
distraction, the oppression of those long fingers can almost be forgotten.
The room almost looks official enough; not that it makes the old
bushman feel any the more comforted.
“Bally pig-meater,” he mouths to himself. The phrenologist is not
distracted. He has a crucial job to enact and will not be drawn from it.
The head-reader suddenly starts, his face almost becoming as opaque
as the glass of the window behind the office desk. Harcourt, alarmed at
the way the man trembles as if overcome by an inexplicable force, is not
sure whether he should up and leave. He opts to remain where he is.
This choice might have been dubious after all. The examiner not only
quivers, he gurgles a strange noise.
“Yes! Yes!” The man suddenly gaps, as if exhausted by the work, and
the hands are withdrawn and rest.
Harcourt keeps a wary eye on him.
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The phrenologist is wearied for only a moment. Leaping out of his
chair he runs to the door. Flinging it open and alarming the assembly in
the lobby, the examiner makes a dramatic entrance.
“This man, this man is a genius!” He gasps when the words finally
come to mind.

Wednesday afternoon, 6th March.
The mayoral chambers, Prahran Town Hall.
“One doesn‟t know how that vagabond was not declared the simpleton
that he obviously is! The man is the lowest form of intelligence that can
be imagined.” Hayne-Temme is upset enough to forget her manners and
pick at her roast snipe with her fingers. She is brought back to genteel
ways with a look from Griful-Apps.
“It‟s evident our phrenologist was gravely mistaken.” Hannah follows
correct form as she tucks into the dish with her fork. Griful-Apps takes
to the Oxford John.
“It isn‟t just a mistake, it‟s tragic. It was a squandered opportunity to
show up that cretin before important members of the university.”
The splendour of the surrounding décor does not sit well with the
three ladies. Despite the lavish display of Union Jack flags and bunting
hanging up about the office, these ladies cannot flag a moment of good
cheer in their hearts. A few of the other women present for the Queen
Victoria Hospital meeting of ladies go around with the collection tin.
Rattling the tin in their direction brings a result, for all three are willing
contributors to the cause, putting several silver coins into the rattler. At
the front of the office is a small marble bust of the late Queen, presemt in
spirit as she never would be in person.
“How can we be rid of him now?” Hayne-Temme surreptitiously cleans
her fingers and resumes a more lady-like demeanour.
“This is an inexplicable result. Despite the amount of money one
spent in trying to sculpt the right decision, we have nonetheless failed. It
wasn‟t poor shillings either that one gave the man to provide us with our
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answer. It‟s as scandalous as the spending of two thousand pounds on
the upkeep of that Working Man‟s College, such an amount could have
done our private school no end of good.”
“Some people have no sense of propriety, and that goes for the
professional classes as well; that phrenologist is just such a grievous
example.”
“Never mind that, the man was a fool, let‟s not speak of him further.”
“We do have Sir Eustace, but as to how far the limits of his patience
extend, that cannot be calculated. It is fortunate that we have a
wonderful friend in Julia to show the most delightful sir around the city,
provide him with distractions. Alas, he will not remain always so
considerate.”
“Then we‟ll have to redouble our efforts with the one man that is able
to help us. The entire enterprise, the saving of our friend rests in his
capable hands.” Griful-Apps plays with her gold and ruby studded
brooch, a brooch fashioned into the shape of a star.
Just then Julia appears out of the crowd. With her toque hat slightly
cocked and a spring in her step, she appears lively.
“Julia, we‟re pleased that you could make the meeting, how is Sir
Eustace?” Hayne-Temme asks.
“Wonderful, simply marvellous, when I left him he was in good spirits.
Our knight is finding his way around Melbourne marvellously well. He
could almost call this place home. Has Flora arrived?”
“Not yet. We have a knight in waiting, one that seems to enjoy our
hospitality, and the woman in question is nowhere seen,” Octavia
grumbles.
“Ladies, shall we gather?” Those chairing the meeting take their seats.
However ill at ease the three ladies might be, they put on a friendly,
warm face for their companions as they settle down.

That afternoon.
Centennial Avenue.
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“Major Cuthburt boldly struck out to find the savage tribe. With pistol
held firmly in hand he began into the deep, dark jungle with the
expedition. He could not delay a moment longer, for the savages had
captured his sister and were holding her prisoner.” Myrine arrives at the
end of this chapter of the child‟s book she holds.
“He‟s going to sleep.”
“At last, I think we can leave him.”
Myrine leaves off reading from The Grand Book of Imperial Adventures
for Boys. The young boy with the rosy cheeks is going to hear about the
deeds of Major Cuthburt at another bedtime. The brave adventurer may
reach that part of the story that matches the front cover, where a brave
British soldier is fighting off with rifle and gun the spear wielding, savage
native.
Myrine and Flora let the youngster dream of deeds that build the
empire. Moving away from the bedroom and down the staircase neither
woman will speak until out of earshot.
“The most wonderful part of being a mother is when the children are
asleep,” Myrine says as the two find their way into the drawing room at
the bottom of the staircase.
“Oh, I know; though many a year has passed since I‟ve been mother to
young children, no woman forgets.”
“Thank goodness for that, will you stop for a cup of tea? It won‟t take
too long to prepare a kettle.”
“No thank you, it won‟t be long before I meet Horace.”
“Promenading with him again?”
“I though we might walk The Block. I do confess that I haven‟t felt as
exuberant for years. I can recall when Melbourne did not have electric
lamps just two decades ago. That time seems so dark now.”
“Illumination can do no harm. If you‟re wondering what Robert‟s
opinions are of Horace, then he too appreciates his intellectual abilities.
He seems to think there is promise in the man. He has not the same
promise as a student, but it is there.”
“I‟m sincerely pleased. I find it remarkable that Horace seems to know
every third person in the city. He‟s more of a Melbournite than I am.”
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“However, there are others that won‟t give up so easily, either.”
Neither woman wants to look at the pile of university related
paperwork Robert left on the hall table. The bundle of files and
assessments mean little to either Myrine or Flora. As if for added
inspiration, a bronze statue of Athena decorates the table. The goddess,
spear in hand, wearing her helmet and with an owl on her shoulder,
wears an expression of balanced serenity.
“I have to say, Myrine, that you‟re looking a little tired these days.”
“I confess to feeling somewhat lethargic. Perhaps the warm weather is
taking an effect. Then again it might well be the hard bowls match we
had, but we did take out the pennant for the MCG the other day.” Myrine
taps the tip of Athena‟s spear with her fingertip.
“I believe that you‟re doing a little too much, you should hire a maid to
do some of the work around the house,” Flora suggests. The older
woman places herself alongside a print of Diana on the hunt that hangs
next to a walnut bureau. In the picture, Diana is about to snare her
prize.
“Neither Robert nor I would hear of it, we‟ll do as much housework as
we can, if we can‟t do any more then we‟ll look to a maid. But we are most
determined on doing everything ourselves.” Whatever tiredness Myrine
has felt, is swept aside.
“You‟re much the same as Horace; he too is one that insists on doing
everything with his own hands.” The young woman accepts the
comparison as a compliment.
“Speaking of Horace, how did you manage with that phrenologist that
he was supposed to see yesterday? I heard that his stocks have risen a
lot and rather suddenly.”
Despite not being present, Myrine is as on stroke with events as the
cast iron mantle clock chiming on the sideboard.
“Horace managed superbly. I made sure that the results of such a
purported medical examination fell in his favour.”
“How?”
“I paid a visit to said phrenologist the previous day. There is no
opinion that money can‟t buy, and the phrenologist‟s valued opinion was
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made all the more valuable when I bought into it.”
Myrine is mockingly shocked.
“You bribed the man?”
“I received a hint from someone at the university that I had to bring
about a favourable outcome for us. I‟d heard that others had tried to buy
the result beforehand. My esteemed friends greased a palm with their
money, but I‟m the one that turned Horace into a sovereign.” Flora is not
too proud of what she did, but she received what she wanted.
“Absolutely scandalous, the way that some would try to bend the
rules. That‟s hardly a sporting outcome.”
If Myrine thought it helpful to throw the bronze in a fit of pique, then
she would do so. Since there is nothing to be gained from that, the
athletic mother restricts herself to running her fingers along the cold
metalwork.
“The right course of action on my part. Anyone who holds a belief that
has little value can be bought. A phrenologist is much the same as any
card-sharper or swindler in business: give one enough money and they‟ll
provide the apt reply.”
“Money well spent?”
“To the last crown.”
“Then what of this other man? There‟s now a rival suitor, I believe.”
Myrine blasts the matter with the same force of a tennis ball being hit
directly at the face. The young woman does not find a tactful way of
dropping this query.
“I find him a total bore. He should go and join that lot in South Africa,
he‟d put the whole lot of them to sleep and then there‟d be peace.”
“He is moving around in your circles.”
“And I‟ll keep him there.”
The admission is not one that Myrine would have expected.
“Is he someone to make Horace envious?”
“I have my reasons for not dismissing this other man; if he only stays
fluttering around then I can live with it. We‟ll wait to see what the future
will next wing our way. I have to head off now or I‟ll be late for my
meeting with Horace.”
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“Let me show you to the door.”
From the drawing room the two ladies make their way onto the front
veranda. They are met with grey skies and a drizzling of cool rain
overhead. There is yet time for another season in the city of Melbourne.

At the same time.
The Melbourne Town Hall.
“Sir, you must show greater resolve, this is not done. That vagabond
has taken the initiative and where were you?”
“He has?”
“It‟s imperative that you display a greater degree of British steel,”
Wyvert-Stilling tutors Soummerhayze. This professor is not alone in
disapproving of the actions of the knight. Phillip Luscombe and
Frederick Dickson are equally dissatisfied.
There is nothing but battle and bloodshed on display around the
room. The evening‟s lecture is entitled “Scenes and Selections of Battle
from South Africa”. The lecture will be presented by Mister Donald
MacDonald, “intrepid journalist and newspaperman extraordinary”, at
least that is how the man is presented on the flyers and posters that are
all over the place.
Beneath Union Jack flags, a sizeable crowd of men, and a scattering of
women, military cadets and bushman-soldiers on leave, make their way
around the public displays. There is even a contingent of officers from
the soon-to-be integrated Victorian Torpedo Corps. The officers and
sailors from the corps are already recruiting for the future Australian
Navy. For the paying public they can be illuminated by bodies blown to
pieces by bullets and shellfire, soldiers on parade, soldiers while not on
parade, the gloriously illustrious generals, all of whom have their heads
intact, South African women held in camps, along with the general
scenery of South Africa‟s interior. Accompanying the pictures of the war
there is newsprint providing lurid accounts of events.
For people that wish to contribute to war relief there is a contribution
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box, in the shape of a shell with a slot at one end, to slip the pennies into.
“Are you saying that I‟m not doing enough, sir?” This is exactly what
Wyvert-Stilling is saying, but Sir Eustace wants to be sure just the same.
“My mother should be seeing you at least as often as that vagrant.
What do you do during the course of the day, Sir Eustace?”
“Young man, I have gone round each day to call on your mother, but
she is never home. The maid has told me as much when I‟ve knocked. Do
you think your mother‟s maid is trying to sabotage your venture?” Sir
Eustace asks.
“Not Violet, she‟s scrupulously honest. My mother was never
dull-witted when it came to hiring menials,” Luscombe asserts.
“All the more irritating that your mother should show such interest,
far too much interest, in a gypsy,” Wyvert-Stilling mutters.
“Sir Eustace, we‟re facing a crisis. We can‟t play the role of
accommodator all of the time, you have to slap the manacles on this
interloper without further delay. Already word has spread around the
respectable part of Melbourne society, the result of which is that the
university is suffering from malicious gossip.” Dickson is no less urging.
Alas, however much he and the others would instruct the man,
Soummerhayze retains his confused air.
“What further can I do, gentlemen?”
“Invite my mother out to a restaurant, to the races, for a pleasure
cruise, it does not matter. What does is that you must spend time alone
with her to sway her emotions. Women, being the emotional creatures
that they are, succumb easily to charm and flattery,” Luscombe replies.
“That‟s a scientific fact, as surely as suicide is brought about by
madness, women are too simple to understand rational thoughts; appeal
to her emotions. Buy her pretty trinkets, show her a park with some
flowers and she‟ll be yours.” Wyvert-Stilling offers something like
scientific-sounding advice.
“I hardly know Melbourne, where would I ask her out to?”
“Haven‟t you been shown around the city?” Luscombe asks.
“Why, yes, I have. A certain widow, a Missus Bewsher, has kindly
taken it upon herself to show me around this marvellous Melbourne of
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yours. She is a widow, too; don‟t misunderstand me, we have a
respectable arrangement.”
“We wouldn‟t think otherwise, Sir Eustace. You wouldn‟t take up with
any abishag, we‟re aware of that. A man with your tact ought to be aware
of the way the emotions of this poor woman are being preyed upon.
Missus Luscombe seems to have lost her sense of proportion because a
flat cully can gammon and patter a handful of sweet words. Since she is
in a poor way we merely need you to show up,” Dickson advises.
By way of refreshment there are assorted drinks and food, for a cost,
at a nearby campaign table. Sir Eustace could do with a bloater toast
and cheese ball to feed on, for the concepts he is being given leave him
hungry.
“This I understand, I will endeavour to do whatever I can.” Sir Eustace
sounds more committed now than a few minutes ago.
“Phillip, you must stage another meeting between your mother and
Sir Eustace. The first impression evidently did not carry, for some
reason,” Wyvert-Stilling puts the formula to his colleague.
“I‟ll have to. I find it remarkable that mother did not fall for our knight
instantly.”
“It wasn‟t so difficult to work out. Someone struck by Jersey lightning
could understand what went on.” Dickson discretely denounces the
professors.
“Explain?” Wyvert-Stilling replies.
“It‟s obvious that, with Sir Eustace new to Melbourne, trying to find
his bearings, and your mother under the vile influence of this shop
bouncer, the first impression wouldn‟t matter too much. Have them
meet for a second time, after Sir Eustace has settled in a little, and they
will come together as respectable people will.”
“My mother might not be taken by surprise this time.”
“I‟m of the opinion she‟ll be more settled with the idea now, having
seen Sir Eustace. I‟d not be surprised if she‟s already grown tired of that
vagabond.”
“That‟s right, Professor Luscombe. We don‟t need a ram-cat now that
Sir Eustace is public knowledge to your mother.” Dickson taps the side
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of his nose.
While the three members of the university staff are plotting away
before the start of the lecture, Sir Eustace is spending time on his own.
He has wandered off about the displays of photographs, where he finds
matters of far greater distraction, along with something to eat.

Elsewhere that evening.
Temperance Hall, Collins Street.
“Do you like me seeing other men?” Flora‟s question is one with a
sharp tip at the end of it.
“No five-rail fence has kept me out of anything. We‟re supposed to
have a free life, I‟ve always been free; I don‟t see it as right if someone else
isn‟t.” Harcourt has a twinge in his voice that Flora picks up instantly.
“Even though I‟m a single woman?”
“Is that a breakaway sort of a question, or is there some meaning in
it?”
“I ask sincerely, Horace.”
“Then you can do as you please.”
The meeting at Temperance Hall is over and the older couple stand on
the footpath outside, watching the traffic moving along Collins Street.
The men and women that emerge from the hall are discussing the latest
developments concerning Australia‟s fledgling silk industry. In this
harsh glow of the street lamp those emerging from the meeting catch
cabs; others prefer walking to the heart of a brilliantly lit, modern city.
For Flora and Harcourt they can stand at the lamppost and look at what
is passing like younger people do.
“There are those that believe, unfortunately, that because I‟m a
woman I should not cause any angst.”
Harcourt understands what she means. “Others think I‟m not good
enough for you?”
“Few believe that you are worthy of my social standing.”
“And that‟s the reason you‟re seeing this other man?”
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“I haven‟t been seeing him.”
“No?”
“He has been coming around occasionally to see whether I‟m home.
There will eventually come a day that I will have to see him, that‟s almost
guaranteed.”
Their situation would be easier if Flora and Horace were like the two
men standing close by, discussing the business of silk farming. For them
the questions put forward by the Silk and Rural Industry Association
meeting at the hall has enlivened their passion for the business they are
in. A series of questions and answers can be asked, devoid of
unnecessary emotion; there are only facts, numbers, and statistics to
deal with.
The Benger‟s Food advertising sign on the nearby store almost
provides a validation. Benger‟s Food is the best nourishment for infants,
invalids, and the aged, for those who consider themselves terribly
advanced in aged.
“Then you really don‟t care too much about this bloke?”
“What have others told you?” Flora fully expects Horace to have
received some gossip by now and is almost anticipating what it might be.
The old timer kicks a broken ginger beer bottle along the dusty gutter.
He looks as chipped as the stoneware flask. Flora is watching every move
of Horace, and he is aware that he is being studied, yet he cannot help
the boorish display of emotion.
“That the other bloke is far better than me. You‟re impressed by him
and would sooner have him around, that‟s the sort of talk I‟ve heard. Not
that I‟d ever suffer from the catarrh, I‟m not a sheep that I go around
catching the disease of sheep. That is, I‟m not about to believe what
others tell me no matter who they are. I don‟t believe what I hear and
only half of what I see.”
“Then what shapes your opinion?”
“I‟ve a practical outlook. Saved me many a time from going on some
storekeeper‟s rush. I‟ve learned first up not to go walking for miles for
some duffer of a mine.”
The empty stoneware bottle bounces along the gritty street and
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bounces off the pillar of a power pole. Not so much as a ripple is sent up
the column as the many wires overhead remain unmoved. The bottle
lands at the foot of a cast iron streetlight that stands before a couturier‟s
shop. Just one florid frontage in a lengthy row of shop front pillars,
arches and flourishes. Captured in the cross-section of the light
overhead and a shop window, in which the R.B. monogram of the logo as
suffered a great chip. Picking up the bottle Harcourt offers the container
a greater show of care.
“Let‟s take a stroll, you haven‟t seen much of Melbourne by night,
have you Horace?” Flora grasps her fan firmly.
“Want a lie, or the truth?”
“The truth always.”
“I‟ve seen the city by night and not seen it by night.”
“At the same time?” Flora asks as they begin along the street.
“I‟ve seen the city by night, but as I haven‟t seen Melbourne at night
with you, I‟m sure to have missed everything.”
“You‟re incorrigible.”
“What I can say is that you won‟t see any sights out bush as you
would in the city.”
“I should thank you for inviting me to the meeting, I‟d never
considered silk from that aspect. How did you manage to gain access?”
“I spent from April until November back in „ninety-nine working on a
silk farm, so I know a couple of the silk cockies. Met up with them and
they invited me along.”
“This city is homier for you than I first imagined.”
The two make their way to the brightest part of the city lights.

Friday morning, 8th March.
Outside the Medical School, the university.
Aumont is spoiling for an argument. He has chased across the campus
to seek out Harcourt and Wishart. As a result, Robert is obliged to break
off from providing the swaggie with a personally conducted tour of the
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university grounds. The old timer would scarcely become lost on the
grounds, though he will pay heed to all that is said to him just the same.
For now Harcourt turns his polite attention to the oncoming professor.
“You there, you claim that you‟re a learned man, don‟t you?” Aumont
charges in.
“I‟ve never claimed myself as being a learned man, I just claim myself
as being a well-read man. I‟ve never felt myself to have been a rank duffer
when it comes to books, and the like.”
“Since you‟ve no wish to depart these our quarters, domicile of the
highest intellectual achievement, I wish to ask your opinion appertaining
to a certain intellectual deliberation that was recently published.”
Immediately apparent to both Wishart and Harcourt is the new form
of attack that is being undertaken. Having approached Harcourt from
the literary angle and not succeeding, this is an angle that is hoped will
draw victory for Aumont.
“Is this really necessary, Herbert?” Wishart asks of his colleague.
“This gentleman claims an intellectual pre-disposition. Such a
statement cannot be shoved into hiatus.” The young professor dislikes
the demeanour of his colleague. However, as with any other place of
work, arguing with determined co-workers provides little reward for
considerable discomfort. Robert can only stand aside and listen in.
Harcourt is not going to run away, but instead is fascinated by Aumont‟s
vigour.
“Have you read Sophocles, sir?” Aumont demands to know.
“I‟m not a new chum when it comes to Sophocles, which book are you
referring to?”
“New chum indeed. I‟m referring to Oedipus at Colonus, a work that
forms part of his Oedipus trilogy.”
“Remember reading them? I read the lot while at Moontana in
„sixty-three. Few of those Cousin Jacks or Cousin Jinnys at the mines
were interested in the classics, but those that did, well, they provided a
lively debate.”
“Then perhaps you‟d care to display this erudition of yours over this
year‟s publication of The Hellenic Journal. I was reading an article
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entitled “Two Notes on Sophocles” just the other day. According to the
article‟s author, a certain Sir George Young, the use of topography and
the convergence of two roads that Oedipus came upon, creates a
metaphorical affirmation of the hero. However no such roads appear to
have existed in actuality, according to Sir George‟s travels. Sir George
expostulates two points, one, that Sophocles was enticing his audience
with familiar surrounds, the second, to further enhance the qualities of
Theseus as advocator of justice and law. But my opinion is that
Sophocles used these roads to show that law and fate merge as one, that
one cannot escape the reach of justice when committing a crime. What is
your learned opinion on the matter?” Harcourt, it seems, will be debased
not by attacks on his education, attacks based on literary knowledge,
but by an attack based on academic research.
Aumont is pleased with the result. For almost any university
professor, being pleased with a result means having argued a
perspective through until further argument finally illuminates an aspect
of the initial offering. Aumont falls outside of that category.
“An academic quarrel” Harcourt leafs through the idea.
Acumen is required on the traveller‟s part to provide an apt answer.
Wishart is thoroughly annoyed with the peevish behaviour of his
colleague. The young professor conceals his emotions. His gaze twitches
from one part to another. The university cricket club is practising on the
oval across the way. University is playing Fitzroy, according to the notice
that is up on the scoreboard. Several carriers are wheeling boxes of
books that are bound for the university bookshop. Workers take a break
from mending the pipes of the university. They stop to break open a crate
of ginger beer.
“I can‟t say anything about this Sir George Young, having never read
the publication. So I think it‟s hardly pertinent to refer to writing your
intended listener would not have read. However, I do know Oedipus at
Colonus and I‟ve an opinion on the matter, if you‟d care to hear it.”
“Go ahead, be amusing.”
“Having a couple of opinions on the matter. Sophocles had Theseus
say:
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Go hence soldiers and cavalry
As swift as they can, go to that point
Where the pair of roads merge as one,
The captives must not be allowed past there,
Or this man will reduce me.
As though I am one that deserves bad treatment!
Then Sophocles later writes,
I doubt that Thebes will claim you:
She has not the means of raising rogues.
Thebes would deny your rights if she knew
You tried to dishonour me and defile the gods
By forcing helpless people from their sanctuary!
Then Sophocles also writes of the justice of Athens, and so on.” Harcourt
is not sure if he recalls the speech exactly, but he does his best.
“I remember those lines, what is your point?”
“Evidently Sophocles came from Colonus himself, a village outside of
Athens, as I best recall. The playwright took great pains to stress the
importance of Athens as being the centre to which all roads lead. Having
been an outsider, but no less a Greek than a citizen of Athens or of
Thebes, he knew that the roads of unity must predominated throughout
Greece. Is this a just argument?”
“What of Sir George?”
“Haven‟t I answered Sir George?”
Having been confronted with an argument vehemently, this spur of
the moment counter leaves Aumont without much to say. It is one
debate that he has not heard in his academic career, one that needs
pondering before being countered. Like the grassbird that perches in a
nearby flame grevillia, he becomes circumspect in his approach.
“How can such a wag know as much?”
“Aren‟t you aware, Herbert, Mister Harcourt is a genius, it‟s been
verified after all.” Wishart tries to console his colleague in his present
difficulties.
“Not a genius, just well read, as I‟ve always said,” Harcourt replies,
dispensing any significance from the incident.
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The two men continue with their tour of the grounds. Aumont, having
been defeated, can only withdraw in the direction of the main university
building. The workers, having had their rest, resume their work on the
foundations of the university.

That Afternoon.
Polo and Gymkhana Tournament, Polo Grounds, Moonee Valley.
“He has brought less than commendable results. Ladies we are on the
antlers of a dilemma. Dare we continue along this path or will we opt for
another?” Griful-Apps asks her friends.
“He is a highly intelligent, very sophisticated man. One cannot
understand why Sir Eustace did not make an immediate impression on
Flora, he has on me,” Hayne-Temme languidly says.
“He‟s a sop.” Julia downplays his role.
“I tend to agree with Julia. For all we have done, our knight continues
to lack resolve. Granted, he is one of the most amazing and truly gifted
titled men that we have yet met, however, this does not ameliorate our
situation. We cannot allow ourselves the luxury of unnecessary
sentiment. Flora is not yet saved, the appropriate course of action must
be decided on,” Griful-Apps informs her companions.
“One ought to allow him more time,” Hayne-Temme replies, if with
hesitation.
“We‟ve given him more than enough time, haven‟t we Julia?” Octavia
extends herself for the sweets.
“Perhaps not, Sir Eustace has met Flora only on a few occasions. If we
keep him here longer he may ultimately prove his worth. To my
estimation he ought to remain with us for as long as possible.” Julia
offers practical advice.
For the moment the ladies have to break off from their conversation
when several others in the marquee erupt into an outburst of
enthusiasm. Before the gentry, an action has taken place. One of the
polo players is appreciated, the audience becoming ecstatic about a
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difficult manoeuvre carried out. The “hero of the tournament”, the “most
elegant of the elegant”, is among some of the praise freely given out.
Above the scoreboard is a large advertising hoarding. The advert for
Morris‟s Colour for Cakes brings the ready news that this is the best
colour for cakes anywhere in the empire. The advert makes as proud a
statement as the Union Jack flying from almost every flagstaff, matching
the Union Jack bunting over every marquee.
A waiter comes around to make sure that there is fresh tea for serving,
while a second brings a tray topped with sweets. He lays the tray onto
the green baize of the fold-over card table. Hannah takes a Russian
sandwich, Octavia prefers the triangular gateau, while Julia wants a
slice of horseshoe gateau.
“If only Sir Eustace had the boldness of our young blades. He could do
with a sterner heart,” Hayne-Temme says with a degree of regret.
“It‟s time that we took Sir Eustace personally to visit Flora. Are we
agreed, ladies, on what ought to happen?” Griful-Apps enjoys her
triangular gateau with decorum.
It is a most direct choice for these ladies to consider, one that has
Bewsher playing with her string of double-strand pearls. The unexpected
notion seems to have upset her. Griful-Apps dips into a silver chocolate
jug.
“How drastic,” Bewsher eventually gasps.
“Nevertheless, the task must be carried out. One understands this
requires the utmost delicacy and tact. Sir Eustace has taken significant
trouble for our friend‟s salvation, his feelings are paramount. It‟s all good
and well for the senatorial candidates to have a free rail pass, but our
good sir knight should not be given a ticket and told to leave.”
Griful-Apps waves her piece of chocolate about before eating it.
“Is there someone here that will nominate themselves for breaking the
next stroke of action to Sir Eustace?” Julia asks about the table as she
adjusts her gold and seed pearl bangle.
Julia is met with silence. None of her friends are as bold or as willing.
Not even Griful-Apps will go as far as volunteering to break the bad news
to Sir Eustace. A minor disturbance happens on the field. A goal is
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scored and there is some celebration among the players. While off the
field a disturbance takes place.
“Then I‟ll do so,” Bewsher volunteers.
“Julia you‟re the most reliable of us. A person we can always depend
on.”
“Good heavens, is that…?” Hayne-Temme breathlessly whispers.
“It definitely is, ladies, we are in the presence of true majesty. Lord
and Lady Hopetoun themselves have arrived!” Griful-Apps gushes with
reverence, she speaks as though being directly affected by his lordship.
On the other side of the ground, in the distance, another disturbance
takes place, one that is not of a sporting nature. People have flocked
around the largest of the marquee decorated with a royal and imperial
standard. Those with a spyglass or pair of binoculars can see the cause
of the disturbance, those without can only imagine.

Saturday afternoon, 9th March.
Saint Kilda Cricket Ground, Saint Kilda.
“I didn‟t think that you liked cycling, Professor Wishart.” Shilton
comments.
“I don‟t mind a little sport, my wife does much to encourage me to go
out and about, even take up some sport or other.”
“Not interested, sir?”
“Can‟t say that I‟m especially keen.”
“I remember one bloke saying, „Through ability charioteer outworks
charioteer. He who has put all of his confidence in his chariot and horses
and commits a reckless act, makes a bad turn and is not controlled, will
find his horses wandering‟. Perhaps not so exact, but it‟s what this
reminds me of.” Harcourt rests an elbow against the fence surrounding
the cricket ground.
“I thought Horace would find a quote for the occasion.” Shilton pats
Harcourt on the shoulder as he would an old friend.
The quote becomes even more apt when three cyclists collide and are
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sent sprawling across the rough dirt track. Flashing past in a streak of
silver is the remainder of the group on their way to complete this circuit.
For those that are left, splayed on the ground and being attended to by
the ground staff, the trophies they will carry home with them – apart
from torn, baggy shorts and battered cloth caps – are scratches and
bruises.
The crash happened a little way away from the three men, and
Robert‟s young son, Hector, is a little put off by the noise of metal
crashing into metal. The young boy busies his head into the breast of his
father, in case some big, bad monster or other comes chasing after him.
For the rest of the crowd there is not any show of reticence or
hesitation. The spectators at the ground are happy to see cyclists come a
cropper in the most spectacular of styles.
The meeting of the champions, as the advertising all around the area
clearly states, is well underway. For this meeting Shilton has come
prepared. With form guide in hand he has all the available information
about events, racers, the odds, and anything else he might care to know
about individual histories.
“Where did you become familiar with The Iliad?” Wishart asks as the
cyclists and cycles are helped off the racing track.
“During the Canoona gold rush back in „fifty-eight, had to swap a copy
of Shakespeare‟s complete plays and his poems for the book.”
“I reckon it‟s better than sitting at home and reading that newspaper
nonsense The Lady of Lynn, or some such penny trash,” Shilton says as
the race comes to an end, and a winner is declared.
Part of the crowd applauds and cheers the winner. Part of the crowd
are looking at their programme and matching their markings with what
is going up onto the result board. Another part of the crowd is counting
the money they have made or lost at the sly bookies.
“Any reading is good, so long as it starts you reading; The Lady of
Lynn today, the works of Descartes tomorrow,” Harcourt rather
philosophically answers. Shilton is not fully listening; the gardener is
interested in who is up for the next race.
“There‟s a matter that has nothing to do with book learning that is
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worth talking about, Horace. Not that it‟s any of my concern, mind, I
don‟t usually listen to those that play the flute about other people‟s
business. I‟ve heard about the university that you‟re seeing Missus
Luscombe fairly often.”
“That‟s right, that news is jonic.”
“Is this question leading anywhere Shilton? I mean, after all, this is
really the business of Mister Harcourt and Missus Luscombe, isn‟t it?
Being a widow, and the good sir being a single male, aren‟t they capable
of making decisions for themselves regarding what they will do with their
time?”
“That much I don‟t dispute, professor. I wouldn‟t lamb down my keep
on gossip, but there are persons wondering if the lady is in love with you,
or if you‟re in love with the lady?”
Perhaps among coy, uninitiated young people this sort of question
might bring a blush or two from the young man or woman to whom it is
put. Harcourt drums his fingers on the large, handsome Leviathan
Clothing Company advert that is set against the railing. As a business
that offers “the best choice”, the older man is trying to recover the best
choice.
“I hadn‟t really thought of it.” Harcourt looks to Robert as the young
father teases his little boy.
“I can‟t say anything for you, but there are many that have noted that
you are spending an inordinately copious amount of time with Phillip‟s
mother. I could say that, „those who undertake gymnastics should
exercise during the winter seasons. While summer should see wrestling
reduced and running not allowed, but long walks in the cool part of the
evening be the mainstay for exercise‟, as was written by Hippocrates.”
Robert feels he can liberally draw on a quote himself, as he feels it
appropriate.
“We aren‟t asking Horace to run around like a young man, are we sir?”
“No, but on each occasion there is the appropriate course, and I‟m
sure that Mister Harcourt is deciding on what is appropriate for him.”
“And of Missus Luscombe?” Shilton stands on tiptoes as he stretches
his gaze into the distance.
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“We‟ll let the lady decide.” Harcourt nimbly steps out of the way.
The cyclists are off and racing. The racers are away around the track.
Shilton is in with the crowd as they clap, cheer, and whistle, both men
and women, but he is the more silent. Harcourt and Wishart take to the
fence to watch events, little Hector looks for another crash.

That afternoon.
Hegarty’s Baths, Saint Kilda.
“I‟m looking forward to the swim, Myrine, are you ready?” Flora asks.
“I‟ve done as much training as can be allowed for.”
“You aren‟t confident?”
“I think so, I‟m as good a swimmer as anyone else, I‟m just can‟t
believe that my little Victoria is able to sleep through this noise.”
The noise and general clamour is intense around Hegarty‟s Baths.
Everyone has come along for the races of the ladies swimming club, and
all of the spectators on the benches, the competitors, and the officials,
are ladies. The cooling surface of the water does make for an inviting
sight on as hot a day as this, but the ladies that are lining up for the next
race will wait for the signal to mount the starting line.
Myrine, wearing the necessary swimming costume, if somewhat
voluminous for such a swim, is both tall and strong enough to move
stroke for stroke along with the other women in the various heats being
staged. Flora has not come along for a swim but to watch and feel
something of the excitement of the racing contest. Wearing her lady‟s all
wool serge skirt with a circular flounce, her blouse is made of an all-wool
Amazon cloth, she is dressed to go out for a sporting challenge.
The baths are surrounded by high walls, the downstairs, as well as
the upstairs portion of the building being lined with rooms. There are
change rooms, storerooms, and whatever other room is necessary for the
running of a public bath. In the upstairs portion the announcer is calling
to the ladies below the names of the forthcoming competitors, who are
warmly applauded as they step forward and graciously accept the
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acknowledgement of the crowd. With each nomination there are cheers,
whistles, stamping of feet, and the cry “Come on Mary!” or “Have a go
Judy!” to coax along the personal favourite.
“Just so long as little Victoria is having her rest. I‟ll have to give her a
feeding later, but she should be all right for now. I‟ve been meaning to
ask you, now that I‟m hungering after a little knowledge,” the connection
is a little dubious but the flow of conversation flows just the same,
“about Horace.”
“Is there something about Horace?”
“I‟ve been meaning to ask just how attached you are to the man?”
The query could scarcely have been more forthright than the Pears
Soap advert that is screwed to a wall, declaring itself the most fragrant of
soaps that washes the British Empire clean in spirit and in body.
“I have thought of him most often since we first met.”
“You‟ve come to a conclusion?”
“I think I have.”
The names have been called, now it is time for the racers to take their
start. Every pair of eyes in this bath is fixed on the ladies as they take the
platform. Behind them the race starter makes the obligatory call, while
the judges take their places at either end of the swimming pool.
When the redoubtable lady behind the swimmers calls the last
instructions, a clapper is raised and a sharp crack fills the baths. The
ladies are off and racing down the length of the pool. The racers are
churning up the water and heading toward the H.G. Wilson Coffee
Supplies advertisement at the last splash of the pool. The crowd is
always involved. There is not one lady who is not in voice.
Myrine too claps and bounces up and down on the seat. Waving her
arms, she encourages her friend below on to an even quicker, far more
explosive moving along the course. Flora patiently waits, infant in arm,
watching the contest with mild curiosity, happy that her baby wishes to
do little other than sleep.
After the race is run the winner and runners-up are announced, the
tumult dies down. The sportswoman too becomes just a little more
tranquil.
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“Now, about Horace.” Myrine moves onto matters that require the
right amount of dispassion.
“I feel that I‟m, well, how do I say this…”
“In love with the man?”
“I wouldn‟t quite be so blunt, my dear, but essentially, yes.”
“Nothing shameful in that, I ask because there is chatter going about.
There are still those that think it undignified, you seeing him.”
“I‟m alert to that, I haven‟t closed my eyes or ears. With age comes the
ability to know what to listen to and how to watch. My faculties have not
been carried off by foolish sentiments.”
“Even so, when those that one knows and need to call friends begin
talking in not so flattering terms, then problems can arise. It‟s possible
to do without what we call social advantage, but one can‟t do without
friendships.” The young mother offers some advice that Flora already
knows, but the older woman patiently listens just the same.
“I‟ll consider my friends when the time comes. In the meantime I am
going to make Horace my priority, and try and do my best with this Sir
Eustace.”
“From what I‟ve heard, he‟s more Sir Useless, anyway, that is of small
consequence, my race is coming up. Wish me luck.”
Myrine finds her way down the grandstand just as the next racers
emerge.

Early that evening.
Auburn Road.
“How do you mean, Flora isn‟t home?” Griful-Apps is the first grand
inquisitor.
“Mistress is out, ma‟am.”
“Where?” Hayne-Temme is the second.
“I don‟t exactly know, ma‟am.”
“Then you know at what time Flora will be home?” the inquisition
returns to the hands of Griful-Apps.
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“No ma‟am, Missus Luscombe asked me to look after her house „til she
returns, ma‟am.”
Julia and Sir Eustace stand to one side and prudently wait for the
maid to offer whatever explanation she must. The party is left stranded
on Flora‟s veranda as twilight descends. When the last light is
relinquished, the electric street lamps come to life from the cast iron
posts and glass encasements.
A cart goes at a steady pace along Auburn Road. Having finished his
rounds, the man at the reigns of The Ice Castle Ice Company of
Melbourne is heading to North Melbourne. The delivery wagon is given a
flick and its horse clip-clops out of sight. A shriketit suddenly breaks
from the shrubs, picks up something off the path before vanishing into
the foliage.
“Was Flora not aware that we were coming this evening?”
Hayne-Temme asks of the maid while trying to cram a look into the
nearest window.
“No ma‟am, mistress was not.”
“We occasionally come by each Saturday evening to pay a social call.
How is it that Flora should find an excuse to go out?”
“Mistress did say something on that matter this afternoon.”
“What did she say?” Griful-Apps demands to hear.
“Mistress said that since my friends have not come for a few weeks
they are unlikely to come this evening. Mistress felt that it would be
perfectly reasonable if she went out.”
The three ladies are not enlightened by what the maid has to tell
them. Two of older women briskly and regularly tap their folded fans into
the palms of their hands. Soummerhayze has not spoken a word and is
unlikely to. Julia also remains in the background, clinging to the dusky
light thrown from the windows next door.
“One believes that will have to do us for the evening, we can always go
and find a divertimento in Melbourne. The Hawthorn Town Hall has a
show of snapshots from Naples, Florence, Venice, and other such exotic
parts.” Julia stretches the syllables of Venice.
The three have little more to say on the matter.
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“Seeing foreign parts is always healthy for one‟s spirit,” ventures
Griful-Apps. “Sir Eustace, you‟ve never been to the Hawthorn Town Hall,
have you?”
“No, I‟ve been to Venice, Florence, Naples, Rome, Rimini, Syracuse,
Trieste, along with many other places on the Alban Peninsular.”
“I know; Sir Eustace is a wonderful man of the world,” Bewsher stands
right alongside the man for travelling.
“But you‟ve never seen the Hawthorn Town Hall?”
“I can‟t claim to have.”
“Then come along for a splendid evening.” Griful-Apps slips her droop
hat on her head, as do her friends.
Octavia has taken the lead and her friends are right behind.
Soummerhayze drifts along after. The maid watches the small crowd
move down the pathway, closing the front door only after the group
mounts a turn-out seat buggy.

Sunday afternoon, 10th March.
Centennial Avenue.
There is music and fruit punch for everyone concerned, and stronger
drinks to hand. For those that want White Horse whiskey there is that,
or Chivers Regal and Guinness. The shot glasses go round but neither
Flora nor Horace wish to have anything stronger than orange juice and
ice. The older couple are frozen almost as much as the figures in the
Royal Doulton figurines on the bookcase. The shepherd is politely
bowing to a shepherdess shying back.
“That‟s the spirit, sing with heart.” Robert is encouraged while playing
the Lipp piano, its brass sconces filled with candles.
“We‟d find better heart if Robert knew how to play in key.” Myrine
gently mocks her husband as she pours herself an orange juice.
“I can play out of tune with the best of them, that requires a
considerable amount of skill,” Robert encourages himself with a tinkling
of the keys.
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For the informal gathering of university colleagues and friends, the
evening sing-along sits well with the congregation. The out of tune
playing eventually comes to a tickly finish.
“How about „I Want to be a Military Man‟, the latest from Florodora,”
one of the Wisharts‟ friends picks the melody on one digit.
“Please, let‟s not have any soldierly business here,” Flora protests the
thought.
“Why not, Missus Luscombe? The song is all the rage these days. With
events in South Africa and in China, army fashions are on the rise.”
“It‟s precisely because of this business in South Africa and China that
we should not hear of military matters here,” Flora is adamant. “But I‟d
like to hear Horace sing, he knows quite a few ballads and interesting
ditties.”
The gathering is intoxicated with the idea, encouraging Harcourt to
strike up a lyric or two.
“Would you care to sit at the piano and play us the melody?” Robert
vacates the seat to allow the old timer to take his place.
“I can‟t play that well,” Horace nervously replies.
“At last, we‟ve found something this gentleman isn‟t so good at,” one of
the crowd starts on a pun that has everyone laughing.
Harcourt is aware that Flora has intentionally placed him in this
situation. Tactically picking out a lesser aspect of her friend, though the
evening is for entertainment, she is careful to note how he reacts. Horace
takes to the seat and plonks an aimless key, to the rousing approval of
those crowded around.
“I‟m not sure if you‟ll like this; if I played any melody I‟d be putting it to
the dolly.”
“Go on, can‟t be any worse than the poetry recital we‟ll hear later this
evening, in fact, I‟m sure that you‟ll be much better,” Robert encourages.
“Well, I don‟t recite poetry that badly, in fact, I‟m better than most of
you professors,” Myrine chastises her husband.
“Don‟t argue with your wife, old man, you‟ll find yourself the villain in
one of those penny dreadfuls,” one of his colleague jokes, which has the
room roaring out.
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“Come, Horace, let‟s hear your Aeolian tones, let‟s hear „The
Diggin‟s-Oh‟.” Flora wraps on the piano.
“Knocking on wood is a good start.” Harcourt begins with the first
verse of the song;
“I‟ve returned, no flesh just bone
From the diggins-oh.
And I wish I‟d never gone
To the diggins-oh.
Believe me, there‟s no fun,
I once weighed fourteen stone,
But they brought me down to one
At the diggins-oh!”
The journeyman comes to the end of the ballad and turns to the
others gathered around.
“Do you wish me to go on?” the singer asks.
“Old man, that is the worst rendition of any song, ceremonial,
popular, secular or ecclesiastical that I have ever heard,” someone
snorts. The professors know when they have heard something awful to
their ears.
“A fair assessment, every note was pretty poor.” Harcourt does not
mind so much. His integrity shines through Flora‟s actions.
“My goodness, the man has some bad aspects to him,” one of the
professors emphatically states.
“He is mortal after all!” A young lady speaks up. Harcourt‟s talents
have hit the ceiling and felt the impression of the pressed tin patterns
above.
“Let‟s find out how mortal the rest of us are at this pantomime,”
Myrine calls.
The idea is taken up. Leaving aside the music for the moment, the
entire group makes space in the middle of the room for some pantomime
art.

Monday morning, 11th March.
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Office of the Assistant Vice-Chancellor.
“At an official level there is tremendous excitement around the
university,” Colvia informs Wishart.
“I‟ve noticed.”
“Though the general public don‟t expect university professors to show
emotion, the appointment of this new professor at Ormond College has
provided our profession with a great amount of public scrutiny and
excitement. On the whole the chair for music has been received
positively by the general public.”
“The public seems to believe that a university professor does not have
a life. The impression is that we‟re between the pages of a book, do little
else but read, and then are buried here. I can vouch for being buried by
the reading but I‟m unsure about the rest.”
Colvia is given a chance to laugh without cost, that is, he does not
have to stay on his guard lest he offend. Robert is politely relieved. His
sense of humour is taken in the right way.
“Then you‟d better stay hidden away from too much public
perception,” Colvia replies when he stops laughing.
On the desk of the Assistant Vice-Chancellor is a pile of daily
newspapers. Wishart flicks through a few of them. Papers of the
twenty-first of February, the fifteenth, and the twenty-fifth are marked
on certain pages. What stands out from the rest of the reportage are
articles relating to Ormond College, to Professor Peterson in particular.
Not only are the articles marked out as being of significance, they are
annotated.
“I‟d have to agree, however, the new professor has not arrived yet. Who
knows what might change when Peterson arrives.”
“Thus far the publicity is good; it‟s a tired person that does not work to
maintain their public character. To this end a set of guidelines will be
directed to the various faculties that they might be in accord with the
necessities of enhancing, as well as profiting from, this prestigious
appointment.” Colvia plays a little with the dainty wooden perpetual
calendar on his desk.
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“Timely work, however I‟ve come to ask about introductions to the
university on an unofficial level.”
Wishart catches himself looking in the reflection of the glass of a cedar
bookcase. The young professor is looking at a handsomely carved emu
egg perched and fixed atop a sterling silver stand. It is as though with a
gentle blow of his lips he might topple the egg enough to have it fall and
shatter.
“We‟re onto the designation of Mister Harcourt?”
“Not as prestigious an appointment.”
“But just as important.” Colvia protests the insinuation that he is not
doing enough.
“The results are?”
“There‟s still resistance to his entering these grounds. Yet I have to say
that the resistance to him is not as stubborn as it originally was.”
“What is the disposition of those in the upper levels?”
“Concerned, I would be lying if I said otherwise. They feel that with the
greater force being in opposition to Mister Harcourt, it might be prudent
to rescind the privilege of a Fellowship.” Colvia did not want to admit as
much. Wishart does not become downfallen.
“Then they must be fought.”
“Are you promulgating a revolution?”
“Not in the slightest, however, to bring forward a quote, „there are only
two ways of fighting, namely by the law or by battle. The former is
natural to men, and the later to animals‟. That is as true an observation
as ever heard.”
“Is this from Mister Harcourt?”
“Machiavelli.”
“I wouldn‟t have ever thought it.”
“Unfit to use Machiavelli?”
“Oh no, I couldn‟t think of a more appropriate source of inspiration
than he than when dealing with university politics and administration.”
“Then you won‟t lapse into surrendering what Mister Harcourt, or
Missus Luscombe, may provide this place?”
“Not at all; after that phrenologist saga certain undercurrents are
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swirling around the campus. There will be those that are determined to
see him here conducting a private debate with those that don‟t, but the
affair is not entirely one sided. I can only stand to one side and let the
situation sort itself out.”
Wishart is left a little uncertain about the intentions of the Assistant
Vice-Chancellor. However some support has accrued.

That afternoon.
The Athenaeum, Collins Street.
“Flora we‟re all here to enjoy ourselves – do you have to mention such
an unsavoury subject!” Octavia chastises someone who will not be
chastised.
“Would you protest the matter?”
“I‟d protest, I‟d earnestly protest.”
“If it pleases me, then I‟ll speak for myself.”
“The rest of us find your reference to him abhorrent.”
Griful-Apps and Flora Luscombe have differences. The two old friends
look at one another from a distance that is not akin to animosity. Octavia
adjusts her flame coloured fan, opening and expanding the wooden
scaffolding in order to fan her face. Flora adjusts the rope chain bracelet
that binds her wrist to stop it catching on her fire yellow French blouse.
A kerosene lantern that is extinguished in one of the displays is re-lit by
one of the attendants. She reaches far down to light a deep fire.
Joan of Arc continues burning.
Or that part of the bio-tableau that is devoted to the Joan of Arc story.
There are other adaptations in the Athenaeum. A good number of people
have come in order to spend the afternoon enlightening their minds with
a glimmer of history. It is possible to see the gallantry and military
prowess of the French heroine, her religious rectitude, and her burning
at the stake. It is as if life is a series of tumultuous events, rather than a
lot of very much smaller stirrings that make a difference.
“Horace is a friend of mine. Should I wish to mention him then I shall
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and neither you, nor anyone else, will divert me.” Flora is furious to the
point of stamping her foot, but she has restraint.
“We suspect that you‟re suffering from a famine of civilisation just as
surely as those bucolic persons, those people that live in that place
called „the mallee‟, are suffering from a water famine. But just as surely
as water trucks are being sent, we too have provided for the sustenance
of your dignity.”
“You shouldn‟t defray the price paid for natural disasters, especially
when some people are naturally prone to being a disaster. But of whom
are you speaking?”
“Don‟t you see him?”
“Where is this man?” A man before a woman is sometimes not a man.
“Over there.” Griful-Apps genteelly nods her head in the direction of
Soummerhayze. He is just a little way off. The knight is in the company
of Julia and Hayne-Temme, and is having a delightful time talking to the
ladies. Flora‟s friends are lively and animated in their demeanour. They
are in brisk good humour and making a show of it.
“Where? I can‟t see him.”
“Look the other way please, one went to great lengths to assimilate the
stranger, the least you can do is show some dignity on our behalf.”
Whether it is good luck or whether it is good management on Flora‟s
part, a lanky bushman with a light limp wanders in between Flora,
Griful-Apps and their friends on the other side of the room. In the
company of a few young ladies, he is discussing the Boer War, and
discussing it voluminously. As the carbineer has returned from South
Africa he can talk with conviction about the conflict. He is speaking
about the utter wastefulness, the incompetence of command, the
pointlessness of seeing both men and material destroyed for nothing, not
to mention the women and children that are in the way. The young man
is as near to speaking treason as anyone can imagine, though some
might grumble and cast some very dark looks in his direction, they only
need to see the uniform to keep their thoughts private.
Octavia is infuriated and her arms partially lift as if she personally
would shift the young man on so that he can express his thoughts
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elsewhere. On the other side of the young man hangs a picture. It is an
illustration of Joan of Arc being put on trial before the nobility and clergy
of France, as well as the King of France himself. The moment the young
speechmaker moves the picture will given an unimpeded view.
At last the young man moves on.
“I can‟t see him, or our friends, perhaps they didn‟t come.”
“Where are you going? One didn‟t bring you here for a minute‟s
viewing, Flora.”
“You didn‟t?”
“There, over there.” Griful-Apps nods her head and adjusts her black
velvet flop hat.
Just as Octavia intimated, their friends and Sir Eustace are a little
way away. The two ladies and the solitary gentlemen are beneath a
Rowlands advertisement. It is Rowlands for hair oil; it is Rowlands
Ondanto for the whitest of white teeth, for the smile that everyone smiles
to as the advertisement claims. The trio has noticed where Griful-Apps
and Flora are. There is little hope of escape now. Having been observed
by her friends, Flora has to go to say hello at the very least, or be
ostracised.
“Oh, there they are.” Luscombe concedes.
“Just as I said, now let‟s go and talk with them. Try to be polite and
friendly with Sir Eustace.” Griful-Apps almost begins dragging Flora
over. Luscombe removes her arm from the grip.
“What I do and what I say to him will be left to my discretion, you
won‟t have a say in the matter either way.”
“Your gain will be his happiness. All you need to do is speak with
gentility.” Octavia does not like being told as much. However, with Flora
moving in the right direction at last, the old friend will not complain.

Tuesday afternoon, 12th March.
Scots’ Church Hall, Melbourne.
“Why can‟t you leave your friends behind?” Myrine asks.
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“I can‟t do that, not after these many years. I know my friends aren‟t
a credit to me, but that is no excuse to desert them.”
“I would, I‟ve left friends of no account.”
If the bust of Flora MacDonald is meant to provide inspiration, then it
does not. With a look of serious determination, carefully crafted with a
subtle mockery, the marble bust can bring out emotion to those that
know of Scotland and her history. Both Myrine and Flora fail to notice
her.
The Maternity Patients‟ Convalescent Home meeting has not yet
begun, leaving time for the ladies to chat. To listen in to the mothers, to
those that were mothers, or to those women that will become mothers, it
is not just motherhood that the gathering probes. The rabbit plague, the
war in South Africa, the Royal Tour, the drought, the depression, are
given notice, the up and coming elections are mentioned. The
suffragettes handing out their handbills, insisting that women vote too,
have their perspective to announce.
“Recall that business with Suzan Witmore?”
“That frightful matter, I don‟t know how you managed to go through
all of that and come out unscathed.”
“She took it on herself to spread all manner of malicious slanders
about me in order to snatch Robert, before he married me, that is. I very
soon not only showed her up but I dispensed with her friendship
entirely. Now she‟s undergoing some other frightful ordeal. If that
woman ever came back to ask me for help, she wouldn‟t receive one iota
of consolation, or assistance.” Myrine waves the achievement with
vigour.
Flora is well served for a sugary treat but the bite does not provide the
taste that it ought. The sweeter part for her would be the sweets on the
side table. It is for other ladies to savour treats like rice and cream
blancmange, alma pudding and whatever else beside. The older woman
feels that she is left to hold a thistle in her hands, a real one rather than
the silver thistle hanging on the wall.
“I‟m not about to put up with any nonsense: when a friend proves that
they are spitefully unworthy then they are no longer a friend. You can do
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just the same with Octavia, Hannah and the rest!” Myrine finds
simplicity in the task of rocking the perambulator in which her infant is
asleep.
“What you‟re saying is justified. But you also must consider, Myrine,
that you‟re a far younger woman,” Flora cautions.
“As a younger woman it‟s easier for you to go out and find friends,
whereas for me the process is far more difficult, Horace excepted.”
“That‟s nonsense, Flora, how can you say anything of the kind? On
top of which, being a woman in her late fifties does not qualify you as
being old.”
The aroma of a glass full of Symon‟s Devonshire cider could not have
left more of an impression. Putting down her cream filled cornucopia and
sips at the cider filled glass. The taste is sourly inviting but Flora is wary;
she is cautioned by the scepticism of practice.
“I‟m afraid not, as one becomes older the chances of finding a
long-lasting friendship are much reduced, and for all sorts of reasons
too. I‟m afraid that I just can‟t dispense with Octavia and the others as
readily as that.”
“You‟re willing to find yourself being pushed around by Octavia, a
woman that is little better than a Byzantine empress? If so, then you
won‟t find any long standing happiness. You‟re better than that and you
know it well enough.”
The brand new baby clothes that are being shown by the mothers a
couple of rows back are light, bright, and of a fluffy flannel, just right for
their infants to wear.
“Octavia, Hannah, the others have never made me do what I did not
wish, nor will I allow anything of the sort. Stubborn as they are, I‟m not
about to find myself being spoon fed thoughts and feelings,” Flora picks
up her sweet again while young children on high chairs are being fed by
their mothers.
“Can I trust you to that?” Myrine would almost be sent a postcard,
just like the one that is being passed about by the lady in front. Her
brother from South Africa has written a few particulars on the back of a
fancily embroidered cloth and cardboard card.
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“I‟ve always been a person of my own mind. I don‟t need others to give
me any piece of theirs. I‟m nowhere near as proficient as Horace at such
a skill, but I‟m sure that he can build up to it.”
Myrine reaches across and pats the older woman on the wrist. Now
that the severe manner is done, the young mother can become a little
more light-hearted, never light-headed.
“Then what would you do if you had Horace all to yourself?”
“We wouldn‟t be going to Foy and Gibson‟s to look at their range of
bassinets. We thought that we could go and visit the Bendigo gold jubilee
exhibition.”
“I dare say he could exhibit himself.”
“He‟d never be as much of an exhibition as my friends.”
The talk in the room continues on as onto the stage the speakers and
those related to the committee arrive.

Wednesday afternoon, 13th March.
Ormond College, the University.
The opening session of the Theological Hall at Ormond College is not a
happy one insofar as two of the university professors are concerned.
Both youthful professors have an excess of energy they must suppress.
The two young professors are far removed from the assembly of august
dons. The senior members of the faculties here gathered can maintain
their angst or enthusiasm behind a calm exterior exuding pomp and
dignity.
“Yours is a remarkable attitude to take, Phillip.” Robert feels the
attitude is all the more remarkable for having known his friend for many
years.
“I sometimes wonder if an examination of method should be
considered.”
“So much fuss for a grant submission?”
“Why expand your funding request? Don‟t you have enough
assistance?”
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“I‟ve none; I really must begin looking for research assistants.”
“Have you anyone in mind?”
“That I do.”
“From among the students?”
Robert lapses into silence. He will not answer that question. Phillip is
irate and would like to have his colleague know as much. Not willing to
provoke a scene, particularly in a place brimming with the higher
members of the academy. Phillip does not need the rest of the staff
turning around to have a look at a pair of young professors squabbling
like peeved undergraduates.
Wishart is pleased by the way in which his insular colleague is
frustrated. He can smile, be contented and know that his pleasantness is
genuine.
Luscombe is unable to move from his seat to another. To stand up
now, in a chamber full of seated people, would be to draw every pair of
eyes. Thereafter there would be little other than university talk. Phillip
could only wish to be able to find something other to speak about. If he
could talk as readily about the progress made by the university for the
royal visit then he would so. His colleague must let him.
“I hadn‟t given the idea much thought,” Robert brings him back to the
topic.
“You can‟t be seriously contemplating someone off campus?”
“I‟m mulling over every purpose.”
Wishart is not overly concerned with the difficult situation in which
his colleague finds himself. Phillip is like the ginger beer bottle that
someone has cheekily left on a windowsill; whether the bottle is half full,
or half empty, it is going to remain sitting there. If anyone admitted to
noticing the bottle, they might have to shift it. The image of a pair of
hatchets on the bottle remains where it is.
“It‟s an absolute disgrace. First you‟ve picked up this vagabond from
goodness knows where, and now we‟re obliged to treat him like a
colleague, as though he were of equal standing to us!” Luscombe bursts
into as much anger as he dares.
Wishart does not immediately reply. The young professor leaves his
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friend to calm down a little. Phillip finds the woollen gown more stifling
than most others. He cannot remove it to show what there is underneath
in order to cool down. Robert keeps well as he is.
“Perhaps that‟s what might come to pass. Do you think an inequality
still exists?”
“Have you failed to notice the disgraceful events happening on the
campus?”
“I‟ve noticed no changes.”
“Then you haven‟t paid that much heed. Or are you only willing to buy
truths that you would rather believe?”
“I‟ve no idea what you‟re referring to.”
“Here, read this.”
Luscombe takes a flyer out from under his gown, surreptitiously in
order that none of the other staff see his action. There is an up coming
meeting among the students of a pro-peace party, one committed to
seeing an end to the South African conflict as soon as possible. Phillip
seems to wonder if the Union Jack flags at the front of the room may not
tumble down because of such an ill wind.
“See what I mean, there is a peace society formed on campus! Our
students are now openly courting peace with Boers! Do you know what
their motto is?”
“I didn‟t realise the peace group has a motto.”
“It‟s „Peace at any cost‟! Sedition is what this is. Do you know from
where such pernicious attitudes are borne?”
“I can suspect who you‟ll accuse.”
“The man is a wreck, he‟s totally obscured. He had a fine mind once.”
“You exaggerate, he hasn‟t changed at all.”
“As far as you‟re concerned.”
“As far as most are concerned. He has held up well, despite having
tried many an unsuccessful attack on Mister Harcourt. Herbert should
have concentrated as much on the wisdom offered as the supposed flaws
of character in the person he attacked.”
From the window the ostentatious display of flags falls flat. The wind
has changed. There is an answer to that question, and even thinking
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about the answer appears absurd from every perspective. Whatever
Phillip might say on the matter, he would be wrong. He retains a wise
silence and uses his Balmoral shoe to crush something imaginary
beneath the heel. Phillip is saved by the arrival of the committee that will
chair this theological session.

That evening.
The Princess Theatre, Spring Street.
“Has Sir Eustace done a wonderful job?” Octavia is sceptical. “Has one
seen any results yet?”
“Not yet.” Hannah admits.
“Then how could one believe our knight has done what he ought?”
“I was discussing this same point with Julia yesterday.”
“And?”
“As Julia pertinently noted, though Sir Eustace has not done much to
court Flora…”
“He hasn‟t done anything whatsoever to court our friend.”
“Though he has not done anything, Sir Eustace nonetheless serves as
an inspiration to we who are of the weaker sex.” For the moment
Griful-Apps is unable to break through this foggy contention.
The Princess Theatre is a busy place. Quite a few have come here for a
Wednesday evening out. It is the show that draws the public through the
front door. Game of Bondage sounds like an intriguing title for a staged
production.
Floodlights delve into every nook and cranny of this theatre‟s edifice
as well as casting long shadows along the length of Spring Street. The
three domes of the building are topped by three crowns, the middle
coronet being the largest of the trio of architectural accomplishment.
Flags flutter and bunting waves in the gentle breeze. It is a wind that
almost swirls out the red, white and patriot royal blue, a harmonious
accompaniment to the snowstorm of posters advertising the royal tour to
Australia.
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The facades on either side of the Princess Theatre fade into the
background. The rows of terraced houses, the chunky blocks of offices
and stores lack the regal airs for light to fall their way, so they are
buildings that falter into their sense of commonness.
Those that have come to the theatre largely do not bother to wait but
go inside, however Octavia and Hannah remain outside the glass front
doors. Beneath the stately edifice with its three big domes the two ladies
look with trepidation, first in one direction of Spring Street and then the
other.
It is always the next carriage that they are expecting to see. The
delivery wagons and the like can be discarded. The two women turn up
their noses at the sight of theatre people and deliverers making their
rounds. Not everyone can be like the gentleman with the sparse, greying
hair and immaculate evening suit blowing blue smoke from his fat cigar.
Though he is at a distance from the two ladies, he smells as poorly as the
stench he emits.
“I find myself admitting that Sir Eustace is a revelation and an
inspiration too. Despite his lack of progress we can marvel at him,”
Hayne-Temme debates the point.
“He can succeed. After all, he has brought out the best in Julia. She
has become perky and outgoing since his arrival; now if he can only do
as much for Flora.”
“I wouldn‟t think any the worse of Sir Eustace over anything, despite
his seeming lack of resolve in thrusting that interloper to one side.”
Octavia will continue finding fault.
Griful-Apps cannot put Sir Eustace in the same rank as a handful of
ragged men and women on a nearby bench. They are the sort of people
that their delicate line of vision would wish to make connection with. The
poverty in which some of society‟s outcasts find themselves is just far
enough away for both women to avert their eyes. A tram passes close by,
ringing its bell before it wafts on. The people they are expecting are not
alighting from that transport. That is one form of poverty that even
Octavia cannot dismiss.
“At last, here they come,” Hayne-Temme gracefully raises her fan.
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A postillion carriage draws to a halt outside theatre. The first to step
down from the carriage is Julia, followed by her companions.
“By Baker‟s ghost, we thought you three would never arrive,”
Hayne-Temme offers a mild dose of exasperation.
“Have you seen this creature?” Soummerhayze glances over his
shoulder, superstitiously expecting to see an apparition appear out of
nowhere.
“Seen what?” Griful-Apps asks.
“This ghost?” The knight is perturbed.
“Not at all, it‟s just an expression.”
“Oh, I see,” he is relieved at being told.
“Yes, sorry for the delay, it was my fault entirely,” Julia admits.
“Was it?”
“I misplaced my purse, quite careless of me. One would not think that
the Sacred Heart School opening ceremony would be as overcoming as it
was.” There is something far ruffled about Julia‟s skirt than being jostled
around in a carriage would provide for, and Soummerhaze wears a far
giddier mood than is expected. But all that is dismissed.
“Come, let‟s inside. You‟ll have to tell us all about it, Julia.”
Hayne-Temme beckons, and at last the ladies are able to step out of the
street lamp.

Thursday afternoon, 14th March.
The New Town Hall Site, Flemington.
“A wonderful day for a celebration, wouldn‟t one say?” Sir Eustace
begins.
“It‟s as good a day as Melbourne can provide, a trifle cool,” Flora
admits.
“Is that so, is it cool?”
“Hadn‟t you noticed?”
“No, I hadn‟t.”
“Negligent of one, isn‟t it?”
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“I‟ve felt colder, at least not as warm.”
In case Soummerhayze had not noticed, Flora is treating him coldly.
He has not noticed and still does not. Luscombe would sooner have
nothing to do with him. She practically states as much by standing side
on to the knight. Sir Eustace appears not to have noticed anything too
awry; he is content to talk to a hat as much as look into a pair of eyes.
“But the day is splendid, just the same. This must be one of those
famously wonderful Australian summer days that we in England hear so
much about.”
“You‟ve said as much already.”
“Have I, my pet?”
Soummerhayze would check himself at that very last word, but he
cannot prevent himself from dropping it just the same. Having been
given that word to use, he must use it just the same. A simple glance to
those providing the instructions should be enough for Sir Eustace.
Through Octavia and friends he should be able to reconnoitre the
perimeter of his discussion.
An army band is idling at their sheet music. There are elective
representatives from the local members to the minister. Students are
prepared to sing a chorus with teachers to guide them, while politicians
are ready to deliver a speech. Also here is a poet and an artist, both are
already at work to immortalise the day.
Ladies and gentlemen of rank, some of note, and of the best cut of
tailored cloth, are waiting for the formal consecration of the foundation
stone to mark the site of the planned Flemington Town Hall.
Amidst the wood and metal scaffolding, the piles of bricks and mortar
that is ready for use, there is a veiled block requiring the flick of a wrist
to initiate the ceremony. Rough labourers that will begin work on the
site, once the official opening is done, loaf in the background. With
wheelbarrows, picks and shovels, the roughly clad men take as long a
rest as possible before they must commence the chore of moving the
bricks around.
The three people that matter among this crowd of dignitaries and
artists are Griful-Apps, Hayne-Temme and Julia. Just within earshot,
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and despite the hum of voices, the trio manages to collect every word Sir
Eustace says.
Luscombe is annoyed.
“Missus Luscombe, or Flora if you please; I‟ll have none of that sort of
talk.”
Flora‟s stern but not ostentatious rebuke of Sir Eustace is discrete
enough not to be noticed by the crowd. However the knight behaves as
though everyone has heard and appears most terribly embarrassed,
almost apologetic in this way.
“I‟m deeply sorry,” he blushes with embarrassment.
“So long as there‟s no further misunderstanding between us.”
“There won‟t be, I assure you, Missus Luscombe.”
“Do you always behave in such a manner with women strange to
you?”
“Not by any means, I don‟t know what came over me. It must have
been my streak of wildness that regrettably came through.”
“You aren‟t going to say any the better for yourself? You won‟t put
yourself in the right and put up a show?”
“Would you like me to?” Sir Eustace looks for anything that would
ingratiate himself with Luscombe.
“I wouldn‟t object, but never from a strange man. You are a strange
man, aren‟t you?”
“Not to everyone.”
Flora is left a little bemused. She moves a little to one side of the man
and his pathetically pliable, she cannot step far enough away from the
inane obsequiousness he wants to show, but does not quite understand
how to. The manner of bending this man around could amuse her;
however she maintains a sense of discipline. She will not step into the
simple trap of accommodation.
“And what gave you this streak of wildness?” For it is apparent to
Flora that the man is incapable of coming up with one of this own, “There
is another man that has both an honest wildness and a common finesse.
I‟ll tell you his finer points.”
“I…”
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Before Sir Eustace is able to state another word, and therefore say far
more than he need to, and far more than he ought to, Griful-Apps
intervenes. Up to now Octavia has been happy with the way their
conversation had been progressing. Her physical interference brings
along those with her so that there is almost a physical barrier between
Flora and Sir Eustace, a gag around his mouth in the form of their
presence.
“Flora, are you enjoying yourself?” Octavia inquires, pulling at the
fingers of her gloves.
“Come to my rescue, have you ladies?” Flora quietly mocks. “I recall
the time the very first public telephones were installed at Geelong,
almost twenty years ago. From the distance that you three were standing
from me I was certain that you would telephone. Were it so I‟d have
understood you perfectly.”
The intimate melee is cut short by a round of applause. The man that
will perform the foundation ceremony has arrived. The choir of boys and
girls are just becoming ready to break into the splendour of a song, as
are the military band.

Friday afternoon, 15th March.
Cole’s Book Arcade, Bourke and Collins Street, Melbourne.
Cole‟s Book Arcade is not particularly busy. Having done as much
browsing as they care to and being satisfied with their books, the two
men make their way to where the price must meet the money. Harcourt
selected only one volume of the many available while Wishart, who has
come along for a far greater purpose, has several piled up one on top of
the other.
“Mister Harcourt, as much as I don‟t wish to concede the point, I‟m
afraid to say that the intellectual and personal attacks will continue, at
least until some form of quasi-official form of induction takes place.”
“I don‟t mind the attacks. I‟ve felt many a cracker across my back and
done the smarter, that is, to not become stuck in a glue pot to make
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myself an easier target. I don‟t mind when I can defend myself in a fair
fight. I can see that the attacks on me have no real value, no point. The
mob in The Shop longs to give me the bindi-eye because it gives them
pleasure.” Harcourt does not whine or offer self-pity. The swagman is
merely left puzzled.
Since there are several customers ahead of the pair, Harcourt chances
another look around. There is much to look at. According to the notice
behind the till this is a store that boasts of two million books for sale, it is
store that resembles the rhetoric. There are books everywhere. There is
no nook or cranny that does not have some tome or other on any topic
desired. The shelves are marked out in clear, easy to read sections: here
can be bought books on acoustics, gas making, proverbial philosophy,
railway making, wine making, angling, sociology, refrigeration,
navigation, anecdotes, mesmerism, optics, infant treatment, dying,
reptiles, lantern work, electric motors, etiquette, very old books, but to
name a few. The “new-book” smell that saturates any bookstore comes
gratis. And then there is the proud display of E.W. Coles books, too.
What Harcourt does not need to look at is writing on phrenology.
“Then you aren‟t put off by the university?” Wishart asks.
“Should I be?”
Apart from the unlimited numbers of books are various other bits and
pieces to come in for. There are bunting flags, bunting, union jacks made
of finest silk, crinkled paper, yards of art muslin, ornaments made in
every sort of material, materials for decorations, including cashmere,
llama, linen flowers and paper plants. For somewhere between two to ten
shillings a Japanese lantern can be yours to take home. If the largest
variety of pictures is not to your taste, then you can always leave for
home with the colours of the Duke of York and those of Lord Hopetoun;
red, white and blue.
Terms and conditions apply to any bargains being offered, and that
notice is large enough for everyone to read as easily as any of the books
in stock. But there are other terms and conditions. Harcourt looks as a
man entirely daunted.
“I was wondering if you had changed your mind and wanted to move
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on.”
“I hadn‟t thought of drawing pegs, no, I wouldn‟t want to.”
“The personal attacks, the constant interference of this other
gentlemen. I don‟t want to sound brash, but I don‟t think it‟s the sort of
behaviour that you‟d be used to.”
“Though I wasn‟t committed to staying before, I‟m more certain now
than I was.”
“Oh, there‟s reason for your change of heart?”
If decisions are difficult, then cups of tea or coffee are available for
only a penny a cup. Sweet treats will cost something extra to mull over
the hardest of choices. Drink a brew to the accompaniment of a string
quartet playing on a small stage.
“I‟ve never been in a bookshop that had two million books, can
scarcely think about such a sight, let alone stand in the middle of one.”
“Among the biggest bookshops in the world, and that wouldn‟t be far
wrong, either, according to Mister Cole himself. He‟s a decent old man.
You should meet Mister Cole; he had a hard life, like yours, and made a
success despite his hardships.”
The two men at last arrive at the big brass cash register and pay for
their load. Exiting the shop into the arcade, they head in the direction of
the Little Collins Street entrance, where some sort of disturbance has
caught their attention.
“What on earth could that be?” Robert asks.
“No use in asking if you don‟t want to find out, let‟s go among the
mixed herd and find out.”
The professor is willing, after the intense prowling among piles of
books, for a distraction. Emerging from the wooden floor of the arcade
onto stone flagstones, the two men almost run over a sandwich man
advertising Raffle‟s Ice Cream Parlour, for the most sumptuous of
titillation according to the sign, at two hundred Elizabeth Street.
On the street a procession of rat catchers is making a noisy
procession on their way to Richmond. The general public has no idea
what to make of the sight, some are amused, some are offended, some
require smelling salts at the very thought of rats. But for these men,
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singing and carrying on, they will go about their business in high spirit.
By chance, over the road Sir Eustace is travelling in the company of
Julia. The sight of the old timer in the company of the young professor is
an insult to the two women. They do not need the attention of Wilson‟s
Ear Drums for deafness and noise relief; they could do with a blindfold.
The lady is disgusted at the sight of him as surely as if she had a dead rat
at her feet. However, it is impossible to tell who has caught who. Sir
Eustace has not caught onto anything. Bewsher does not give her
respects but obliges the professor to move on, as if the knight is in peril
of being bitten by Harcourt.

That evening.
Federal Running Grounds, North Melbourne.
“I don‟t know how Violet can manage to remain so brave, fending off
the continuing assaults of Octavia and the others,” Myrine offers in
admiration.
“There‟s little doubt that my maid is sturdy of resolve.”
“One would have to have that sort of disposition. Octavia is not the
type to give up so readily.”
“And it‟s such a relief to go out for the evening. At least if I‟m not home
I won‟t have to see that dolt of a man they keep bringing around. I recall
what they were like years ago. Back then, when we went to the golden
jubilee festivities, the three of them were far lighter and more carefree.
Since the deaths of their respective husbands my three confederates
have become dour and crotchety, especially Octavia. There is one woman
who has become very stolid and stilted.”
“I can understand why. She would rather appoint herself as consul for
life, or another Polycrates of Samos.”
“I‟m sure Octavia has hobbies to pursue, just as I have mine.”
“Not with Horace?”
“Sometimes I do, but he‟s busy this evening.” Flora flutters her eyes at
the mention of his name.
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The heats haven‟t started; there‟s time yet before they do. The names
of the runners are going up on a contestants and heats board ahead of
the first pedestrian event. Powerful floodlights are lit up, filling the arena
in a harsh, white glow. The light attracts the moths as well as sparrows
and swallows that swoop in the hunt.
For the ladies and gentlemen that have come along for the evening‟s
entertainment there is a small, permanently constructed grandstand
decorated with an enormous Eno‟s Fruit Salt sign. Flora, Myrine and the
youngsters would rather stand among the average punters chewing on
mutton and potato pies bought from a handcart. Another sort of
audience prefers to keep to the shadows, perhaps among the
bookmakers, for bookmaking is a craft that knows no light or day, or for
other. What is clear, despite the uneven light of the Federal Running
Grounds, is that there is a seething mass of movement occurring most
everywhere. Overhead are the stars, on the ground are horses and
carriages, both public and private, for those that do not have bicycles or
have the want for walking.
“And the first contestants of these magnificent pedestrian events will
be, in the first starting block…” the man with a megaphone at the far end
of the ground shouts as lustily as he can.
This footrace does not begin close to Flora, Myrine, and the children,
yet the track is arranged so that the contest finishes directly beneath the
gaze of the ladies and gentlemen. Accordingly there are cheers with each
name that is mentioned. Emerging from a stall, the runners come out
one by one. They are clad in their racing costume and spiked running
shoes. They are lean and healthy and at the ready to speed down the
track.
Both ladies look over the fence as the last name nominated brings
forth a man that waves to everyone in the crowd, a gesture of the gallant
that is much admired and brings, as a result, the largest amount of
applause. If this were a contest for popularity instead of sport, he would
be perpetual champion.
“Not the event that I‟d come for.” The athletic young woman has only a
casual interest as the runners take their mark.
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“It isn‟t?”
“No, three races on will see an up and coming young man, that is
worth seeing. If he is good as everyone says he is, then the last race will
have him pitted against the state champion.”
“You make this racing business sound so very exciting.”
“It is, Flora, and I‟m pleased that you‟re going out far more than you
were. I‟d say we have Horace to thank for that. And I‟m not saying so
because I didn‟t have someone else to go out with. If you hadn‟t come
along then I couldn‟t have come out.”
“I would thank him, the one way to do that is to ensure that he is kept
here and taken care of.”
“On that subject…”
That is one subject that must be stalled for a moment. The clarion-like
resonance of the command is for the runners to take their marks. The
people that preferred hovering around in the shadows, those that liked
to hang about under the light towers, have come to the fence. The
ground is staring in expectation along with the ladies and gentlemen in
the grandstand. The racers position themselves, some crouching down,
others at the runner‟s kneel; everyone is set.
The crack of a starting pistol is the command and the runners are off.
Bodies are flying down the track at pace.
The half a dozen men are racing as though being chased by the police
along Saint Kilda Road. Myrine, though she is not really that keen on
this event, is nonetheless swept up in the heady emotion of sport and
shouts and clamours along with the best. The children, if somewhat
frightened by the show, are none the less content to play by their
mother‟s side. Flora watches on with consideration. The older woman
does not need to consider very much, apart from the result, for no sooner
has the race started than it is over. Some cheer and shout, others curse
and mutter the vilest oaths, but everyone does feel the sweat of the
result.
“And the winner is…” The places are declared through the megaphone
so that all interested parties can draw whatever they need to from the
very first event. With those names being called, official results are put up
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onto the scoreboard.
“My, that was most thrilling,” Myrine says with a gasp, waving her
hand in front of her face as she does, “Yes, I do believe that Horace
should receive his due reward. And you could reward yourself by
redressing your friendship – I dare say a task that will be made easier if
Horace should remain. To that end Robert wants Horace to actually do
some sort of university aligned work.”
“To see how well he fits in?”
“Robert said, as well versed as Horace is by way of literature, if he
cannot find an academic application for what he knows; then there‟ll be
problems.”
“Do you foresee problems?”
“Robert does not believe so, Horace‟s roughness can be polished and
he is always willing to learn something new. I‟d say that the results will
be satisfactory.”
The next lot of contestants takes the place of the first, as once again
the entire process begins over. Myrine is closer to the one that she would
like to witness. Flora helps in taking care of the little ones.

Saturday morning, 16th March.
Wilson Hall, the university.
“Look at Herbert, he‟s but a shade of the man he once was. Do you
wish all of us to suffer the same fate?” Phillip complains.
“He has not suffered anything that would make him different to what
he was yesterday.” Wishart flicks out a rebuttal.
“Our colleague is practically a man of nerves.”
“Nerves can become settled, as seems to be the case now.” Aumont is
on the stage below and does not appear out of sorts.
“At the cost of having that man here? He‟ll ruin the professionalism of
academia.”
“Oh, if that is the way that Herbert purportedly developed this
nervous affliction, then he has brought it entirely on himself.”
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From the upper stalls of Wilson Hall, Robert and Phillip view the
ceremony. On the stage beneath the stained glass window, the upper
echelon of Melbourne University is arrayed. The Vice-Chancellor, and
the heads of faculties and individual departments are present, complete
with black robes, colour sashes and mortarboards. Before the high dons
and professors, university students and members of their family and
friends are arrayed. Each person down there is keen, and every person in
the crowd is expectant of good news.
“Graduating from the school of chemistry, would Carol Witherson
please step forward,” the clerk of ceremony calls out. Polite applause
rises from the assembly, restrained but vigorous delight from the family.
A young woman rises from her seat and walks the length of the aisle to
accept her diploma.
Perhaps it is not the same as having a name inscribed in gold letters
on the large board of honour opposite to where the two young professors
are. However, for a young person, an upstanding student who has spent
many a long year earning a diploma, an ornately inscribed slip of
parchment is just as wondrous. The two young professors applaud with
those below.
“Now there‟s a young woman most thoroughly deserving.” Wishart is
almost lustrous with affirmation. The professor looks as though he
himself helped guide her success.
“Witherson is; others are not.”
“We‟re plying tradesman‟s skills here. I thought it was only the
wheelwright‟s framework that went around and around.”
“The matter is too serious to dismiss. I understand further steps are
being taken to ingratiate that gypsy with our ranks. Is this true?”
“I wouldn‟t know.”
“Then you‟re not using your influence?”
“My dear Phillip, the only influence I have as a professor is putting
some grades on an assignment. I suspect, however, that I would not use
what little influence I might possess to debilitate matters.”
This is not so much well crafted suggestion as a scathing critique of
his colleague‟s role. Phillip is in a position only to ponder.
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“Neither of us would have much influence here. Then who keeps
pressing his claim?”
Luscombe is not going to receive an answer. There are some matters
for which his close friend does not need an answer.
“And now, thanks to the grant given to our university by the
Luscombe gratuity, the honour of being the graduate Dux…” the clerk of
ceremony announces.
“Mother! It‟s mother that‟s interfering, isn‟t it?” Luscombe is struck
hard by the logic of the unbelievable.
Perhaps the estimation of the situation is the right one, and perhaps it
is not. Wishart still refuses to breathe a single word. Phillip too is left
hanging. On the programme a performance of Handel‟s Hail the
Conquering Hero will be played at the end of the ceremony on the huge
organ. Phillip seems more conquered than conquering.

Monday morning, 18th March.
The office of the Assistance Vice-Chancellor.
“Why not allow Harcourt to give a lecture?” Robert is enthused with
the notion. He is alone in that attitude.
“I don‟t believe that he is ready.” Colvia replies with unusual
bluntness.
“He is well read, hasn‟t be proven that?”
“Mister Harcourt has.”
“Is he capable of articulating his ideas?”
“Mister Harcourt is no fool, that‟s evident.”
“Then why not let the man conduct a lecture? He could give the
students something extra to think about.”
“I‟m sure he could.”
“Then what are your reservations? I thought neutrality could be
dispensed with by now?”
The Assistant Vice-Chancellor enjoys the young professor‟s fervour. It
is a passion the Assistant Vice-Chancellor does not need to have,
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allowing him the opportunity to assess that which other members of
staff do have. Though Wishart could almost physically push the
university administrator in the suggested direction, he would merely
push impartiality from one place to the other. The young professor sits
across the desk, playing with a Swan brand of fountain pen, running it
through his fingers as if it would turn back into an ugly duckling.
“Mister Harcourt is far from ready to give a university lecture.
Whatever his prowess, and he does have many talents, he does not have
the required finesse for lecturing. I also doubt that he has the instruction
on how to teach.”
The young professor cannot yet set a seal to Harcourt being on
campus. When a lecture is provided, then a person, even an outsider,
can assume an attachment to the institution however fleeting. Alonso,
aware of the strategy the young but nonetheless canny professor adopts,
uses his own initiative. Gibbon‟s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire is
what Colvia is progressing though, the bookmark slipped into the half
way through the third volume.
“You‟re needlessly protecting Mister Harcourt.”
“I‟m only protecting him from a premature display of his abilities.”
“The requirement will be placed on him to provide a lecture at some
stage, if he is to find a place here. The same conditions at the start of this
story continue to apply.”
“I‟m sure he will. Don‟t you consider his opportunity has come a little
too soon? There is still opposition to his being here at all. Antagonising
your colleagues could discredit all of those involved.”
Wishart pours a drink from the Alka Selzar water bottle and takes a
sip. There is a touch of sparkle on the tip of his tongue. Colvia pours out
a drink and takes a sip also. He is always ready to share a bottle with the
young professor opposite. Though the drink is sparkling water, the
gesture remains.
“The opposition is swinging, there are fewer in opposition now than
before.”
“Numbers seem to move in Mister Harcourt‟s direction, but they are
numbers a vote can contrive to assess. There is still a strong body of
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opinion against him. The faction against can easily state that not only is
he far from ready to articulate his thoughts at an academic level, there is
also the question of how his written abilities stand.”
“I‟m confident he can perform.”
“Ultimately, when he is given the correct instruction, Mister Harcourt
may well do as much. You may well consider that pressing claims for
another interested party could be calamitous. Were Harcourt to stumble
at his first outing then he might never recover. In that case he may never
have this opportunity again.”
“Certain other interested parties are growing impatient.”
“I‟ve not forgotten, but are you aware that, although you may protest
to me, you cannot protest effectively to those in opposition? There are
some very entrenched views on the other side.”
The wattlebird lands on the window sill. The creature then begins
showing off how noisy it can be. Through a series of astonishing octaves
it belts forth its untidy flurry. As the wattlebird clamps onto some foliage
some of it drapes across its back almost like a gown would on the
shoulders of a professor. The bird is quick and sharp at picking out a
morsel to eat from the clump of green. Wishart does not feel unsatisfied
either.
“Then dismiss their petitioning as an irrelevance. Trusting the
considerations of a group of misanthropes should have no bearing on
anyone.”
The suggestion requires direct action. Were the Assistant
Vice-Chancellor to baulk at the idea, then it would be in character.
Alonso is not about to toss out the suggestion entirely. Were the idea put
to paper it would be filed away. His waste paper basket, top-heavy with
university documents, lacks the room for another discard.
“Irrelevant? These questions will eventually come from those above
me too.”
“I‟m mindful of that.”
“The day will come, if Mister Harcourt is appointed to a Fellowship,
that he will have to conduct his abilities publicly, before the staff and
students. There are those who are fearful that he will not meet the mark.
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The opposition is concerned that the university will be held to ridicule if
we let just anyone enter.”
“Are you so afraid of public opinion? Then what of Missus Luscombe‟s
opinion?”
Colvia reaches for the block of “Cygnet” brand writing paper and takes
a leaf from the top. The Assistant Vice-Chancellor intently scribbles
away. He is jotting a few notes to do with university funding figures. They
are figures taken from the accounting department and are undersigned
by Dickson.
“As you can tell, Missus Luscombe is in the uppermost of our
considerations; Phillip‟s mother is not forgotten.”
“Where will you eventually side?”
“I‟ll side with the facts. These facts shall be balanced, you can tell
Missus Luscombe as much when you see her.”
Voices stir outside, beneath Colvia‟s window. A demonstration on
behalf of further expanding the war in South Africa, having attracted a
considerable gathering around it, is met and being challenged by a
handful of peace protestors.

Tuesday evening, 19th March.
Independent Hall, Melbourne.
“Aren‟t your friends interested in democracy?” Harcourt inquires
half-seriously, half-jovially.
“They‟ve gone to some Royal Tour central committee.” Whether Flora‟s
friends are interested in democracy or not she is glad they are not here.
“For mine they‟re practising their type of democracy.”
“Do you object to them not being here?”
“I‟ve never cared much for the bunyip aristocracy. If they want to go
and live their own fantasies then I‟m happy if they leave me.”
“I‟m happier still if they leave us. I too value my freedom of speech.”
“As I see it, democracy has two advantages over tyranny, the first
advantage of democracy is that though everyone can talk, no one does
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anything; the second is that in a democracy, though everyone can
express their opinion, the outcome is that few have anything worthwhile
to say.”
“That‟s a cynical view.”
“A conclusion based on what I saw at the diggings.”
Democracy permeates the air that Harcourt and Luscombe absorb.
The topic of the lecture being presented this evening at Independent Hall
is Parliaments and their Perils, as the posters around the hall clearly
state. For the moment the man presenting the lecture, a certain Doctor
Bevan, has not arrived. The stage is set and the lecture agenda is being
handed out to everyone present.
For some parties admiring the hall‟s scenery, the Union Jack flags are
the only backdrop against the displays promoting the Royal Visit. There
are also notices concerning the duty of every citizen to put up a civil and
cultured display. To this end there is a list of what to do, and what not to
do, when royalty arrives in Melbourne. Flora and Horace admire the
range of food on the damask-topped table.
“Don‟t you think it time we had some tucker?”
“Let‟s do.”
The choice of snacks to accompany the penny cup of tea is not great.
However the Folkestone cheesecake, the apricot tarts, the apple
turnover, the cream buns have sweetness enough to catch the eye.
“How would you care for some Folkestone cheesecake?” Flora asks as
they are served next.
“Very well, it‟ll be two servings please.”
With tea and treats in hand, the older couple step to one side, in front
of an advertisement for coming political meetings around Hawthorn
specifically, Melbourne in general. Whether a person is free trade or
pro-protection, or even labour, there is a staging post for them to go and
visit. Along with the advertising there is the map and list of places where
the voter can go as early and as often as they please.
“This is fine cheesecake.” Flora is pleased with the taste.
“No one would find a politician living on the hungry mile. I suppose
you could say these are just desserts.”
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Flora finds relief in this amusing conversation. Had she listened to the
two young men talking about the death of nine Victorians in South
Africa, she would have been driven to exasperation, democracy or not.
“I do believe that you‟ve made quite an impression at The Shop,
Horace.”
“So it seems.”
Flora has seen the two young men before someplace. Though they are
not wearing gowns, they are students from the University of Melbourne,
for as they turn they are wearing blazers with the university crest on
them. It seems to disturb Flora that they are here, and it disturbs her.
But they are only two of many types of comers here for the free lecture.
“How do you find yourself there?” Flora asks as innocently as she can.
However much she tries she cannot hide her motive from someone who
has seen much if not so similar.
“Given in an impression?”
“That‟s right, going along with the students and the like. I‟ve heard
that you‟ve made a few friendships during the short while you‟re there.
You can, it seems, quite easily attach yourself to others,” the older
woman probes a little further and with skill does not upset the man.
“I find the students wonderful; they‟re always ready to listen. I seem to
find no end of those youngsters come along and want to talk to me for
some reason. Anyone would think that I already had the good iron for
not knowing all that much at all. Whether they‟re doing it for fun, or
because I‟m a curiosity, I haven‟t discovered yet.”
“Oh Horace, you needn‟t be so modest.”
“No modesty, just work, as a bloke I knew from the Kiandra diggings
once said to me way back.”
“I‟m told that a peace party has erupted at the institution. There are
some that are saying you‟re at the back of this disturbance in opinion?”
“Don‟t know about that, have to have been bung-eyed to not see that
there were those that didn‟t like the war. I remember a few students
asked me if I should protest, so, I told them about the build up to
Eureka, that if we didn‟t stand up for what we believed in, then we‟d be
making no headway.”
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“You motivated the students to protest?”
“I didn‟t play the acclimatiser to their opinions. I told them what I
thought and they did what they wanted.” Harcourt does not find
displeasure in the glow of commendation from Flora. The old timer is not
about to swell up, whatever good humour is offered. He but retains his
modest airs, a characteristic Flora is fond of.
The man that is going to give the lecture arrives with time to spare.
Doctor Bevan begins the chore of setting out his lecture notes while
those with him begin putting the magic lantern into order for that part of
the public talk. The lecture is not too far away, but as it is the right in a
democracy not to hurry, no-one does in this hall.
“I did want to know if you‟re receiving assistance in attaining a place
at the university?” Flora asks a little gingerly.
“Young Robert is lending me a hand, so everything that can be done
will be to find some place there. I don‟t wish a bar of charity from anyone.
I don‟t need the advice of some calico Jimmy to tell me what clothes I
should wear, or give me some shirt that I didn‟t earn, I find that some
people want their shirts back after a time.”
The tinkling hand bell as at the front of the hall the lecture will begin.

Wednesday morning, 20th March.
The Arts Building, the university.
“You are not to consort with such a man as he,” Dickson advises.
“I‟m not?” Shilton wipes his nose.
“We don‟t need to see anyone of the university staff consorting with a
man like that. And that goes for members of the ground staff. The
university gardener is included in this directive,” Wyvert-Stilling adds.
“Especially the university gardener.”
“Where does this directive, Professor, originate?”
“From the highest levels.”
“If they‟re from the highest levels then why haven‟t they come down
officially from them, Professor? Or would you care to explain that, Mister
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Dickson?”
Standing beneath the bay window in the middle of the arches of the
Arts Building, the three members of the university staff are holding their
discussion. Wyvert-Stilling is doing the ordering; Dickson is here to back
the professor. The gardener is doing the listening.
“Don‟t argue, man, just do as you‟re told!” Wyvert-Stilling tries to force
the issue to the point of menace.
Had Shilton his way he would be doing his work, listening in to more
interesting debates close to hand. In the middle of the wide lawn, just a
little way from the portico, several young female students have set up
their soapbox and are advocating universal suffrage. The young women
with the placards and handbills have immediately gathered something of
a crowd around them, and they are not all females either. There are a
number of young men that are applauding and cheering their
declarations on behalf of Australian females.
“I‟ll wait for an official statement concerning Horace.”
“After all we‟ve said, you disregard us. And you‟re on first name terms
with that attorney?” Dickson does not need to say anything to
disapprove, but when he does openly state his disapproval he makes as
chilling a sound as a person could make.
“He‟s around the university often enough, so I‟ve come to know the
man.”
“That man is still just a visitor, you‟re not to treat him in the same way
as you would we, the professors, and the administrative staff.”
Wyvert-Stilling does not hold the tip of his index finger still. He would lay
the very index mark at this point.
Several students amble along the portico, their voices bouncing
across the brickwork and the flagstone floor. The undergraduates are
discussing the progress of the university‟s newfound peace party and are
considering making it an official body. For the professor and the
Accountant it is only noise they are hearing from someplace over their
shoulder.
“I‟ve heard that Horace could become something more than just a
visitor, so it‟s worthwhile putting in the effort to come to know him now.
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After, when he becomes busy working around the campus, he won‟t have
time for established friendships.” Shilton competes with the pair of
ravens shrilly clamouring from the limb of a nearby gum tree.
“You‟ve been visiting too many break „o‟ day drums, you‟re drunk,
man. There‟s no possibility of him working at this university, nor any
other. It will be determined that the man will be given the missel and
you, as a paid member of this institution, you are not to encourage him
to believe otherwise.” Dickson speaks as if he is the one giving direction
on these grounds. Shilton remains as unimpressed now as he was
before.
“And there‟s very ample reason for the eventual removal of such a
man,” Wyvert-Stilling adds.
“And those are, Professor?”
“We have seen severe disturbances in Russia. No less than seven
hundred students arrested from their universities. We are not about to
entertain even the remotest of such events here.” The professor adopts
only the most condescending tones with the gardener. The man should
have already known as much, and since he does not he can learn, along
with a dose of haughtiness, from Wyvert-Stilling.
“With all due respect, Professor, Mister Dickson, I‟ll wait for the
Vice-Chancellor to make his recommendations. Until then I‟ll do what I
have to do and won‟t be told otherwise by anyone else, whoever they are,”
and if the gardener wants to sound as loud as the cheering crowd then
he will do so.
“There are those with authority that are making our suggestions
non-negotiable. Just remember that you aren‟t having jacks put into
your hand, you‟re being paid with true legitimates. You can find yourself
out of work and on the maunder for not doing as you‟re told,” Dickson
threatens.
Shilton remains unmoved.
“Then I, along with any of the other university staff you might have
advised, will have to arrange a meeting with the Vice-Chancellor and
discuss this with him; I‟m sure he‟d like to know.”
The noise of a peculiar squeaking is heard. Dickson and
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Wyvert-Stilling do not reply. Neither man says a word. Instead the two of
them are anxious to take their leave. It is not the promise of further
action offered by Shilton that unsettles them, but the arrival of Harcourt.
“Hello there, Horace, you don‟t look too happy.”
“No, I‟m not, you don‟t either.”
“I‟ve had a heavy workload; it isn‟t the same as feeling the wind
around the ears. What‟s your reason for your drooping leaves?”
“New shoes, they‟re nothing like walking shoes, too tight.”
“You should pay for your shoes next time.”
Harcourt shows off new shoes designed for walking on flagstones and
across streets.

That Afternoon.
The Athenaeum.
“Ma‟am, it isn‟t right, being out of the house.” Violet apologises to her
mistress.
“Why not, Violet?”
“It isn‟t right, being paid not to work. I should be at home, ma‟am,
attending to the duties of the home. When I go home I‟m sure…”
“That the house will still be standing. I‟ve asked you to have the day
off, and the day off you‟ll have, paid.”
“Yes ma‟am.” Violet knows better than arguing with the mistress of
the house, even the amount of argument the dainty maid has provided is
most unlike her.
“Have you come to the Athenaeum before?”
“No ma‟am, never.”
“Then this will provide you with a good opportunity to see the new
biopic.”
“Yes, ma‟am.”
Violet does value the generous offer, and as the young woman takes in
every direction about her, she cheers up. The sensuousness of curiosity
begins to overtake her self-regimentation. There are people and pictures
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everywhere. Whether Violet wears an overcoat to cover her maid‟s
uniform or not, she is a maid, for now. On a fairly chilly day most
everyone is wrapped against the cool weather.
“I don‟t think Missus Wishart will contradict me, will you Myrine?”
“I wouldn‟t. Don‟t you agree that this is the best idea that anyone
Flora, or those that Flora knows, has had?”
“Do you mean Mister Harcourt?” Violet asks. “He‟s a fine man, ma‟am,
there‟s many a maid that would be jealous if I had him taking care of my
household.”
“Yes, well, Violet, we won‟t consider our needs,” Flora pushes in that
direction, “Take a look around, Violet; enjoy yourself. I‟ll take care of the
rest.”
“Yes, ma‟am.”
Having never previously visited the Melbourne Athenaeum the
wide-eyed young maid begins the task of exploration and discovery. She
has to begin at what is closest to hand. Wandering among the crowds,
the touts, the workers, the families, the students, Flora will not interfere
in Violet‟s pleasure.
“Look who‟s here,” an astonished Myrine is left nearly breathless.
“Who?”
“Over there, beside the sweet stand.”
Flora‟s gaze rips across the room. There, beside the toffee apples, the
sugared or glazed fruit, the humbugs, and the array of other sugar-laced
delights, is Soummerhayze. The man is attempting to sort out the range
of chocolates that bests suits his taste. Flora is as taken aback as her
young companion. Luscombe‟s first response is to glance around the
rest of the room. Apart from a huge display board showing the intended
decorations for the Royal Visit, all else in the Athenaeum is as regular as
regularity can make it.
“I don‟t see Octavia, Hannah, or anyone else,” Flora whispers.
“Neither do I, do you think Soummerhayze might be alone?”
“It‟s possible.”
“Shall we leave? This could be a very convenient arrangement, one
that it is not wise to go ahead with.”
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Flora dwells on the possibilities. At the entrance a minor commotion
is taking place. A peanut vendor is asked to move on by the police and
the vendor is holding his ground. Though the odds are set against the
man, he still puts up an argument.
“No, this is a good chance to have a private word with Sir Eustace.”
Flora artfully nods.
“You want to speak to him? What can he possibly have to say?”
“I know exactly what I wish to say, keep an eye on Violet, make sure
she doesn‟t find some bad company.”
Before Wishart can ask any further questions, Flora has left her side
to stand next to the man in the tailored walking suit and soft hat. The
man on the Johnny Walker sign does bear something of a fleeting
resemblance to Sir Eustace. The difference is the man on the
advertisement is happy, while Soummerhayze looks unable to make up
his mind over anything.
“Sir Eustace, what a pleasure it is to meet you,” Flora begins in a
friendly enough way. Luscombe seems to have successfully awoken the
man from his decision making. He warmly greets the woman. Myrine is
not happy with the decision Flora has made, but she keeps her distance
and an ear cocked just the same.
“Hello, Missus Luscombe, how wonderful it is to meet up with you.”
“And it‟s a pleasure to see you too, look, let‟s step out the way of these
good people for a personal discussion."
“As you wish.” Sir Eustace follows along. He is drawn under an advert
for Kropp‟s razors, the finest of edged weapons in the war against
whiskers.
“Sir Eustace, are you by chance alone?” Flora asks. There is urgency
about her to have the work done as swiftly as possible.
“I‟m unmarried, yes,” the admission slowly drips out of him as if
practised by him for use on such an occasion.
“I mean are you alone here?”
“I think so, was I supposed to come with anyone?”
“I‟ve no idea,” Flora takes his less complex ways with discretion, “But
Sir Eustace, I‟m sorry to sound so blunt, but I‟d rather that we never met
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again. If you wish to retain a friendship then I‟m most willing. I, however,
do not appreciate your continued, and unwelcome intrusions, I am not
flattered, am I understood? I‟m sorry if I sound harsh but that is the way
I feel.” Flora cannot be more illustrative in her language than the
pictures of the latest biopic.
“There has been an emphasis placed on me that I ought to meet and
see you as often as possible,” Sir Eustace admits.
“My friends are giving you these suggestions?”
“Yes, among others.”
“Do you agree with them?”
“No, no, I don‟t in the least; you don‟t interest me at all. I hope I don‟t
cause you offence by saying this?” His reply is surprisingly swift.
“You don‟t,” for the first time Flora is swept off her feet by him.
“Not at all; if that is your request, then I‟m only too happy to comply,
after all, I won‟t be lonely in Melbourne, not in the least.” Sir Eustace,
ever unsure of himself is pleased at being given this news. He mops his
exerted brow with one of Julia‟s silk handkerchiefs.
Flora can take him at face value. On the other side of the Athenaeum,
Myrine is explaining something in detail to Violet. By contrast Flora is
left happily speechless.

Thursday morning, 21st March.
Melbourne Town Hall.
“Julia always did have immaculately good taste,” Hayne-Temme
sighs.
“Our friend had good taste, did she?” Octavia clenches her teeth at the
suggestion.
“Her sense of judgement of a man is impeccable.”
“You sound as though you‟re glad for Julia.”
“I can‟t say that I am, but she did show a discerning choice just the
same.”
Hannah wears a melancholy air; as if regretting that she did not have
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an equally good sense of judgement, much less the chance to exercise it.
Octavia is not doleful. The opinion she hears seems to draw pins and
needles through her flesh. There is disapproval at her friend‟s
acclamation, and Griful-Apps broods at the meaning of it.
There is little that can buck up the spirits of the two crestfallen ladies.
Today in the Melbourne Town Hall is the meeting of the Women‟s
Welcoming Committee for the Duke and Duchess of York. Griful-Apps
and Hayne-Temme should be as rosy-cheeked as everyone else present.
In every corner hang the colours of the Duke and Duchess, the red,
the white, and the blue, along with two large prints of their persons.
Accompanying the second tier of the British ruling family is a portrait of
the current King. He dominates the entire room. At the front of the hall,
standing on a plinth like the bust of a Roman emperor, is a coloured
image of the late Queen. The matron-like figure of Queen Victoria haunts
the city like an age-old ghost. Alongside the picture of the late Queen is a
contribution box to gather money for her memorial statue.
There is an abundance of officially sanctioned material for sale.
Hawkers are busy plying their trade from the handful of small stalls
placed around the hall. It is possible to buy the British ensign, badges,
tokens and medallions, books about the royal family in abundance.
There is the life of Queen Victoria, books on the deeds of empire,
pamphlets on the new king and his daily routine, the dress tastes of the
new queen, the wardrobe of the duchess, the hobbies and pursuits of the
duke.
Whatever officially sanctioned gaudiness there is, none of it helps to
enliven the two friends.
“Whether Julia has good tastes or not, it does not assist our situation
in the slightest, wouldn‟t you say?” Octavia growls.
“Unfortunately, no.”
“And whatever Julia‟s remarkable ability to appreciate the finest men
in Melbourne, she should have shown far more sense, isn‟t that so?”
“Invariably.”
Griful-Apps will not upbraid her friend too severely.
“To think, we found this out when I went to pay a call on Sir Eustace,
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only to find that he wasn‟t at his hotel.”
Before further explanation can be given, a young salesman comes by
carrying one of several books, the title of which is printed in clear, gold
letters on the spine: The Complete Etiquette for Australia. By the gleam in
the eye of the young tout, he is ready to polish up a sale. His patter is
already in mind.
“Ladies, care for a copy, or two? It‟s one of the most popular books in
town.”
“What is it?” Hayne-Temme asks.
“Etiquette, know your place for the royal visitors, buy now before we
sell out. Books are only one shilling per copy, and buy some for your
friends. You can‟t do without your airs and graces when Royalty is here.
Then you can learn your manners when mixing with the best of society.”
His patter could do with some tidying up, for he fails to make an
impression. Griful-Apps is offended.
“One doesn‟t need a book on etiquette, the very idea!”
“Your friends might, only a bob a cop.”
“Go away, you callow young man, we‟ll have no insolence from you!”
Octavia opens her fan to blow the man away.
“I might be sold out by the end of the meeting, buy now while they‟re
to hand.” The prospect of a sale is eluding him, but he does not give up.
“Oh go away.” Hannah is equally as emphatic. These ladies do not
require advice of this nature and dispense with him there and then.
“Your loss,” he shrugs and moves on. No sooner is he away from these
ladies than he is swamped with people willing to part with a shilling for a
copy. True to his word, if unwittingly, the young man is soon out of
books sell.
“Perhaps it was the book on etiquette one bought for Flora that drove
us into our terribly desperate straits,” Hannah grumbles.
“Whether etiquette is involved or not, we have harsher problems than
that to solve. I went to pay a call on Julia, being told that she is not
home. Not only told that she is not home, but that she would be away for
some time. I was deeply grieved to hear from her maid that she had gone
away with Sir Eustace!” Griful-Apps finishes off the story. “How could
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she? How could Julia elope with our champion? This is conduct
unbecoming. We were desperate for his services and she leaves us
marooned! If Bewsher were here she would receive a thorough dressing
down for that show of selfishness!” Octavia is wishful, but she is reduced
to a display of her dignified self-restraint.
“Yes, she‟ll have her dressing down now. But Sir Eustace did go with
Julia voluntarily, so she can‟t be entirely to blame.”
“Julia is the one that led the man astray; she is to blame in this
terrible fiasco, not Sir Eustace. Our friend provided the ultimate
temptation, and she need not have.” Griful-Apps has declared who is to
blame; she is sure that her friend will fall into line.
“Julia won‟t be able to show her face during the royal visit, not in
Melbourne, so scandalised will she be. This Protectionist Manifesto that
has many talking these days will not extend, alas, to the protection of
Julia from the rest of civil society once her infamy becomes known.
Nonetheless she always did have good taste,” Hayne-Temme dreamily
sighs.
The ladies show a brave aura despite their discussion. Even the fuss
and flurry brought about by the arrival at the front door of the
Melbourne Town Hall cannot cause the two to stir. The arrival of Lady
Madden and her companions to grace the hall fails to bring a reaction.

That afternoon.
Trinity College, the university.
“We have to accord the man respect,” Aumont concedes.
“You talk as though he has earned high praise. That is absolute
nonsense. The man is clearly a vagrant, with no qualifications or
experiences of any sort.” Wyvert-Stilling continues a debate that verges
on a quarrel.
“You‟re underrating the man. He has greater skills than you give him
credit for.”
“You appear as though you‟re under the influence of the man.”
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“I‟m talking common sense; it is a discipline our colleagues could use
with greater discretion.”
Wyvert-Stilling and Aumont are maintaining a respectful distance
from their fellow professors, as well as those others in the pay of the
university. Squarely in middle of the quadrangle of Trinity College, the
two lack the desire to discuss university matter with their co-workers.
The latest decision concerning the medical examinations, or the newest
publication, is deemed trivial compared to their discourse.
A handful of students are wheeling several trolleys topped with food
for the evening‟s victuals. The dumb-waiters glide past, the metal food
covers, knives and forks rattling as they go.
“The man is a dunce, he does not know how to express an argument,
nor has this vagabond written anything either. Who can tell if his writing
is still worse than his lack of academic discipline? You are giving this
gypsy far greater ability than he warrants!”
“Have we not tried to outface him?”
“That was an agreed tactic.”
“Haven‟t we tried to out-argue him?”
“That was our first stratagem.”
“And have any of these attacks worked?”
Wyvert-Stilling is forced to go and sit in the silent corner.
“No, they have not worked.” He breaks his silence reluctantly.
“He has proven that he has a great level of adroitness. His is an
organic manner of education, the sort that few can attain.” To sound
right is only to put forward the right argument.
A wagtail flits by. It is a bird that has the uncanny knack of looking
permanently cheerful and happy, even though it is going around and
doing the most mundane of business. Pecking at this, stabbing at that,
the little bird sings and wags its tail as though it is in the process of
courtship. Though Aumont is not as cheerful as the wagtail skipping
across the lawn, he remains positive.
“Rubbish, that‟s pure tomfoolery. If we were to credit this vagrant with
such abilities, then who‟s to say that everyone else in the city cannot
too? From the lowliest of criminals to the highest of tanners and night
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cart men, can they also claim some manner of outstanding education
though they have none? Then what will happen to my, to your,
credentials? We‟d be left to appear the same as anyone else, including
you!”
“I‟m not saying we ought to kow-tow to everyone that has read a book,
much less anyone that steps onto the grounds of a university and makes
the claim that they have some wisdom, or an understanding that we do
not. However there are people in wider society that should be respected
enough to have their perspective discussed. Among the many that make
the claim of knowledge, there might be one or two that can actually prove
their abilities in some outstanding manner.”
Aumont‟s argument almost has Wyvert-Stilling ready to climb the ivy
that is creeping up the face of Trinity College. And if the ivy
entanglement is of the poisonous variety then it is a climb that he is
itching to perform.
“There will be people here that will always oppose this interloper.
There will be those that will always stand against this untrained,
untutored gentleman no matter what you, or anyone else, might liberally
say about him.”
Wyvert-Stilling refuses to believe what his colleague is saying. Yet
whatever the professor is thinking must be stilled for the time being. Two
female students are wandering by with a book between them. They are in
discussion over the intricacies from The Peloponnesian War by
Thucydides. Only when the two young women have passed will the
professors carry on with their private dialogue.
“Yours is hardly an academic argument.”
“Nonetheless it‟s a view we‟d happily cling to just the same.”
“Then we‟ll have to see who‟ll lose and who‟ll gain.”
Most of their colleagues have gone their separate ways. Aumont, not
wishing to further chat with Wyvert-Stilling, takes his leave.

Friday morning, 22nd March.
The Arts Building, the university.
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“Bring that bunting here,” calls a professor to several keen students.
“Here, sir?”
“Yes, right here, I want it put up over these two points so that they do
not interfere with the other decorations.”
“What of the Union Jack flags, sir?”
“Those will line the windows. The intentions are for the Duke and the
Duchess to take a brief tour of the university, so we must have
everything as ready as possible.”
The flurry of activity in and around the Arts Building is considerable.
The student volunteers are being given directions about what will go
where on this part of the campus. There is a lot of material that must be
distributed, from flags to bunting, from banners to the standards of the
university clubs – the rowing club, the cricket club, the football club, the
debating team, the chess team, and the like.
Pympson is drawn to the standards being raised, as are Phillip
Luscombe and Dickson. The three men stand beneath the clock tower of
the turret. Some of the bunting will go to the tower, as will Union Jack
flags, but there are many ribbons and banners that can be placed on the
outside wall of the portico. For those working, the tea arrives, as well as
chocolate Bismarcks for relief.
“It‟s magnificent to see that the university is sparing little expense in
providing for our Royal guests,” Pympson declares. The politician uses
much of his lung capacity to resolve all problems before they arise.
“Almost no expense,” the Accountant is pleased to announce.
“Marvellous job, Dickson, you should be commended on this. I‟d say
that when the Royals come you‟ll be one of those very well thought of.”
Pympson grasps the shoulder to shake the accountant.
“I contrive at my best. There‟s no big monarcher in any of this, we
each play our own small part.”
“Commendable spirit, Dickson.”
“I‟d wish there would be no expense spared in eliminating the one,
major embarrassment that is taking place at The Shop,” Luscombe says.
Several students leave off watching the decorations going up.
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Pympson is compelled to watch, since it is his business that is providing
the supplies to the campus.
“Sorry, old man, I‟ve heard of what happened.” Pympson appears
shaken enough.
“You have?”
“I‟ve my connections.”
“Now here‟s a dedicated man, doing the utmost to ensure the
reputation of this university is kept at a high standard.”
“As we each would do. I was rather hoping for something more to have
come from Sir Eustace, now we hear that he has run away with one of
mother‟s society friends.”
“We‟re each distressed by this turn, it was rather abrupt, him
absenting himself without due cause. If he wanted some rump he could
have visited a cathouse.” Pympson proposes.
Students go by, talking about the arrival of the royal yacht Ophir off
Gibraltar. One of them is making calculations of exactly when the royal
yacht will anchor in Port Phillip Bay.
“We‟ll now never avoid the university being derided. Are we to have
this sack-diver around until he causes a scandal to us all?” Dickson
gruffly wonders.
“We‟ll have to treat the gentleman properly, at least until he can be
dispensed with at the right interval,” Pympson patiently advises.
“Yes, it‟s my family that is affected worst of all,” Luscombe kicks out.
The tea break comes to an end. The volunteers are again at the task of
carrying out the directives of the professors. For some the fluttering
down of a banner from the upper part of the tower might signal a bad
omen ahead. It was only a small gust of wind that picked out the fabric,
but fall it did just the same. Those providing instructions merely see to it
that the banner is picked up and put back where it ought to hang.

Sunday morning, 24th March.
Victoria Dock.
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“You‟ve travelled on ships?” Flora uses the tip of her parasol to point
at a row of steamers.
“Travelled, worked on, looked at, and over, and to me these freighters
have much of the same look. I wouldn‟t make a count out of the number
of boats and ships I‟ve been on,” Harcourt answers.
“Is that because you‟ve been associated with innumerable vessels?”
“No, it‟s because I‟ve been on so few ships that were worth talking
about.”
“What you think as hardly worth referring is already a lifetime‟s
experience for most anyone else.”
Wandering along the quay of Victoria dock, Flora and Horace
promenade where some of Melbourne‟s human traffic is heaviest. The
smell of salt water is not enough to satisfy the old bushman. There is
little that the old timer does not want to see, hear, or have a look at when
touring the docks. Flora too embraces a harbour full of new experiences
as much as a dock crowded with ships of every size and description.
“Here‟s one from afar, like me.”
Harcourt has an affinity with all of the ships present. For the moment
it is not the tramp streamer that draws his interest. It is a vessel that
could use a clean up and a lick of paint to remove the rust. There are
White Star Line ships, Blue Star Line ships, Blue Anchor Line vessels,
and Queensland Line crafts, among other shipping companies in Port
Melbourne. Ships like the S.S. Arawatta, the S.S. Peregrine, the S.S.
Westralia, the S.S. Prinz Regent Luitpold, the S.S. Duke of Westminster,
but it is one ship that makes the couple halt in their stride. For no
particular reason it is the S.S. Changsha they take sight of, a Japanese
passenger ship. Fascinated by the craft, Harcourt stops before it and
takes in the design, layout, and the way in which the crew behave. In
accordance to Japanese custom there is no stranger or passenger the
members of the crew will not bow to. The officers of the vessel are all
turned out in their resplendent white uniforms while the members of the
crew wear their best in-port clothes.
The passenger ship, like almost every other berthed, is open to the
public for general inspection. Hanging from the side rail of the vessel on
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a large chalk board is a notice, written in calligraphy in flawless English,
that lunch will served at one o‟clock to those that care to tour this ship.
It is a common offer to those out for day at the harbour. Ships welcome
almost anyone aboard to take a look and to stay for lunch.
“I assume that you could reel off a list of ship names that you‟ve been
that would astound,” Flora sweetly mocks him. Harcourt tries to appear
offended. The older couple capture a little of the playfulness of youth.
“I could do.”
“Then why don‟t you, or is your memory fading? I might consider you
too old for me if you‟re habitually slipping into senility.”
“But you‟re an ill-mannered young woman. A good education doesn‟t
improve bad character. If I talked ship-talk to a land-lubber, then you
might not understand. Not much is needed to turn a person into a
comeback, three quarter merino, and who knows what else.”
“You make me feel inadequate.”
“That‟s because those pannikin cockies that you say are your friends
are doing far more to ensure our friendship than anyone else in
Melbourne.”
Flora is inspired to greater delight. Harcourt has the hard edges of an
icebreaker but would not use such force. Several French sailors are
swaying along the quayside, doing their best to avoid the sightseers.
Draped across the shoulders of their companions are two inebriated
mariners. Having imbibed as much as possible, they are now being
escorted back to their cabins by their crewmates. Singing and snorting
ditties in French, the two men have much to say though they are
intoxicated.
“If they continue on the way they are, then I‟ll call them the best of
friends that I have ever had. I would dare say the best friends that you
have ever had too.”
As they look down at the Plimsoll line of the vessel, where green
waters swirl around the white hull, there are other creatures busy at
their shop. Several big black water rats scurry around the pylons of the
wharf, appearing only for a moment before they vanish into their
industrious, subterranean world. On the other side of the harbour a ship
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steams in.
“But if I had to paper yabber about the places I‟ve worked at while on
the waves, then I might mention the Murray paddle steamers, pearling in
Western Australia, working on ships from one end of Australia to the
other, to Tasmania and New Zealand for my fare. I‟ve seen a little of the
nautical life. Alas, I don‟t have a peg leg, and eye patch, and a parrot on
my shoulder to prove it.”
“To some you‟ll only be a crusty old pirate.”
“I wouldn‟t say that anything is that settled, especially at the
university. You should not, while I will not assume anything.”
A handful of sailors are sitting on some wooden crate playing cards, a
dockyard worker is setting out the flags on the warehouse roof overhead.
Royal Visit fever is here too. The variety of sightseers is increasing. There
are people from the most well-heeled of ladies and gentlemen, courting
youngsters and their chaperones, to the roughest worker. And everyone
is accompanied by men playing guitars and an accordion close.
“Have you eaten Japanese cuisine?”
“I‟ve tried a little.”
“We can together sample something new. It‟s almost midday, so let‟s
purchase some lunch here.”
Among the passengers back and forth on their tour of Melbourne are a
handful of university students. They are distinctive in the Melbourne
University blazers they are wearing. The undergraduates are also taking
in the odours of oil, grease and salt water, and the sounds of porters
moving baggage, tourists passing comments on this ship, or those
sailors, and sights of foreign custom come to Melbourne.
Without further using up time before the serving of a ship-borne
luncheon, they make their way up the gangplank, where they are
assisted, and respectfully greeted on board, by the crew.
Finis.
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Australian Historical Fiction:
Debating the Perceived Past
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Introduction
Historical fiction provides a critical reader with one of the finest
signposts pointing out contemporary cultural values. L.P. Hartley
famously wrote, “The past is a foreign country: they do things differently
there.”1 Hartley‟s insight defines how a person can feel when studying
history: that what went on in previous eras is too strange to be true. This
is not belittling to history or its study, but it is the shift in values and
patterns of acceptable behaviour from one generation to the next that
signals a change of era.2 Accordingly, when it comes to some social
interactions, what was deemed right a hundred years ago is often not
deemed appropriate now.3 Despite changes in society, history is a source
of fascination for both the reader and the writer of fiction. Historical
fiction provides a rich area for research that can lead to the development
of fictional perspectives on actual events or periods. Historical fiction
provides the chance to ask the sort of questions about contemporary
living, as well as about life in past societies, that might not be able to be
asked in other ways.4 But the question should be asked: why is there
such a fascination with the past? Surely history is dead and buried and
seemingly has nothing to offer the general reader in the present? But

1

L. P. Hartley. The Go Between (London, England: Hamilton, 1953), p.1.
Technology can change from one age to another, but though technology can help shape a
society, a society is not necessarily changed by technology. For example, Australian society was
much the same in its cultural values in the fifty years between 1850 and 1900 in spite of the
changes in technology. By contrast Australian society culturally was not the same in the thirty
years between 1960 and 1980 regardless of the relative “sameness” in technology of the period.
3
An example of changes in social attitudes and actions that are obvious, and hence do not need
direct quotes or examples, would be the use of beach swimwear. A hundred years ago men and
women had to be covered when at the beach, whereas now bikinis are perfectly acceptable. A
hundred years ago women had to wear long, flowing dresses for tennis, whereas now short skirts
are accepts. A hundred years ago racist words and language were deemed acceptable, whereas
now there are laws defining such language as defamatory and inciting violence. I feel that these
considerable shifts in attitude do not require specifics as they are, as I have said, self-evident to
those who have studied past eras and can compare it to the present.
4
The academic tradition of historical studies demands specific debate around key themes, for
example. Historical documentaries also address a manner of history that is more conservative
than historical fiction can be.
2
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with a continual emphasis on social identity and “tradition”,5 the
question should be asked: how is historical fiction addressing
contemporary ideas of “tradition”?
The aim of my essay is to show that the primary role of historical
fiction is to provide a mode of interpretation for social identification not
through history, but its socially acceptable generalisations. These
socially acceptable historical generalisations6 are, in my estimation,
historically determined generalisations that bind and identify a
contemporary society. The article “Interpreting Contextualities” by
Stephen Davies begins with the straightforward question of what literary
interpretation means:
If, as so often demanded, the context of a literary work
should be considered in interpreting it, which context is
that? Is it the past context within which the work was
created, or, rather, the different context in which the book
and interpreter presently is located?”7
Davies explains this issue by stating that the first point is “paying
homage to the efforts of the work‟s creator and the second showing
meanings the work presents to the critic‟s contemporary audience.”8
Davies asserts that there are two basic ways in which a work of literature
can be interpreted, either from the fixed point of view of the author at the
time of writing, or from that of the audience, a point of view that changes
with each succeeding generation. My interpretation of historical fiction
writing is that the author of historical fiction is limited by the society for
which he or she is writing. Regardless of how brilliant, far-sighted,
subversive or innovative an author is9, the imagination of an author of
historical fiction is necessarily constrained by the understanding of his
or her audience has of their own history at the time of publication.
5

Each nation and social group offers group identity to its members through its traditions. In
Australian terms these traditions include the “Fair Go”, “mateship”, and the “tall poppy”
syndrome.
6
I will use historical generalisation, popular history and populist history interchangeably, by
which I mean the sort of history that is not necessarily of an academic nature, but the sort of
history that is formed by mass appeal and popular concepts.
7
Stephen Davies, “Interpreting Contextuaties,” Philosophy and Literature 20 (1996), pp.20-38.
8
Davies, p.20.
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The aspect of changing historical fiction I will focus on will be
Aboriginal/White relationships in Australia. Beginning with Patrick
White‟s novel, Voss, I will look at the way views of Aborigines have
changed with Keneally‟s The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith and
Mudrooroo‟s The Promised Land. None of these novels are thematically
related to my novel The Fellow, a historical novel set at Melbourne
University.10 However the difference in themes between my chosen
primary sources and my novel should not matter. The point of my essay
is to show the way in which themes of historical fiction change through
generations, while the author offers himself, or herself, as an interpreter
of those commonly maintained attitudes of contemporary society.11 The
author of historical fiction cannot, after all, have a direct relationship
with the past that is being written about.
Since an author of historical fiction usually will not have lived
through the times being written about, it must follow that the author is
writing an approximation of the historical past. But whose
approximation of the past is being written? What the author is
addressing is how contemporary society is defining itself at that moment
according to its own historical generalisations. In the case of
Aboriginal/White settler relations, the commonly accepted view today is
that conflict with and dispossession of Australia‟s first owners took
place. Sixty years ago the views of Aboriginal/White settler relations
were far different, the accepted view back then being one of the heroic
pioneer striking out into the Australian wilderness to “tame the land”
and bring “civilisation”.12
10

The main problem in researching secondary source material for my essay is that there are no
Australian historical novels set at Australian universities insofar as I am aware. I suspect my
university novel is Australia’s first university-based historical fiction. (Don Aitken’s novel The
Second Chair was contemporary fiction at the time of its writing, and the same is true of Michael
Wilding’s university-related novels such as Academia Nuts.)
11
I should state that even though views of history change through the generations, the history
itself cannot change, so there is no contradiction in saying that though opinions of historical
generalisations alter, what those opinions are based will always be the common denominator.
12
Elements of the “taming of the land” attitude of white Australians are seen in Clarke’s His
Natural Life. Although it is a convict novel, it describes the Australian countryside as
inhospitable, paying little regard to Aborigines and their way of life. The main character also
becomes a successful farmer in the latter stages of the novel, thus referring to the way the land is
made tame and profitable by white people. Steele Rudd’s Dad and Dave series presents a comical
version of the “heroic”. It is also, I feel, self-explanatory to say that in times past the white person
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Davies writes that the literary context has “two appropriate terms
that have become fashionable, one presents a model for interpretation
that is „readerly‟ in being restrained and backward looking, while the
second allows for interpretations that are „writerly‟, in being creative and
forward looking”.13 Davies goes onto explain that the initial term is
“paying homage to the efforts of the work‟s creator and the second
showing meanings the work presents to the artist‟s contemporary
audience”.14 Essentially, Davies is saying that there is a difference of
intention between the writer and the audience: the audience of historical
fiction will have pre-conceived ideas and will read the novel accordingly;
the author, by contrast, is providing a critique of current belief systems.
However the two distinctions do come together. The writer is, after all, a
member of the society and thus part of the audience from which he or
she came, and which he or she is writing for. There must be a common
bond between the fiction writer and the audience, or the two will not
share a common understanding.15 And there is no closer bond between
the writer and the audience than in the genre of historical fiction. The
difference between what is “readerly” and what is “writerly” is separate,
but when bound together in the shape of historical fiction they address
the historical generalisations that identify a particular society or social
group. The historical novelist draws on common historical identity, an
identity that maintains social. The author of historical fiction either
tends to challenge or re-affirm contemporary perceptions of the past.
Exploring the function of historical fiction.
My historical novel, The Fellow, does as much to address the way
contemporary society views its own image. Set between February 15 and
March 25, 1901, my novel is situated at Melbourne University and the
general environment of the city. My story centres on the introduction of

would be deemed in popular media as right and civilised and anything outside of white culture as
“dangerous” or “barbaric”, stressing again what is racist now was acceptable in a previous time.
13
Davies, p.20.
14
Davies, p.20.
15
Much less a common market if the writer wishes to sell his or her novels.
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an “outsider” into a strange environment, that of the University of
Melbourne. The introduction of the “outsider” is not just to the
university, but to those people that are associated with the university
itself - lecturers, administrators, friends and family of an elite institution
of highly educated people.
The Fellow begins with Phillip Luscombe stating that “Australia
has no history, no history whatsoever. Granted this clutch of antipodean
colonies has managed to form a united federation, but what can this new
country mean without an appropriate history behind it?” Shilton, the
university gardener, undermines Luscombe‟s declaration by revealing
that “There was this knight of the road that I met with the other night, an
old timer who has scratched about a bit and has some amazing stories.”
The “old timer” is someone with a considerable experience of life behind
him, a life that is shaped by the white colonial period of Australia‟s first
century. Shilton has begun the process of introducing personal history
as part of national history, and exploring the role that national
myth-making has played in personal and social identity through
historical fiction.
Narrative fiction is described as being “a public utterance, telling a
story about characters‟ emotions mediates private experience to make it
public”.16 To this end the narrative of fiction offers the audience a private
statement that is able to communicate its meaning without leaving the
audience out of the discussion. In this way the “paradigms of a language
maintain its operation as a system by keeping its conventions stable and
continually recognisable users of the language – so stable and
recognisable, in fact, that one is rarely conscious of the elaborate grid of
similarity and difference which the system of paradigmatic marking
constructs for language use”.17 There is, accordingly, in the art of
historical fiction writing, a common form of address that most everyone
in a particular society is able to come to understand. In Voss, for
instance, though it is a historical novel, set in the middle of nineteenth
century Australia, there is merely the appropriation of the explorer
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Steven Cohen and Linda M. Shires, Telling Stories: A Theoretical Analysis of Narrative
Fiction (London: Routledge, 1988), p.1.
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image. Patrick White could not have known what life in Australia was
actually like a hundred years earlier. What White addresses is the
interpretation of populist history that both he and his audience had for
their generation concerning Voss‟s historical period. With most societies
being complex, varied, multi-voiced, and fractured in their experience,
there must be a common determinant if any form of fiction is to be
recognisable. If the work of fiction is not recognisable then it will not
make sense. The historical generalisations in The Fellow that are
replicated today are largely based on the role of class, the role of
education, and the role of information in Australian society. Questions
about who owns knowledge, along with questions about how is
knowledge used, are two of the constants that drive The Fellow.
One of those central historical populisms that The Fellow
addresses, and criticises, is the public perception of universities as
isolated. There seems to be a view, in my opinion, that universities will
always be out of reach to everyone, and so remain irrelevant to aspire to.
My address of this contemporary social generalisation is posited against
an age, at the turn of the century, when universities were indeed elite
institutions, very select and a highly privileged place for young men and
women to attend. However, they are men and women that are not at all
distant and far removed from daily reality; those working in the
university are effected by, and in turn affect, events outside the campus.
The process of the introduction of the “outside world” through one of the
central characters, Horace Virgil Harcourt, begins at an informal dinner
function on the twentieth of February at the Croxton Park Hotel.
Harcourt is an itinerant worker who has not only had many years of
experience working in all manner of jobs, but is entirely self-educated.
He has read much, and pontificated over and applied the thoughts of
great works of literature outside of the world of academia – that is, in the
“real world”. Harcourt‟s introduction to academia, and the social elite
surrounding and supporting such an elite institution, brings about his
interrogation. The old timer is interrogated by Professors Wyvert-Stilling
and Aumont as to his political view over women‟s suffrage. Harcourt not
17
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only has liberal views to women having the vote, but according to his
experience, states:
“We argued originally that our guardians were to be
freed from all forms of manual labour. Their life‟s ambition
was to foster the perfect development of the freedom for our
state”.
“Do you know Plato?” Aumont replies.
“Yes, I read Plato‟s Republic some time ago”
Harcourt provides his answer.
One of the historical generalisations that this scene from enacts is
that of the self-educated man as being the equal, in his own way, of a
university professor. There would be those with the university system
that take exception to such a view, for university discourse does fall
within a disciplined framework, and so requires an understanding of
theoretical and structural processes. However, in addressing the
question of who owns knowledge, a modified answer is returned through
my novel.18 If the same fundamental knowledge is provided to all
members of the public equally, then such basic knowledge can be
interpreted in different ways and still be essentially valid. But why frame
this question within the context of a historical novel when a
contemporary setting could be used?
The answer is partly because criticism can be sustained in historical
fiction without causing any direct offence, partly because history is
intrinsically interesting, and partly because historical fiction by its
nature immediately distances the imagination of the reader from
contemporary events. People do want to read about the past, without
necessary feeling they are being lectured on the present. How is the
public viewing generalisations of higher education today? In my opinion
the public at large is taking for granted the role of tertiary institutions in
the fabric of public life. The universities have always been there, and the
degrees they bestow have for many decades been available to the general
public. Yet with the constant attacks universities have had to endure
over the past decade especially, the integrity and the rights of the
18

For it would be too simple to say that everyone should own knowledge.
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universities of Australia, so much taken for granted, run the severe risk
of being stripped totally away and being replaced by something far
worse. There is the real risk that universities will no longer be a font of
progressive knowledge that they have become in recent decades,
becoming once more as in the past an elitist enterprise.
To further confront the current view that universities are
institutions that can be taken for granted, there is scene that occurs the
day after the dinner. This scene highlights the reaction of the social elite
when confronted by an external challenge. At the Melbourne town hall
there is a meeting between the only actually historical character in the
novel, Frederick Dickson,19 and a politician, Michael Pympson. In the
course of the novel these two characters express their views on the
matter of meeting the outsider Horace Harcourt.
“I know both of those professors well, and they‟ve
been at The University of Melbourne for years, they‟re
almost part of the bricks in the wall, part of the mortar.”
“That‟s why this meeting is absolutely vital, Mr
Pympson, you being an elected representative, having
many connections and influence around Melbourne.”
“And around the country.”
“Around the country, and if you could, see that this
Harcourt bindle-stiff can be removed.”
This section of an action sets in train the plan to push the new
arrival, seen as not belonging to the upper echelon of society, out of the
picture completely. Based as this scene is on the wider scope of human
nature, it also asks the reader to think about what is happening to the
universities of today, such as the endless hardships that are being
placed on them by governments continually eroding university rights
and funding. In addition there is the need for the reader to question if
this is the sort of society that Australia should evolve into, that of going
backwards, rather than progressing. The scope is built into this line of
thought when drawing on social class.
In the scene set on February 21 at Independent Hall, the issue of
19
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how a class-ridden society is supported by an education system (which it
supports) is explored. Four ladies – Isa Dounes, Octavia Griful-Apps,
Hannah Hayne-Temme, and Julia Bewsher, all friends of one of the
central characters, Flora Luscombe – express their views on meeting
Horace Harcourt.
“Flora might be with him” Dounes, who has clued into
the suggestion duly informs her friend.
“Must be with him, or why isn‟t she here?”
Griful-Apps corrects.
“But this is utter calumny! How can Flora consort
with such a fiend?” Hayne-Temme taps the back of the
chair in front with her fan.
In this scene, Australian historical generalisations about the “classless”
society ares directly challenged. It is evident to any Australian today
that Australia is a society that is class structured; it is a structure that is
based entirely on wealth. The implication, though not overtly stated in
this case, is that education can just as surely build and assert class as
provide information to all. The man that brings this reaction from the
“upper class” level of Australian society is, after all, the outsider in all
senses, in terms of education and acceptable social standing.
It has always been one of Australia‟s great historical social
generalisations that white Australian society has a firm and settled
sense of social equality about it. There is a preciously held belief in
Australia that a person will always be given latitude in their endeavours,
that there will be nothing to impede them – the “Fair Go” mentality, as it
is colloquially known. This generalisation is explored in The Fellow. The
novel poses the opposite view of the “egalitarian myth” so dear to
Australian values. The reality is, in Australia as much as anywhere else,
that a person who tries to break into an established social class will be
blocked at almost every turn20. On Tuesday, February 25 at the
Hawthorn Town Hall there is an illustration of the way the “Fair Go”
mentality is challenged. The challenge is in the context of a historical
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novel, but has more to do with contemporary values. In this scene Sir
Eustace Soummerhayze is introduced to try to end the relationship
between Flora Luscombe and Harcourt:
“Now the problem is to try and induce a meeting
between your mother and Sir Eustace, it won‟t be easy if we
want this encounter to appear natural,” Pympson advises.
“It is an imperative, however sorely afflicted Flora is,
that she becomes not the least part addle-brained,”
Hayne-Temme says, determined to carry this task towards
its conclusion. Having seen Sir Eustace for the first time,
she is impressed enough to consider him the man for this
job.
“One wants the meeting to have as much happiness
as that between Romeo and Juliet,” Dounes adds, with just
as much conviction.
“Can a meeting be arranged, young Phillip?” Pympson
asks.
“To have Sir Eustace meet my mother for the first time
won‟t be an easy task.”
“Why not? Flora is at home as ever, isn‟t she?”
Griful-Apps inquires.
“I‟m afraid mother has been going out very regularly of
late. Dearest mater has not been home much at all, of late.”
This scene challenges of the populist concept of the “Fair Go”, showing
an Australian class system which has barred access to any lower
socio-economic group.
According to Vance Palmer, Australian society “implied a way of life
that should be simple and frugal, centred in the idea of mateship;
economically, a gradual increase of collective power; nationally, an
exclusion of all elements likely to make trouble and even a keeping of the
surrounding seas as free as possible from foreign neighbours. Isolated
by geography and their own will, Australians were to construct a society
that would be a pattern for free men everywhere.”21 The ideal of Australia
21
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in the eighteen-nineties was that of an egalitarian society in which every
individual would have the opportunity to progress, and that fairness
would be the key to any success that was reached. The view of
“mateship”, still largely expressed, is almost tangible in its incorporation
into the Australian psyche. In Australia, according to Palmer, “the
democratic forms that were taken for granted had not, like the American,
a philosophic base” and “democracy in Australia was more or less an
accident” for Australian society had “no trace could be found of that love
for general ideas which had, very early, taken America away from
England”.22 Therefore, although there may have been an “active process
of building the country up on a democratic base”, nevertheless “a
semi-feudal kind of life still lingered out on the stations.”23 This
“semi-feudal” outlook, I would argue, did not disappear with the
development of the Australian continent along white European lines; as
money and wealth accrued, class structure inevitably emerged. Yet the
old general belief about freedom and egalitarianism continued to linger
on.
History that is acceptable to the general public: adopting
generalisations.
Historical generalisations fill the gap where factual details are
overlooked or missing.24 Socially acceptable historical generalisations
form a pattern of social cohesion, at least cohesion enough to please
various levels of society. Another of Australia‟s historical
generalisations, that of the bushman legend, is also as prevalent today
as it was at the turn of Federation. By the end of the 1880s,
mateship in the outback had become such a powerful
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institution that contemporary writings imply it could be
perilous to refuse an invitation to drink. Bush songs and
stories of the period clearly underline the predominant
values: the greatest good was to stand by one‟s mates; the
greatest evil, to desert them.25
This bushman generalisation came from “the Australian interior and
economic conditions of the nineteenth century” that “created large single
properties employing many casual hands. This brought into being a
semi-nomadic rural proletariat, overwhelmingly masculine in
composition, and strongly collectivist in outlook”.26 In essence, life in the
outback was tough and uncertain for the early bushmen, it required
hardy, determined people to survive in the Australian interior, let alone
succeed. It is natural, therefore, that Australian society held, and still
holds onto the virtues of the bushman image. If there is lack of
substance in Australia‟s bushman concept then it relates to the class
distinctions. If mateship did exist in Australia then it existed where it
mattered most, among the working class,27 those at the lower levels of
Australia‟s class-based society.
In The Fellow it is the establishment of intra-class social bonds
instead of the Utopian inter-class sense of social justice and equality
that pervades. An example of “mateship” as it might be expressed in the
traditional Australian mode, is the relationship between Shilton the
University of Melbourne gardener, and Harcourt. It is Shilton that
introduces Harcourt, the old bushman, to the upper echelons of society.
The introduction by one member of the working class of another member
of the working class causes problems for an elitist order. Attitudes of
elitism in the Australian context would have had their base in the
English class system, the trappings of title, and so on. A university
education might not always, in every case, mean that only the elite

might fill the gap through various historical interpretations of the past, or through historical
fiction.
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attended a university at the time in which my novel is set, but costs of
going to university were prohibitive and thus tended to exclude those of a
lower socio-economic standing.28 There is a bond of “mateship”,
therefore, that is established between the two characters, as in the
February 24 scene that is set at Shilton‟s house:
“An unhappy tale.”
“Bet you must have heard a few of them.”
“A bangtail muster full.”
“And I don‟t want to hear any of them with due
respect. Are you thinking of working as a professor at The
Shop?” Shilton begins using a buffer on one of the bicycle
parts to set it back in order.
“It has been suggested.”
“By one of the professors?”
“By someone I‟m fond of, and only one of the
professors. Young Robert seems like a bit of a Jimmy
Woodser over my possibility of making my way to the
university. It looks as if none of the other long cloak mob
wants my presence.”
This form of traditional Australian view of mateship is that which
Australian society would like to portray itself as possessing, that of a free
flow of frankness and information between two people. To this extent,
the intra-class value of mateship does hold firm in the face of historical
reality; there was, and still is, a strong value of mateship. However
Australia‟s mateship, such as it is, is defined by class rather than
general social cohesion.
I have presented “mateship” among the upper classes as more
legendary than actual, just as surely as the “Fair Go” is. The March 2
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scene set at the Federal Coffee Palace shows the sort of interpretation of
class values of mateship that is being referred to:
“Sir Eustace has heard that one is in need of
company, and having heard all about one‟s predicament
has decided to come to your rescue” Dounes almost urges
her friend onwards. If she were to urge with a little more
force Flora would be almost physically pushed in the
direction of the good sir knight.
“And who told him that I had such a predicament?”
Flora need not ask the question. She knows exactly
what the answer is regardless of what her friends might
say. Her friends are almost as black and white as the plaid
serge skirts her friends are wearing.
There is less of the informal sort of mateship that was seen between
Shilton and Harcourt, and more of the predetermined, strict sort of
hierarchy that bound the upper echelons of Australian society. The
scene between Flora and her friends is intended to show the sort of rigid
social hierarchy that dominates Australian values today. At the time of
Australian federation, obedience to form, coupled with the socially
established views of hierarchy and subordination, is shown to
predominate over genuine affection and “mateship” among Australia‟s
wealthy, socially privileged and established elite.
Is it relevant to ask whether historical fiction provides
contemporary interpretation when it seems to do? However much a
historical novel is set in times past, the question keeps returning; how
could a historical novelist ever actually know what life could have been
like at a time that he or she could not possibly have known?
“Interpretation should concern itself with the meaning of the author‟s
work. In discovering the work‟s meaning, interpreters must refer and
confine themselves to the conventions and practices, both of language
and of literature, within or against which the author worked”.29 The
“meaning” of the historical novel, then, is tied to what the author knows,
and has experienced in his or her lifetime, including contemporary
29
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interpretations of the past. Historical fictions, as literary works, “are
reshaped, renewed and reconstructed by their later reception and
interpretation”. This is because “like any cultural artefact, the work is
changed by its social environment”. Yet, because historical fiction is “like
a living thing, the work changes from time to time while remaining
self-identical”,30 there is a counter-argument to the notion of “history
being in the past”.31 This is exemplified by Keneally‟s novel The Chant of
Jimmie Blacksmith, which is an interpretation of change set during a
time of change.
Keneally’s The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith
By the early nineteen-seventies in Australian society a new
generation had developed a set of ideas about the historical
generalisations concerning the treatment of indigenous people far
removed from that of their parents generation. Though racism and racist
stereotypes had not disappeared, and would take many more years
before anything approaching a more balanced representation in the
public imagination emerged, the development of indigenous “voice” and
perspective was underway. No novel better represents the crucial
rupture of the old from the new generation than Thomas Keneally‟s The
Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith. “Race relations in Australia‟s past, and by
implication present, are the accepted theme of The Chant of Jimmie
Blacksmith, and discussion of the novel, whatever success it has seen to
have, has started from this assumption.”32 By the time Keneally wrote
his novel he had become part of a generation of re-evaluation and
re-examination of society. During the nineteen-sixties much intellectual
and social ferment was taking place that questioned the past as much as
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the present, and race relations were part of that debate. “Keneally
himself has gone further, calling the novel a „parable‟; implying thereby
that these historical events have contemporary meaning and
relevance.”33 Davies writes, “when completed, a literary work has a life
independent of that of the author/s. At that stage the meaning of the
work is fixed and can no more be changed by interpretations offered by
its authors than by its critics”.34 Aspects of that assertion may be
problematic,35 but a work of historical fiction does itself become a
time-capsule within its social milieu. A historical novel becomes part of
the debate over the historical generalisations that a particular society
subscribes to.
The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith begins with myth and tradition,
but it is Aboriginal myth and tradition:
In June of 1900 Jimmie Blacksmith‟s maternal uncle
Tabidgi – Jackie Smolders in the white world – was
disturbed to get the news that Jimmie had married a white
girl in the Methodist Church at Wallah.
Therefore he set out with Jimmie‟s initiation tooth
to walk the hundred miles to Wallah. The tooth would be a
remonstration and lay a tribal claim on Jimmie. For
Tabidgi Jackie Smolders was full-blooded and of the
Tallum section of the Mungindi tribe. To his mind people
should continue to wed according to the tribal pattern.”36
The novel begins from the Aboriginal perspective, representing a break
from traditional white Australian views of the Aborigines that, if they are
mentioned at all, were invariably stereotyped in a demeaning, racist way.
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Keneally offers historical fiction, but with a view of Aboriginal history
that was always ignored or pushed aside.
Keneally reflects contemporary criticism through historical
fiction. Of actual past events, the author‟s research
was not “nearly as exacting as that of an historian or a
strict historical novelist” because he wished to “tell a
parable about the present by using the past”, to find
“evidence in earlier events for the kind of society we have
now”. But the historical events are important for an
understanding of the novel – both for those aspects which
Keneally selected for incorporation and for those which he
ignored.37
Naturally he could not have directly engaged events of the time, he did
not live through them, nor could he understand those historical events
in the same way as the people involved did. What he is doing is debating
with white Australian historical generalisations and the representation
of Aboriginal representation in his era. Keneally‟s novel “explicitly states
that there is a limit to the understanding white Australians can have of
aboriginal culture, but also why Keneally was forced by the limits of the
novel form itself to draw this lesson in politically conservative terms”. 38
There are “two levels of disenchantment, two levels of degradation”
in the novel; the first is “that of black culture, and its destruction” and
the “second level, which comprehends the first, is that of white
Australian culture”.39 As a result, “Australia is by definition a place of
disenchantment, and it is this sense that generates all the novel‟s
images of the meanness and the bad faith of a social order wrong from
the start”.40 It is by addressing these levels of disenchantment that
Keneally tries to resolve questions of Aboriginal relationships with White
Australian society through fictionalised, historical events.
Keneally is writing about events thirty-five years before he was
37
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born. If he cannot know about these events first hand, then what is he
writing about? He must have been relating Australia in the late
nineteen-sixties to the way in which his contemporaries understood
Australian historical generalisations. He is writing soon after the time of
one of the most significant post-war events concerning Aboriginal and
white relations, that of the 1967 referendum. It would be an
over-simplification to say that Keneally would have been inspired to
write his novel by that event alone. However, given that race relations
would never be the same again, there would have been a very significant
reformulation of the traditional White/Black historical generalisations
after that point. The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith was
written, published, read and reviewed in that period
between 1969 and 1972 when white liberal opinion
rediscovered the Aborigine – in the past and the present, in
history and in politics. The book reflected many of the
preoccupations of the period with its emphasis on white
racism and black resistance, guilt and violence. At best it
captured an important aspect of the national mood at the
time. At worst it shared faults with some contemporary
Government policies which, though superficially well
meaning, were paternalistic in execution and burdened
with and unconscious legacy of ancestral racism.41
Keneally did, then, address many of the contemporary social and
historical generalisations as he understood them, but what were these
historical generalisations and how where they affected in terms of
Aboriginal relations?
What specifically were some of the historical populisms that were
being challenged by Keneally in his historical fiction? One is the “heroic
white settler” view of Australian colonisation. This image is challenged
by the treatment meted out to Jimmie Blacksmith, a man cheated at
every turn because he is seen as black and powerless42. Another
41
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historical generalisations the author challenges is that of black
“assimilation” into white society, a policy which produced nothing other
than bloodshed and disaster all round. Another of the generalisations
that the novel attacks is the view of Aborigines eventually dying out and
becoming extinct because of a perceived inferiority; in Keneally‟s novel
the Aborigines are doing anything but “dying out”. Another of the
historical generalisations under challenge is the view that the pioneer
“tamed the land”; what the novel makes clear is that Aboriginal labour,
and a considerable amount of it, was used to work the environmental
landscape. Another, and the most devastating critique by the author,
involves the concept of mateship and equality in Australian society, a
myth that Australians revel in. These values mean nothing when related
to the repression, violence, economic cheating of, and degradation of the
Aboriginal people at the hands of the white coloniser, all of which the
main character, Jimmie Blacksmith, is subjected to.
As Keneally intimates in his novel, there cannot be a true
liberation of any oppressed people until history is opened up and openly
discussed. Jimmie Blacksmith himself is described as being half white,
and half black. “The man who impregnated the giddy Dulcie Blacksmith
must have been of a pensive nature; a man who perhaps hated the vice
of sleeping with black women yet could not master it.”43 Jimmie
Blacksmith is a cipher, a character between two worlds, the white and
the black. The treatment of Jimmie Blacksmith is a reflection of the way
that white society treats itself, the Aborigines, and, through historical
fiction, its self-identification. Keneally‟s novel would have been a
shocking, daring move on the part of a white Australian fiction writer to
actually dispute and openly discuss the treatment of Aborigines in
Australian society. Similarly, my novel The Fellow challenges historical
social generalising ingrained in society.
Pandering to public perceptions: The “common touch” of
historical fiction.
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One historical generalisation that gives my novel a contemporary
relevance is, as mentioned previously, the idea that universities are lofty,
socially isolated institutions. It is possibly a common fallacy held by the
general public, and perhaps university staff and students too, that
whatever happens on a campus happens in isolation. It might be the
opinion of many of the general public that university life does not usually
impinge on the outside world, and the outside world has little to do with
life at a university. The reason for the attitude that university and “real
life” are divided can be deduced. What does occur after all, at
universities, is a considerable amount of intellectual endeavour, and it is
the manner of intellectual research and work that the average person
cannot relate to. So there inevitably develops a concept of division
between life at large and university. Possibly there are even those
involved with university life that practice social and intellectual isolation
with vigour. However, reality has it that universities and general society
always share a constant dialogue, even if at a modified level. In my novel
there is almost constant interaction between the University of Melbourne
and those outside the establishment who wish to have a say in the way
campus events are unfolding. Harcourt himself is an outsider, but as he
interacts with the staff the distinction between the outsider and the
insider at Melbourne University becomes blurred.
An example of university life being affected by state of affairs off
campus can be illustrated by the March 7 scene set at the Richmond
Town Hall, where three central characters are meeting. Pympson, the
politician, Phillip Luscombe, a lecturer, and Frederick Dickson, the
university Accountant, are holding a discussion about the state of affairs
on and off the campus:
“If you want my counsel, Professor Luscombe,
you‟ll be finding your mother another, far more appropriate
suitor. Before we‟re all handed a bag of nails if anything
untoward were to happen to your mother.”
Pympson agrees with a sagely nodding of his head.
“That is what I was about to suggest. This
Frederick Dickson, he is a man of many minds. I‟d be afraid
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to have him as an enemy so quick on the uptake is he.”
The Accountant is genuinely flattered. He enjoys
hearing such precious words coming his way.
“That‟s an onerous step.”
“But a necessary step, young professor, you can‟t
have your career ruined, either, by what would be a
disagreeable scandal.”
At this stage of the novel it is apparent that the man brought in to woo
Luscombe‟s mother is a decided failure at the effort, the clear implication
being that if something is not done about this state of affairs then a
scandal will likely blow up. An instance of views contrasting from the
previous conversation takes place at Hegarty‟s Baths on Saturday March
9, between Myrine Wishart and Flora Luscombe:
“Just so long as little Victoria is having her rest. I‟ll
have to give her a feeding later, but she should be all right
for now.”
“Let her tell you when she‟s hungry.”
“I‟ve been meaning to ask you, now that I‟m
hungering after a little knowledge,” the connection is a little
dubious but the flow of conversation flows just the same,
“About Horace.”
“Is there something about Horace?”
“Yes, I‟ve been meaning to ask how attached you
are to the man.”
The query could scarcely have been more forthright
than the Pears Advert soap that is screwed to the wall of
these baths. For the most fragrant of soaps that washes the
British Empire clean in spirit and body, then this is the
soap for you, at least that is how the advertisement runs.
“I have thought of him most often since we first
met.”
(There actually was a Hegarty‟s Baths in Melbourne during the time of
my novel, and it did provide for ladies‟ days during the course of a week.
The ladies could, and did use the baths for swimming and club contests,
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and there was strict segregation of men and women using swimming
pools during that era.) Though both scenes are set off the site of
Melbourne University, one at a public swimming pool, the other at a
town hall, it nonetheless illustrates the way in which life at the
university is much affected by events off campus. On the one hand, the
scene between Flora Luscombe and Myrine Wishart dwells on the
emotional attachment that the widower has for the newcomer to society
life, Horace Harcourt. It is an emotional attachment that the older
woman seems to intimate borders on feelings of love. Countering the
view of social acceptance is the continued resistance to any form of
relationship between Harcourt and Flora Luscombe. The men in the
initial scene, Dickson, Phillip Luscombe, and Pympson, are determined
to avoid what they conceive as being a possible social scandal. This
manner of scandal, it is being suggested, will do much to harm the image
of the university and so must be prevented.
In my novel it is the off-campus machinations that influence the
way the university is perceived by Melbourne society: as I have stated
previously, a university at the turn of the twentieth century was seen as
an elite place, one not for just anyone. Perhaps some readers might find
it far-fetched to think that anyone in a city would care about the
relationship between two older people – but I would argue that reflects
the attitude of today, and not of 1901, when any inter-class
relationships were treated with the utmost gravity.
Sharing common ground: representing the values of the day.
There will be disagreement with the part of my thesis that
university life is considered a separate entity from everyday life. There
will be the contention that university life does play a very active part in
the life of those outside of the campus. Staff and students of a university
campus intermingle and mix in the public in the same way as anyone
else. Professors, academics, are not born in a library and it is not true
that they do little other than spend their entire life surrounded by, and
reading, books. Having been a university student on various occasions
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myself, and having been at university for the past few years, I am aware
that most number of academics, if not all, do have the same sorts of
fancies, foibles, and frustrations as any other member of the public.
There is, by general consensus, only one human species. However I
would again argue that the public by and large sees the universities as
far-removed places, displaced from anything that could possibly be
considered everyday, even if at times university staff can be
controversial. In this way there is a considerable gap between the public
at large and the universities of Australia. This void between general
public perception and what actuality happens, edges universities
towards exclusivity and possible alienation.
The Fellow is as much a consideration of the way universities are
viewed today as well as how universities were viewed in the past.
Readers are encouraged to consider if the manner of treatment that
universities receive is warranted? And is society any better off through
inaction? At the time of the founding of Australia‟s first universities they
operated as bodies independent of government funding, and this meant
that the upper and upper middle classes would be the ones to benefit.
Thus is was assured that only the children44 of the wealthy went into
vital areas such as the law, resource ownership, financial management,
and above all else politics, ensuring that the status quo remained and
their authority was not challenged. This was the practical application of
the value the nineteenth-century world placed upon Liberalism and
free-market operation.45
In the succeeding decades, particularly after the Second World
War, there came the general view that advancement should be
advancement for the whole of society rather than just one segment of it.
These views were particularly deeply felt after the miseries inflicted on
Australian society by the Great Depression as much as the turmoil of the
Second World War. In order to advance the society a general
improvement in the education of the public was required, and this
44
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improvement had to mean opportunities for all to receive an education,
including a tertiary education. The Whitlam Labor government assured
free tertiary education for those that wanted it, and in this way tertiary
education and social betterment (through university-based knowledge)
was for the first time in Australian history made available to all. This
idea, however, has slowly been wound back since the mid-nineties and is
approaching that level again where only the wealthy can afford an
education: the universities, not by choice but by forced determination of
government funding cutbacks, are once again becoming elitist and
exclusive institutions for the benefit of class values rather than of
society. It is against the backdrop of almost having come full circle in
this respect that The Fellow is written, and there are scenes that provide
an insight into such social responses in my novel.
The scene at the Atheneum on March 11 involves Flora Wishart,
her friends, and her would be suitor:
“Horace is a friend of mine, if I care to mention him
then I shall, and neither you, nor anyone else shall divert
me.” Flora is furious to the point of stamping her foot, but
shows restraint.
“Flora, show some good taste. We do have a far
nobler, far more dignified man than some vagabond you
insist on knowing.”
“Do you now?”
“We suspect that you are suffering from a famine of
civilisation just as surely as those bucolic persons, those
persons that live in that place called The Mallee are
suffering from a water famine. But as surely as water
trucks are being sent, we have provided for the sustenance
of your dignity.”
“You should defray from natural disaster,
especially when some are prone to being a natural disaster.
But of whom are you speaking?”
“Don‟t you see him?”
“Where?”
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“Over there.” Griful-Apps genteely nods her head in
the direction of Soummerhayze. He is standing a little way
off. The good sir knight is in the company of Bewsher,
Dounes, and Hayne-Temme, and is having a delightful time
in talking to the three ladies.
This scene is one of re-affirmation of class and class values. However
much Flora would resist her friends, they would insist that she remain
within her rigid and fixed circle of the upper-middle and upper-class.
According to Cohen and Shires, a “language system does not
prescribe right and wrong uses for discourses so much as it establishes
possible conditions of signification”.46 As a result, “literary conventions
of a work‟s universal significance, metaphorical coherence, and thematic
unity define an agenda for reading which has political and social
implications in what it excludes as well as includes”.47 Historical fiction
such as The Fellow provides “metaphorical coherence” with “political
and social implications” while adopting a double layer of meaning. First
there is the present everyday that opens up the “mythical” past, and
then there is the past that is used to interpret the present. In the scene
at the Atheneum of March 11, the present can understand the way the
past operates in terms of rank and privilege. Back in other times it was
commonly accepted, and an acceptable opinion to express, that society
had hierarchy, and that hierarchy must be maintained. Such “political
and social implications” are “included”. What is “excluded”, but
nonetheless present in the mentioned scene, is that class and privilege is
a continuing determinant in the progress of society through its essential
institutions. Perhaps no-one is going around openly declaring that
money and rank must rule – but that does not by any stretch of the
imagination mean that such notions have been dispensed with. Such
concepts are still present, but that does not mean that most members of
the public subscribe to outmoded ideas of social hierarchy. Cohen and
Shires state that “the narrative system often appears totally to determine
a given text‟s meaning by containing the play of narrativity within a
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closed structure, thereby centering it through a story or point of view”48,
but I have maintained that the socially common structures of historical
fiction are contemporary historical generalisations.
Mudrooroo’s The Promised Land
Mudrooroo‟s novel The Promised Land is a historical novel set
during the period of the Australian gold rushes. There are no specific
dates or places to locate which gold rushes are referred to, however, the
novel seems to indicate the semi-arid locale of the Kalgoorlie/Coolgardie
gold rush of the early eighteen nineties. The plot of the novel centres on
Sir George Augustus and his wife Lucy coming to Australia to set up a
Christian mission to “convert” and “educate” Australia‟s Aborigines.
During his stay, Sir George succumbs to the temptation of gold and ends
up participating in the slaughter of an Aboriginal tribe to gain whatever
gold he can. Apart from the historical aspect, Mudrooroo‟s fiction also
incorporates creatures of mythology: Sir George‟s wife is a vampire,
adept at killing and drinking the blood of her human victims, and
Aboriginal myths of place and being are also referred to in the novel:
Beneath the surface, a hot and cold stream met and I
changed into Manta Ray, my totem creature….49
Wadawaka watched her for a moment before he too
vanished to reform in a camouflage of spotted fur that
merged with the soft shadows of the moon and stars.50
These two very different aspects of mythology provide a contrast and a
comparison between European and Aboriginal views on life and being,
one of the forms used for social unity and identification through history
and historical events.
Mudrooroo sets out to challenge contemporary interpretations of
socially acceptable historical generalisations. Though he was not
Aboriginal, Mudrooroo had long believed himself to be of Aboriginal
ancestry, an assumption shared by those who knew him and by those
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reading his work. He had a black African father and white mother, and
so his birth was considered such a social stigma at a time of entrenched
racism that he was sent off to be raised among Aboriginal groups around
Cubelling in Western Australia. In this way the author came to
appreciate and understand Aboriginal culture, affinities and outlooks
and as a result Mudrooroo‟s writings would have a definitely Aboriginal
flavour.
The Promised Land centres on a group of English officials that set
out to educate the indigenous people to the ways of white civilisation.
According to one of the main characters, Sir George, his main mission in
life will be to convert the native savage to Christian salvation:
“I‟ll preach to all of them,” he declared, turning to
her. “It will be a good picture, the light dawning on their
dusky faces as I exhort them to forgo their cruel savagery.”
“They‟ve already done that. Good boys now, the lot
of them,” Sergeant Barron commented, defending his
men.51
This views the Aborigines as savages, fit only for conversion to the
Christian orthodoxy to “make them better”. This manner of argument for
forcing Aborigines to submit to white colonial culture is further
reinforced by the arguments that were used at the time of colonisation:
“Sir George was not in a good frame of mind as he
entered the camp to find the natives grouped about the
central fire. He stopped aghast. Before them lay the body of
a child and, my God, what were they doing but preparing it
for cooking – and eating. They were cannibals!”52
This account of Aboriginal “cannibalism” reflects the prevailing
European historical generalisation that cannibalism was part of the
culture and practice of the Australian Aborigines; ironically, it contrasts
sharply with European tales of the vampire – a creature which is
portrayed as “cannibalistic” in its behaviour:
She felt the blood flowing through his veins and her
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hunger rose…53
Yes, Amelia could feel the blood moving through her
veins. The temptation was too much. Her gaping fanged
mouth came down and there was a slurping sound as she
began to feed.54
Elsewhere, Mudrooroo writes:
“Savages, downright bloodthirsty savages,” another
prospector broke in. “Scalp you even before they stick you
with their godawful spears. You find your blacks there,
mate, and nothing else but dust and stones. Yeah, and yer
know what that heathen name means?”55
The aspersions cast upon Aborigines here were common, with
Aborigines being depicted as cannibals and cold-blooded killers, lacking
any degree of civilisation. These contrived historical generalisations
about Aboriginal barbarity, which still form part of the white Australian
historical generalisations, are readily undermined by Mudrooroo. For
example, the white colonisers, such as Sir George and others (including
native police), conduct massacre of an Aboriginal tribe, mutilating
corpses and cutting off male scrotums because:
“It makes a good tobacco pouch when dried. Want
one for yourself? These should be in better condition than
the ones in the gully. Good talking point back in the old
country, it‟ll make. Might even get a couple of quid for
it….”56
Sir George is not only depicted as having carnal lust for the native
women, but wanting to share in the profits from the massacre. Now that
the Aborigines, the true landowners, are dead, Sir George can lay claim
to the gold that he finds on their land, land that has become his
supposedly for his “mission”. Rather dubiously, then, Sir George‟s
Christian mission becomes corrupted as a mission for gold:
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In fact, as he fingered the metal, he felt like Jason of old: he
too had gained his prize at the expense of some lives; but
what matter, as long as it was put to profitable use?57
Then there are no end of official lies to conceal this wholesale massacre
of Aboriginal men, women, and children:
“In short, they would have dispatched us; but if an
inaccurate account of the battle got out, false accusations
might be made. It is excellent that we have Sir George with
us to put before that committee in London, who are only
too ready to believe the worst of things, the true facts.”58
So the process of white colonisation conducted in Australia is shown to
have been a matter of mass murder, theft, bodily mutilation, rape,
sexual slavery of Aboriginal women, all carried out under the thin veneer
of Christian moralising and a supposed “civilising process”.
Mudrooroo‟s challenge to historical generalisations appears
obvious. His contesting of Australian historical generalisations is more
in accord with an Australian society that has acquired a greater degree of
sophistication in its historical outlook and, more importantly, is willing
to listen to many voices, not just the “official” and the “authoritative”.
But where Mudrooroo‟s novel differs from many other historical novels is
in its embedding of time with mythical traditions and its contrast
between Australian Aboriginal and European mythology. These
contrasts are as much about social difference as what binds and
motivates Aboriginal culture when compared to European cultures.
Aboriginal Dreamtime myths help to construct a social fabric to unite,
and are benign and based on natural events, creatures and place; by
contrast, European supernatural myths are shown as violent and
bloodthirsty. European myths combine sex with death and involve an
unhealthy interest in death and murder. It is thus not surprising that
what Europeans had to really offer is fear, death, destruction, sexual
obsession, and ultimately desolation, since that is how Europeans are
shown to have constructed their spiritual and mythical past. By
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allowing this comparison between European folklore and Aboriginal
Dreamtime stories, Mudrooroo uses historical fiction to challenge
contemporary historical generalisations.
Patrick White’s Voss
Patrick White‟s novel Voss offers a nineteenth century, Anglo-Celtic
colonial representation of Australia‟s Aborigines. The voice of the
writer-as-narrator of events takes the perspective of the white colonial
settler rather than trying to approach Aboriginal perspectives or
interpretations of being. As an Australian historical novel, Voss does
show a continued presence of Aborigines, but there is no active or
positive presence. There are few Aboriginal voices and almost no
explanation of Aboriginal culture, only the European view of Aborigines
as being an uncivilised people living on the edge of the known world.59
When Voss was written almost all of the available references derived
from a period of Australian history when Aboriginality had a limited
appeal.60 An example found in White‟s novel concerns an encounter
between Voss the explorer and an Aboriginal servant woman:
As darkness fell upon a world emptied for its complete
reception, the German began to tremble in a cold sweat,
with the consequence that, when the black woman brought
the inevitable leg of charred mutton, he announced to his
astonished host:
“I do not think I will eat tonight. I am suffering from
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some derangement of the intestines.”61
An interpretation of this scene might be that Voss is incapable of
accepting Aboriginal hospitality, and hence is doomed in his
endeavours. It is an argument that could be refuted by saying that the
Aboriginal woman being represented is not given a voice explaining her
actions, in addition to which she is placed in a servile position, valued as
little other than a servant.
A little further on White raises another white construction of
Aboriginality:
“Frank, I cannot find that big prismic compass in the
wooden frame.”
“It cannot have got far, a big thing like that,”
answered Le Mesurier, who was not greatly interested.
“These blacks would thieve any mortal think, I would
not be surprised,” the convict said.62
This exchange offers the commonly held view among many
Anglo-Saxons that blacks are thieves. However, there is a double
layering of irony in the scene: the first irony is that the statement is
made by a man who has served time in prison time; the second is that
the Voss expedition was assembled in order to take whatever knowledge
they found away with them, thus committing a form of intellectual theft
in the name of science. However the possibly ironic intentions of the
novel can countered with the argument that no space is given to the
Aboriginal tradition regarding property.63 The two quotes can be seen as
ironic exposure of settler values, but they lack the Aboriginal perspective
to further show how ironic white settler views were. By adopting only
one side of the examination of Aboriginality, White plays on the
perceptions his audience would have understood in Voss.

not related to black-white relations, these nonetheless present an entirely Eurocentric view of
what was a previously inhabited continent.
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is personal and not communal.
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White‟s novel “is a complex and difficult novel”,64 densely packed
with image and meaning. In some respects “it is a novel about diversity:
those differences in human needs and aspirations and in the nature of
the illusions and beliefs which hold together both social and individual
identities.”65 However the complexity, in terms of Aboriginality, is
tempered by the novel being entirely Eurocentric. Many of White‟s
generation would have been raised on imperial values, upholding the
virtues of Christian civilisation and the supremacy of the white race.
Most Australians would not have been taught about Aboriginal culture 66
if Aborigines were deemed to have any culture to begin with.67 The novel
is one of exploration but “Voss does not regard the Aborigine as having
anything to contribute to this process of discovery.” It is as though the
Aborigines are an appendage to what is going on, a necessary part of the
landscape through which the explorers are passing, rather than being
seen as survivors adapting to a harsh terrain. In Voss the Aborigines are
little more than trees or rocks, just there as a worthy note in a diary.68
In Patrick White‟s novel the sole act of empowerment that the
Aborigines take is stopping the expedition from progressing:
When the men had recovered from their surprise, it
was seen that the two columns of natives had come upon
their rear, and were standing ragged behind them in an arc
of concentrated silence. Voss dismounted, and was
waiting. For ages everybody stood, and it seemed that
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nothing would ever happen beyond this commingling of
silences, when there was a commotion in the ranks of the
blacks, and an individual pushed forward.69
As a literary device this point draws almost an end to Voss‟s side of the
story. One interpretation of this scene could be empowering, that
Aboriginals are saying to white men, this far and no further on our land.
However, there is no evidence in the text itself that allows for this
interpretation. I am also wary of making this judgement because it is one
based on today‟s opinions centring on Aboriginal culture and society70.
The Aborigines, by an interpretation I feel is more in keeping with
Australia of the forties and fifties, were viewed as being an impediment to
self-enlightment and discovery by denying “progress”.
The Voss expedition is described as a “desert metaphor”71 that
“recalls Jesus‟ temptation in the desert, the Christian hermits‟
meditative stays, the Exodus of the Jews, Augustine‟s Confessions,
Dante‟s Divina Commedia and T.S. Eliot‟s The Waste Land”.72 The end
result is that “Voss, like the would-be restorer of the Waste Land, fails to
leave the desert, his spirit eternally present in an Aboriginal sense. In a
Christian context, however, he is still in hell – or at the very least,
Limbo.” In this context Voss‟s death has the comparable Christian
overtones of Christ or John the Baptist: Jackie, the native guide “comes
with the pocket knife that Voss had given him, and in a rite at once
initiatory and releasing, kills Voss and cuts off his head.”73 The act of
treachery signals that something divine occurs, but the Christian divine.
With Voss “gazing up through the roof of boughs his eyes fix upon the
points of the Southern Cross and Voss experiences his own
crucifixion”.74 The religious cross-references are overt. Jackie, who has
eaten bread with Voss and then defects, is a Judas-like character.
Despite all of White‟s symbolism, the Aborigines are pagans, just like the
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Roman soldiers that killed Christ. Thus, however radically different in
style Voss is, his representation of Aborigines is rooted in colonial
culture, Eurocentric and adopting a white settler perspective. Though a
generational shift in attitude was not too far away, major changes being
only a decade off, Voss nonetheless draws on the foundations of the
European views of Australia‟s traditional landowners.
As I have stated earlier in this section on Voss, it is a novel that
is densely layered with meaning, written almost entirely in an abstract
manner to present the abstract idea of inter-connection between people.
However, when it comes to the way Australia‟s Aborigines are
represented by Patrick White, he presents an image that could be
understood by the readers of his generation and earlier – namely as
mysterious, alien and difficult to comprehend. Therefore White is
speaking to his generation in terms that were deemed as acceptable and
appropriate. Keneally‟s novel can today be seen as rather quaint,
whereas Mudrooroo‟s novel draws on more dimensions than the
traditional forms of narrative to tell its historical story, yet they are
developments in keeping with their respective generations. In turn the
next generation of historical novelists will be as genuine to their era as
previous novelists may seem “limited” by the public attitudes of their
time.
Extending the foundations: Historical fiction speaking to an
audience of generations.
Davies describes a little of the foundation between the audience
and the writer. “In establishing the meaning of a work, the artist also
fixes the identity. If the meaning of a work is unchanging, so is its
identity.”75 Davies goes on to write that “interpreters can explore what
the work means to us in the present, taking account not only of the
circumstance of its creation but of different social context, of discoveries
and theories that post-date the work‟s origin, of current concerns”.76 A
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work of fiction, especially historical fiction, does neatly sit within its
social context. The audience of a written novel can be huge, from young
adults, to university professors, to anyone in the general public. No one
can form the general public of a society and be united in one view until
the generalisations, especially the historical generalisations of that
society, are understood in the interpretative context of that particular
era. Unifying historical generalisations also have the capacity of
transcending generations, even if the main point of the initial historical
fiction is lost because, as mentioned earlier, societies identify
themselves, and are held together by an identifiable, common history.
The Fellow is examines in detail national history as individual
history, and what is the cause of national image and the way it is
interpreted. What occurs in my historical fiction is the situation of
“nation building”77 and how generations can identify with it. Harcourt,
as described earlier, is a well-travelled man, experienced in the ways of
life, and as well read as the professors of the University of Melbourne. Yet
unlike the professors he encounters, the old bushman adapts and uses
his knowledge in an everyday, practical sense, rather than in a manner
of abstract research. By the same token, the travels undertaken by my
central character are not haphazard. Harcourt is not only versed in a
wide variety of literature, much of it from an English and European
cultural perspective, but as a man he is also a part of Australian history.
Quite literally Harcourt had worked the length and breadth of Australia,
working on projects that would physically change the continent to
European specifications. Quite apart from the obvious experience
Harcourt had at the diggings of Ballarat and Bendigo, his time spent at
the gold rushes, and at the Eureka Stockade, all formative years in the
history of Australia, there is a lot happening besides. Perhaps it might
slip the attention of the reader, but Harcourt‟s many casual references in
my novel are there for a purpose.
To illustrate, on March 15, at the university, Harcourt is in
discussion with Dickson over his reading of Herodotus:
“Since there‟s a beggar on the coals I‟ll cut you a slice.
77
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This reminds me of something I was reading when I was
opal prospecting in Adavale back in „seventy-three that
went something like, „The Aganthyisi dwell in comfort and
dress in gold in their persons. They have their women in
common, so that they may all be brothers and, as members
of a single family, to be able to live in harmony, missing as
they do envy and hate‟. From what I recall that‟s how the
cut of it went.”
The use of the quote at this particular point tends towards Socratic
irony. However, when Harcourt drops the line that he had been to the
opal discoveries in Adavale in Queensland in 1873, it not only illustrates
his experiences as a miner, but reveals him to have been an active
participant in opening up the land in a European sense. In another
example, on March 24, while Flora Luscombe and Harcourt are visiting
Victoria Dock in Melbourne, extending and deepening their relationship,
the reader is made aware of a little more of Harcourt‟s history:
“But if I had to paper yabber about the places I‟ve
worked at while on the waves, then I might mention the
Murray paddle steamers, pearling in Western Australia,
working on ships from one end of Australia to the other, to
Tasmania and New Zealand for my fare. I‟ve seen a little of
the nautical life. Alas I don‟t have a peg leg, an eye patch, or
a parrot on my shoulder to prove it.”
“A crusty old pirate?”
Again in this segment of a scene the old timer informs the reader that his
skills and experiences are varied. He has, in helping to build Australia
through everyday efforts of work, become a part of Australia‟s “hidden
history”.
Harcourt‟s life is in sharp contrast to some of the other characters
in The Fellow. On March 21 at the Melbourne Town Hall Flora‟s friends
are discussing the elopement of one of the characters:
“How could she? How could Julia elope with our
champion? This is conduct unbecoming. We were
desperate for his services and she leaves us marooned! If
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Bewsher were here she would receive a thorough dressing
down for that show of selfishness!” All that Octavia can do
is show her dignified self-restraint.
“But Sir Eustace did go with Julia voluntarily, she
cannot be entirely to blame,” Dounes considers the other
option, a consideration that does not sit too well with
Griful-Apps.
“There are now nine new express trains that can do
sixty-five miles an hour in Ballarat, likewise I do so wish
that you‟d be quicker on the uptake, Isa.”
“In what respect, Octavia?”
“Julia is the one that lead the man astray, she is to
blame for this terrible fiasco, not Sir Eustace. Our friend
provided the ultimate temptation; she need not have.”
Having declared who is to blame, Griful-Apps expects her
friends to fall into line.
“As scandalous as the Coningham Case is Julia‟s
outrage. Since the bishop of Melbourne is leaving this
afternoon, most probably on the same train, he might be
the very one to save their souls from their grievous sins;
both against society and against the social order,”
Hayne-Temme sniffs.
Griful-Apps and company are referring to events that have occurred on
the day, as they appear in the newspapers of the period. This is not a
lone incident, but occurs throughout The Fellow. The relating of the
characters to contemporary events also indicates the lack of
understanding of the historical past as it relates to contemporary living:
the friends of Flora Luscombe can only recount what is written in the
daily papers, and have little ability or desire to recall anything else.
Griful-Apps, Dounes, Bewsher, and Hayne-Temme can only relate to
what is happening around them, and only at a superficial level; those of
the upper classes know little outside their own, small world. They
certainly have no idea what the working classes have to struggle through
for a living. (Harcourt, by contrast, has a deep understanding of these
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matters based upon his direct personal experience.) One argument that I
am setting forward by my contrivances is that people who do not take an
interest in history or develop an understanding of the past can only
relate to the present on a superficial level.
With historical fiction the socially accepted historical
generalisations should be combined with an examination of how these
are formed and who understands them. One way to keep social history
alive is to renew and refresh its interpretation. Since the interpretation of
history is subjective, what must be agreed on by all is that an event took
place. Commonly accepted history, as a means of generation-based
interpretation, will thereafter tend to fall into the conceptual, rather than
the actual, for public acceptability. When a historical event occurs, it is
the analysis built up after it that develops and fosters the perceptions of
a generalisation. Even where there is documentary evidence, there will
always be room for myth-like structures to form and take shape. Davies
writes, “the meaning of the work is generated by hypothesising
intentions authors might have had, given the context of creation rather
than relying on their actual intentions”. The author of historical fiction,
therefore, cannot have a genuine grasp of what people of a past era
might have been thinking or feeling. There are official views, diaries,
letters, but there is also a great void that can only be guessed at from
those people that never left records. It is from this void that the historical
writer tends to write, for the fiction writer is not providing biography, or
history, but something quasi-real78 rather than entirely fictional. Davies
goes on to write that the “author‟s artistic intentions, if successfully
executed, are publicly manifest in the work but only by those familiar
with the linguistic and artistic practices by which their expression is
facilitated”.79 What the audience is responding to is the “hypothesising”
of interpretations as much as “intentions”. It is how the author is
interpreting the society in which that person is living, that carries
meaning and generates interest in another interpretation of those sets of
78
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social signifiers. In the case of historical fiction, these will always revolve
around the historical generalisations that bind social identity.
In the same way, I did not have to write my novel as historical
fiction. I could have given my novel a contemporary setting and given my
characters an identity that most any contemporary Australian audience
could understand. I could have put Harcourt through recent Australian
history, given the friends of Flora Luscombe today‟s attitudes, provided
her friends with today‟s airs and graces, and so on. So why chose a
historical setting in the first place? The answer comes in two parts. First
I would say that, by today‟s standards, and with the ease and availability
of information through various sources (such as the internet, mobile
telephones, document checks, and so on), the suspense could not have
been maintained over the period of two months of the novel. By setting
the novel at a historical period in which information was not so readily
available, though the conclusion could be considered inevitable, it allows
for time and space to develop the themes of the story. In addition the
attitudes at the turn of the nineteenth-century could be compared and
contrasted with the attitudes that are prevalent in today‟s society.
Whether Australian society today is any less elitist and snobbish than in
the past is a question worth dwelling on, particularly when it concerns
questions of education and social acceptance.
Above all else The Fellow considers two aspects of Australia‟s
history that most Australians hold dear to their hearts, the first being
the events surrounding the Eureka Stockade, the second being the
advent of Australian Federation in 1901. The Eureka incident simply
has it that the miners were rebelling against the rough treatment meted
out to them by the goldfields police and the stiff mining licence fees
imposed by the authorities. The populist view is that the miners rose up
to end oppression, and to seek liberty and justice. Since there are few
acts of violent rebellion against authority in Australia, a considerable
body of lore has accumulated around the Eureka Stockade. The
peaceful coming of Australian federalism also has its own body of lore.
Populist history views Australian federalism as a triumph of unity
through equality, believing that the federation was founded to give
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everyone opportunity and access to the wealth generated by the nation.
These are the current historical generalisations accepted by most
Australians concerning these events – but they are notions that are far
from actuality when studied in closer detail.80 However, not many
members of the public appreciate the complexity of a historical
situation, preferring the simplicity of populist historical generalisations.
Historical fiction: Language and contemporary trends.
According to Cohen and Shires, “to look for metaphorical coherence
as formal evidence of a work‟s thematic unity is to disregard additional
linguistic activity and alternative meanings which challenge the belief
that literature is a self-contained, aesthetically unified object”. In this
interpretation of literature the meaning of fiction is not “fixed”, but has
alternate meaning through “additional linguistic activity”.81 Such
linguistic activity would include changes in meanings of words, the
acceptability of some words in one generation that become unacceptable
to the next.82 Cohen and Shires state that “to be more responsive to the
disrupting movements of a text, readers need what we can call „textual
competence‟, the learned ability to negotiate slippages of language”.83
With the development of society, through fashionable adaptations,
expansion of knowledge and economic and social changes, subtle forms
of linguistic censorship and alterations happen. It is therefore expected
that historical fiction stay in tune with the times to interpret historical
meaning through fiction and to allow for recognition of modern social
signifiers. Cohen and Shires write that “a story does not require an
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enigma, it is a common enough feature to appear indispensable to a
story‟s structure. And to a great extent it is indispensable as far as an
economy of signifying events is concerned.”84 The enigma in a work of
historical fiction is a reflection of how a society wants to see itself at a
particular point in time though generalisations. When it comes to
socially acceptable history the generalisations remain accessible, for
instance, the view that the Eureka Stockade rebellion was the product of
idealists and those fighting for “freedom”85 or the view that the ANZACS
were all willing and brave.86
Two of the historical generalisations concerning The Fellow relate
to Australian federation and the rebellion at the Eureka Stockade.
Harcourt, having been involved with both Australian events – either
directly, as at Eureka, or by his presence at the time of Federation –
becomes the cipher that links both historical events, the populist
concept surrounding them, and interpretation of myth-like conventions
by me, as the author, in connection with contemporary attitudes. That
is, an interpretation of historical generalisations as this generation‟s
views inform and develop my view, belonging as I do to this generation,
thus providing a critique through historical fiction of how Australia will
view itself through historical generalisations.
When history is the present: Historical fiction and contemporary
society.
As I wrote at the start of my essay, the author and his or her
audience, from which the author is drawn, will often share87 a set of
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values and concepts that unite them in a common social experience.
This common bond will be in most forms of fiction, and especially in
historical fiction, an addressing of the social images that bind a society.
Davies would conclude that “the original context theory is preferable to
the modern context theory in that it locates the object of interpretation in
a fashion paying regard to those concerns without which literature
would not be created and presented as it is, even if, once the artwork
practised is in place, subsidiary interpretative strategies come into
play”.88 He also favours this theory because “the original context theory
can also match the intuition that the meaning of a literary work lends
itself to autonomous, multiple interpretations, even conflicting ones”.89
The author must have some manner of common communication with
the audience, or the author would simply have no audience to write for.
The three novels I have discussed are examples of the unifying factor of
historical generalisations.
Cohen and Shires write that in fiction a “narrative recounts a story,
a series of events in a temporal sequence”90 but in non-fiction “language
represents reality in a transcription, whereas fictional language
represents it in a facsimile.”91 Historical fiction does both, and it does
neither, remaining both history and non-history.92 Mudrooroo‟s The
Promised Land is a historical novel from an Aboriginal point of view,
meeting contemporary society‟s greater acceptance of self-criticism and
greater awareness of the Aboriginal voice. In this respect, and from the
Aboriginal perspective, it is as much the spiritual essence of historical
generalisations, and how images form social and individual identity that
construct reasons for social behaviour and action. A vampire rampaging
through an Australian historical novel reflects on European culture just
as surely as European attitudes reflect upon Aboriginal actions in
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Australia. Keneally‟s The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith paints the
insidious destruction of its main character: “Jimmie was destroyed
precisely because he had learned the ways of white Australia so well. For
him, typically Australian possession was a sacred state, and in effect the
women he kills are sacrifices offered up at this shrine”.93 This may be the
situation, but in terms of Australian historical generalisations the
destruction (intended or not), of Australia‟s Aborigines was only just
beginning to be exposed as a “hidden” historical crime in Australian
historical fiction. White‟s representation of Aborigines in Voss is of a
white, conservative kind. The main character, the “seemingly God-like
creator of his self and inventor of reality who believes in the superiority of
his Western European mind and will is shown as regressing into a way of
quasi-mythic thinking which he shares with the Aborigines”.94 Voss‟s
act can be interpreted as being entirely regressive. In White‟s novel,
“Voss resembles the Aborigines in that he „dreams‟ often, which is
suggestive of the Aboriginal notion of „dreamtime‟. „Dreamtime‟,
according to ethnological studies, suggests the ability to hold spiritual
intercourse with the landscape”.95 What the novel Voss offers is what
audiences would expect in Aboriginal representation – an arcane,
untouchable sort of regressive ritual art form, quite alien and quite
outside of white sensibilities. Patrick White writes within a scope of
understanding that both he and his readership shares; that of
considering Aboriginal people as having little society and of being
essentially “savages”. White‟s view is that of the nineteenth-century
Australian colonialism that has only recently being outgrown. In Voss
“the over-riding impression of the Aborigines, since White generally
writes from within the European explorer‟s terrified consciousness, is of
a menacing, shadowy people who even smell strange”.96 Perhaps White
was not consciously aware that he had presented Aborigines in a certain
way. However, would have directly connected with his contemporaries
93
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through these historical generalisations. Historical generalisations are
easy to assume and difficult to directly challenge, except through
historical fiction. This is a key aspect of historical fiction, and why it is so
important, for historical generalisations are what makes a society. It is
the challenge to, or reinforcement of, those historical generalisations
that determines the general direction in which a society is headed.
The three novels I have selected in some way relate to white-black
relations in Australia. They are novels that can be picked up, read, and
understood by most Australians, for they are novels that draw on
Australia‟s past, adopting Australian historical generalisations as their
basis of artistic argument. Stripping back all of the research, the setting,
and the language, the essence of a historical novel will always be the
contemporary socially accepted historical generalisations. They are
historical generalisations about identity that are found in every society,
Australia included. In this way my novel also addresses the key images
that are pertinent to Australian society concerning the role and function
of universities in public life. With the continued attacks, particularly
financial, on the tertiary education sector in Australia, is it the situation
that Australians really wish to see universities only being available to the
wealthy? Should universities, truly the elite in terms of education, be
accessed only by a handful of the powerful and privileged? The risk of
seeing Australian universities going back to closed and elitist
institutions is the contemporary fear driving my novel.
Historical fiction is a rich filter of meaning for those interested,
albeit from a certain perspective, about the historical past. It could be
argued that historical fiction is the only way of understanding how a
society sees itself at any one time, for once a view is adopted it will only
be discarded when another generation draws its own conclusions.
Davies writes that “if a goal of interpretation is to consider the meanings
a work will sustain when approached in terms of the conventions of
literature and language within and against which it is created, then
many interpretations of work-meaning will be available to the critic, for
all that is required is compatibility”.97 To write historical fiction in the
97
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context of any society is to invite interpretations of how that society
wishes to see itself through its historical achievements.
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